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MATERIALS RELATED TO WELFARE RESEARCH
AND EXPERIMENTATION

Over the pa.-,t decade, the Congress has considered a variety of lpro-
posals for major changes in tile Nation's welfare programs. During
this period, a numbe-r of siýnificant modifications of those programs
have. in fact. Iwen enacted into law while other proposd changes have
failed to win the acceptance of the Congrets. In either case. however,
there has bten a continu-ng high level of legislative interest in exam-
iniing the welfare system and finding ways to improve it. Concurrent
with (and. lprha )s, iecaau.e of) this legislative interest, there has
occurred a very sul.-tant ial amount of re.earch activity related to wel-
fare programs.

The most widely known of the reearch projects are a series of
income maintenance experiments which provided various types of
income guarantee- to sample populations. The gene.,is of these experi-
nments is des'rilbe as follows in a three-volume study issued by the
Institute for Rehearch on Poverty. which was the prime contractor for
the fir.st. of the experiments: -Brieflv. ()EO had advocated a national
negative-income-tax program in 19653. had been unable to Iers,.1ade
the President to introduce the legislation. and, therefore. had decided
to fund a project designed to produce hard evidence ais to its feasi-
bility." The first ex•eriments were begin in metropolitan areas of New
Jerse'v in late 1%6$ and continued for several years with the final report
submitted in D december 197:3. Additional income maintenance exp eri-
ments have been conducted in rural areas of Iowa and North Carolina,
in Gary. Ind., and in Seattle and Denver.

These various experiments have provided data upon which numer-
ous analytical studies have been basd both by the individuals involved
in the research projects and by other commentators. The concluionis
drawn from the data produced by the studies have not always obtained
universal acceptance. For example. the summary report on the New
Jersey exlperiments published by the Department of Health. Educa-
tion, and Welfare states: "The mot striking feature of the findings
is that the observed changes in lalbor supply in response to the experi-
mental payments were generally quite small." By contrast. the data
from the .sanme experiment led .Johmn F. Cogan of the Rand Corp. to
comment: -The central finding of an analysis of the labor supply
response of white male heads of household in the New Tersev-Penn'.vl-
vania Negative Income Tax Experiment is a large, statistically sifgni-
ficant labor supply withdrawal."

In addition to the highly publicized income maintenance experi-
ments. there has been a considerable lody of other researvh related to
welfare programs over the past several years. The.e include evalua-
tions of various aspects of existing programs, a longitudinal study of
the welfare poi)llation. a number of experimental studiess related to
the employment of welfare recipients and studies of the admninistra-
tive aspects of the programs.

(1)
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The purpose of this document is to make available a selection of

writings which sununarize and provide some commentary on a nuin-
ber of the welfare research efforts which have been undertaken in
recent years. Some of the studies reproduced have been copyrighted,
and the committee has obtained appropriate permission to reproduce
thos-e items in this print.



I. The Dynamics of Welfare Dependency: A Survey

(By David WV. Lyon)

A SUMMARY OF TH1E DYNAMICS OF WELFARE DEPENDENCY: A SuRnvx

The objective of this alper is to draw upon available research in
welfare dynainics to answer a ,et of specific questions regarding tile
u.-e of public assi.taiwe--jue,, ions that. are central to the design of
alternative income maintenance systeniti. We take St(Kk of what we
know and. bv exclm.-ion. what. we (dont. know about the use of welfare.

First we look at length and patten of d(l'pndcedncy and answer the
question: how is the ca.eload distributed between short-term and
chronic users of welfare? Second. we describe the welfare decision and
answer tie ques-tions: what are thie major factors that. bring a family
to turn to public assi..stane? M•at are the rea.s4ns a family leaves the
rolls? What impact do lprogtriani features have on the welfare decision I
Third. we inve" igate levels and sources of income for welfare families
and answer the question: how much income from nonwelfare sources
do welfare recipients itave over time? We :u~s,- the impact of job
training and employment. p)rogranis on the welfare decision and at-
tempt to answer the questiono: whiat effect would work programs have
on improving chaiees for nonsub,,idized employnment and reducing the
welfare rolls? Finuilv. we look at the long-term effect of dependency
on. family behavior and dis.u..s the implications of research on case-
lrad dynamics for welfare reform.

ORIGINS OF IMsEAR(CII ON WELFARE DYNAMICS

Ca-eload forecasting for federal, state and local govenmment welfare
agencies.

Expwrimental studies of work incentives and income guarantees.
Studies of welfare families over time, identifying length of de-

pen(lency. income sources and immlpact of government programs on the
Welfare decision.

This review emphasizes research on the AFDC and general assiA-
ance programs, drawing upon analysis of caseload behavior at the
local, state and federal levels.

LENGTH OF DEPEN-DENCY

The existing welfare sy.stem prOi1des cash an(i in-kind benefits that
greatly exceed incomes available from full-time employment in mini-
mum wage jobs.

(Getting publllic assistance is not a permanent condition for a major-
itv of families on the rolls: most cases stay on the rolls for less than 3
years and the a:'erage stay is between 2 anti 3 years in duration.

• Three types of ea.,loa' samples have been used to measure length
of dependency: numbers on the rolls at a certain point in time; all
cases ever on welfare; and first-time recipients (opening cohorts).

(8)
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Each gives a different profile of the duration of stay and has a differ-
efit purpose for policy analysts: over 60 percent of cases on the rolls
at a point in time are cases of long-tenn continuous dependency (3
years or more) ; less than 10 percent over a 6-year span will be long-
term cases; and a third of all cases in an opening cohort will be. long-
term dependents. Therefore, before conclusions are drawn from studies
of welfare dynamics, the characteristics of the caseload sample must
be known.

Patterns of welfare depelndenovy s•gg.est high levels of caseload turn-
over. Over half of the nearly 1,000,000 cases on welfare in New York
City from 1967 to 1972 were replacing cases that had been on the rolls
but had moved out of welfare.

TIHE WELFARE DECISION

Bene/U levels vs. wages.-Findings support the alternative income
hypothesis: as benefit levels or benefit/wage ratios rise. case openings,
applications and welfare participation increase and employment rates
decrease.

Benflt-lo~s rates.-Higher benefit-loss rates result in less work ef-
fort; lower rates result in more work effort. Lower benefit-loss rates
tend to result in more mothers (AFDC) working rather than an in-
crease in hours worked.

Policy variables like the benefit-los. rate are not likely to have much
effect in moving families off the rolls. The mean emplloyment rate--
1iS percent-is so low that large percentage changes in work effort do
not change the fact that most AFI)C mothers do not work.

Work incentives are likely to increase welfare costs because of higher
administrative costs or higher benefits for mothers who already work.
Lag in reporting income and caseworkers discretion in counting de-
ductible income results in lowering benefit-loss rates.

Multle bentfibt.-The AFDC grant is only 55 percent of the total
income (welfare and nonwelfare) received by dependent families in
New York City, Michigan and California. Eighty-three percent of all
AFDC cases in New York City receive cash and in-kind benefits at a
value higher than the poverty line, and 95 percent have multiple bene-
lit incomes (food stamps. Medicaid. shelter allowances, child care,
nonwelfare income and the basic AFDC grant) higher than that
yielded by a full-time minimum wage job without government
supplements.

Short-term cases had much higher levels of Medicaid-paid health
care than long-term cases. .Much of the movement onto welfare is
caused by demand for health (.are not covered by private insurance
plans. Welfare may mask a large number of families in need of low-
cost health insurance rather than cash assistance.

Employnrerdt opportunihtis.-The job market has a measurable ef-
fect on the welfare decision in spite of widespread concern that public
assistance is a system quite alart from the ups and downs of the na-
tional econoinv.

The explosion of the AFDC caseload during the 1960"s, when the
nat ional economy was healthy. was related primarily to factors other
taan changes in employment opportunities.

.lt;qrat;on.-Rather than being a direct reason for interregional
migration. the welfare system enhances the attractiveness of regions
with high wage levels, because it represents insurance in case a job-
is not available. But the primary factor in deciding where to migrate



seems to be labor market conditions; differences in state AFDC bene-
fit levels have only a minor influence on the relocation decision of
poor families.

Family c.nmposition and dcserton.-Reforni of the welfare system
is not likely to reduce the trend toward non-white female-headed
families, a trend that has far more complex origins than the avail-
ability of public assistance.

Attitudes towrd dp cdenwy.---4Growth of the AFI)" rolls duriiia
the 1960"s was primarily the result of more people moving on the rols
and secondarily of increased grant levels. More lwople were enrolled
because more people found out about its availability and because it
was increasingly acceptable to be on welfare-both changes having
been fostered by the welfare rights movement.

Similar change in attitude might greatly increase p~articipa1tionl
and caseload size for the AFI)C-Unemploye4 Fathers program. Cur-
rently. in part, because of sensitivities to income origin in this group,
participation rates are low for this program.

A4•dm;nistrath'e facto's.-Administ ratie discretion is an important
factor in the constantly clkanging patterns of the AFI)C caseload.
The short-rim forecasting Of caseloads is confounded iy sudden
shifts in case openings and closings related to changing administrative
proeedmvrs. However. it does not offset the evidence that welfare
depl-ndency is esse.ntially an economic decision.

EMPI3)YABILITY AND INCOME

Emlloyvabilitv is an elusive concept because objective lueasures (10
not fully reflect either the potential for or mnotivation of welfare fain-
ilies for finding work.

Far more families on the welfare rolls are employable and receive
earnings from employment over periods of 1 or 2 years or more than
is reflected in point-in-time samples of the ca.eload.

The public cost. of day care and related work expenses is .so high for
many welfare mther. that they may actually earn less than it takes to
keep them employed.

Earnings play a major role in the long-term income package of
families who are on welfare at various times, even though earnings
are less important in those times when welfare is received.

There is little difference between the income package of female-
headed families who have been on welfare and the package of those
who have never been on welfare.

The income and behavior of welfare families must be tracked over
time to understand how welfare fits into an overall package of family
income.

EMPIOYmfENT AND TRAINING PROO;RAtAM8

There is little evidence that job training and employment programs
have lxt.i the source of tile dynamic patterns uncovered in studies
of the welfare population.

Employment programs may. at best decrease the level of public
asistance payments while the duration of stay is unaffected.

CASE BEIIAVIOR AND LENGTH OF DEPENDENCE

Welfare recipients may become used to dependency and more
resistant to leaving the longer they are on the rolls. This phenomenon
has been called the "settling-in" effect.
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If settling-in occurs it could result in the need for a continuation of
stringent work and income eligibilty tests under any welfare reform
option-from an incremental to a tuill guaranteed income approach.

There is no clear evidence on whether settling-in actually occurs
and what. if any, policies are iweces.ary to offset its effects.

IM1PLICATI1ONS FOR WELFARE POLICY

It cannot be accurately predicted whether labor force withdrawal
and or work (lisineeltt ives would be greater under a guaranteed income
lan than under AFIDC. The impact of a guaranteed income can only

partially estimated from existing research on welfare dyvnamics.
In spite of the many inefliciencies and inequities in the current

income suplx)rt p)rograia,. most families use the welfare system. as in-
temided-as a teni porayI source of ineommie during periods of mmneniploy-
nment or other lo•. of normal income.

INTRODUCTION-

"lhe picture of welfare delwejelency that has emllerge+d .ince researcli
on "'the welfare decision* l~.ga1 in earnest over ten years ago is both
clearer and more coiinplex than the cooininoii iniagge of a permanent wel-
fare clats. There is s )SUtant ial evidence that families decide whethr to
apply for or remmain on welfare in an ecomomically rat tonal fashion. As
the dollar value of benefits increa.-ez, more families will chiooý.e welfare
over their available IinIcomue SO,,Vtres. an1l. as be, nefits are taxed away at
higher rates tLere is le.s work eflort. Still additional factors are at
work. AnalN-sis of Aelfare cas.load dynamics ( behavior of welfare
families over time) has .-4iown. for example, that the composition of a
family strongly influences the lentlh of a welfare stay. Intact hou-e-
holds (AFIDC-UF anid general assi:tan'e cases) tend to stay on wel-
fare for a shorter time than female-headed families (AFIC cases)?
and length of stay increases with the number of children in a care.
Administrative changes have also been fomnd to change movement off
and on the rolls and, therefore, the average length of stay. The
stringency of eligibility controls, employment reporting requirements
and changes in recertificat ion l)rocedures have all hald -ignxificant effects
on the size of time welfare caseload1. Finally. the attitude toward welfare
of eligible families has affected their decision to seek as:-istance.

The objective of this paper is to draw upon available research in
welfare dynamics to answer a set of specific questions about the use of
public assistanc-questions central to the design of alternative income
maintenance systems. We take stock of what we know and, by exclu-
sion. what we don't unow about the use of welfare.

First, we look at lengrth and pattern of dependency and answer the
question: how is the caseload distributed among slort-term and chronic
users!?

Second, we describe the welfare decision and answer the questions:
what are the major factors that make a family turn to public assistance,
what are the reasons a family leaves the rolls, and what impact do pro-
gram features have on the welfare decision? Third, we investigate
"levels and sources of income for welfare families and answer the ques-
tion: how much income from nonwelfare sources do welfare recipients
have over time? We assess the impact of job training and employment
programs on the welfare decision and attempt to answer the question:
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what effect would work program have on improving chances for non-
subsidized employment and reducing the welfare rolls? F inallv, we
look at the long-term effects of dependency on family behavior and dis-
cuss the welfare reform implications of retearch on caseload dynamics.

ORIGiNS OF' tE.sF-Rii ON WELFARE DYNAMICS

Interest in the dynamics of welfare dependency has stemmed from
three quite different. but equally pragmatic. pressures to identify the
effects of welfare policy and economic conditions on caseload growth.
The first pressure was tfhe desire by welfare administrators botth at the
federal, state and local levels to improve their forecasts of the caseload
for budget purposes. A number of caseload models were developed to
see if a careful A)rting out of economic and police factors would result
in better predictions than resulted from "best guesses" by agency per-
SOnnel. In general, the models do not give better pivdit.ions than sim-
ple trend analysis combined with ,_ood judgmient. The models have been
useful. however, in sorting out benefit levels, job opportunities and
policy changes as each count rilntes to caseload growth.

A second area of re•eareh came as a re:I)on-e to lroposals for sin-
plifying the welfare system by means of a g, arante4'1d a.lnual in,'ome
for all families. Congressional critics of a simuplified system argued
that pr(xlu'tiritv would be seriously and permanently (l'mupelieil. with
the result that many families might never feel the need to work again.
Economists did not argue whether there might be :omne. work disincen-
tives--clearly there would Ih some-but they set out to see how nii'ch
work effort ileclined when families received cash transfers of different
amounts. Tile most, notable study-the New .er-sev Income Mainte-
nance Experixnent-was funded'by the federal Office of E'mnomic
Opportunity v and was designed to measure how work effort changed in
resl)onse to different benefit levels and benefit-loss rates. For the first
time low-income families were trackedd" over time to see how they
re'.,ponded to a regular flow of unearned income supplied by the
government.

The third area of research on wdfare dynamics stemmed from a lack
on information on how families made use. of welfare lbenefits over time.
A substantial nuuiiber of case openings and closings "s recorded in any
one month. but there is little information on how many of the cases
closed were the .ane ones that opened in the same or subsequent
months. In a broader context, policy analysts wanted to know how
groups of low-income families use welfare and related transfer pro-
grains to suppl)lement earningss, how frequently they use welfare over
time, and what portion of annual income comes from welfare. The
major policy question was whether the same families make recurring
use of welfare, without any other income sources. or whether welfare is
more of a temporary, "backup" source of income when a family falls on
hard times.

This survey draws upon research carried out in these three areas of
investigation, concentrated primarily on the Aid to Families with
Dependent Children (AFDC) program because it is the largest
national program and has been the focus of most research efforLs.'
Reference is made to general assistance programs when appropriate.

'We have not Incorporated detailed findings from the negative income tax experiments
for two reasons: first, because they are widely known and, second, because family, responseto benefit levels and tax rates were general consistent with the behavior foun4 for
families in the AFDC program.
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Our main objective is to review what is known about the dynamics of
the existing welfare system and what existing patterns of dependency
tell us about how fantilies might respond to modifications of the cur-
rent system. We frequently draw upon research studies of welfare sys-
tems in New York City, California and other locations, in addition to
studies of the national caseload. The reason is that very little informna-
tion is available to researchers on the behavior of welfare families over
time, and what is available tends to have been specially prepared for
studies of city or state systems A particularly rich set of findings is
available for`New York City and California-two of the largest local
caseloads in the country. Whenever possible, we have compared the
local finding with studies that used national data bases. On specific
questions where comparisons are possible, local and national data give
similar profiles. Where comparisons were not possible. the studies of
local systems should be very suggestive of patterns at the national level.

There are a number of studies-listed in the bibliography that are not
referenced in the text. Many of these influenced our thinking and the
research designs of the studies discussed, but it was simply not possible
to draw them all into the presentation.

LENGTH OF DEPEDEN CY

'CIncern that public assistance will create a permanently depend-
ent population has I1wen a criticism of both the existing welfare
system and of prpo.:als for reform. The concern is based on two
argiments. First. that benefits are or will be so high that. many families
could have higher inceones from public assistance than from the pay-
check typically accom•janying low-wage jols. Second. once on welfare
there is little incentive to turn to work if $1 of welfare benefits is
taken away every time earnings increase by $1. There is substantial
evidence that the existing welfare system in some states does provide
benefits that greatly exceed incomes available from full-time employ-
ment in mininmm-wa:e jobs. and that at some earnings levels tax
rates on multiple welfare benefits could be near or in excess of 100
percent. (.Se Lyon. et Ml., 1976: Smith. 1976: California-DBP. 1975:
Aaron. 1973: and Hlausman. 1975.) However. research on the
dynamics of welfare dependency does not support the concern that
rceil )t of public assistance is a Wermanent condition for a majority
of families on the rolls. In contrast. researchers have found that
most welfare cases stay on the rols for less than 3 years; that
the average stay is between 2 to .3 years in duration: f'nd that there
are far more cases on the rolls over a 5- or 6-year period than are
reflected in monthly welfare statistics.

A common means for measuring length of dependency is to ask how
long a sample of families drawn from the monthly caseload has been
on the rolls since their cases were last opened. The national survey of
the AFDC case load in January 1973 documents that 2 years is the
median length of stay since the family interviewed last came onto the
rolls. (See Table 1.)

There were more cases for 1 year or les,--30 percent-than there had
been for more than 5 years--8 percent. Two comparable samples of
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AFD)C welfare cases for New York City show a somewwhat smaller
proportion of short-term cases and more long-termn cases than the
national sample. Both New York City data files (from separate
studies) show that the median duration of stay is about 3 years, or one
year greater than the national median. None of the three studies sug-
gests that most AFDC cases have a permanent attachment to the
rolls.

TABLE 1.-AFDC CASES BY TIME ON WELFARE SINCE MOST
RECENT OPENING, UNITED STATES (1973), AND NEW YORK
CITY (1971 AND 1972)

Percentage of all cases

New York New York
City. Ostow/ City, Rand/

Time on welfare since most United States, Dutka, Sep- Rydell, De-
recent opening January 1973 tember 1971 cember 1972

Less than 6 mo ................ 17.3 6.01 20.4
6 mo to 1-yr ................... 12.9 9.0f
1 to 2 yr ....................... 19.1 16.0 18.8
2 to 3 yr ....................... 15.4 12.0 13.7
3 to 4 yr ....................... 9.71 27.0 9.6
4 to 5y r ...................... 7.21 10.0
Over 5 yr...................... 18.4 30.0 27.5

T otal ....................

Median years since most re-

100.0 100.0 100.0

cent opening ................ 2.0 3.25 2.78
Number of cases in sample... 31,000 873 249,000

Source: U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Findings of the 1973
AFDC STUDY: Part I, National Center for Social Statistics, NCSS Report AFDC-1
(73), June 1974, p. 80; M. Ostow and A. B. Dutka, Work and Welfare in New York
City, Johns Hopkins Press, Baltimore. 1975, table 3.1. p. 27; C. P. Rydell, et al.,
Welfare Caseload Dynamics in New York City, the Rand Corp., 1974, table 2.13.

THlE EFF'r OF SAMPLE TXME FRARMS

The profiles in Table 1, however, can be misleading. The distribu-
tions of length-of-stay are for a point-in-time, month.) stmple and they
do not reflect all previous periods of dependency. Welfare researchers
have shown that point-in-time samples u-J.errepresent short-term cases
and that large portions of the caseload have intermittent rather than
uninterrupted periods of dependency.' Significant evidence of the im-
pact that sample time frames Lave on the analysis of welfare dynaimics
was lpresented by Rydell, et al. (1974). They coimpare the %.istribution

;For a discussion of the eleet of tlme-frame censoring on the analysis of welfare
'lynamisti. ee .1. R. Hosek's presentation In Appendix A of R-20W2-HEW. "MtItlple
WeIfare Itnefits in New York City.- by D. W. L)o0. et al.. Tte haud Corlsoratluu. 1!076.
I. Ill.
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of welfare histories over a 0-year period from 1967 to 1972 for eases on
the rolls at a point in time (l'eeember, 1969) and for all separate cases
on the rolls over the 6-year period. The analysis is for New York City
welfare cases. Only 3 percent of the point-in-time sample were on the
rolls less than 1 year. whereas nearly 50 percent of all cases on over
the 6 years were on less than I year. (See Table 2.) In both caseload
unive.-ses over 20 percent of the cases moved on and off the rolls inter-
mittently over the 6-year study period, all other cases had continuous
dependency- firm several months to 6 years in duration. So a long er
time windoww" on welfare dependency than one month suggests th9fat
there is very little trnue permanent dependency; only 6 percent of the"all cases on" universe were on the rolls continuous-ly for 3 or more
years compared to 63 percent for the same group in that point-iji-time
11inlverl-.

TABLE 2.-EFFECT OF DIFFERENT TIME FRAMES ON MEASURE
OF WELFARE DEPENDENCY, NEW YORK CITY, 1967-72

Time frame of sample (percentage of
all cases)

Cases in an
Cases on opening

welfare at cohort
All cases on point-in-time (February

welfare (December 1967 to
Welfare history, 1967-72 (1967-72) 1969) June 1967)

Short-term continuous (less
than 1 yr) ................... 49.7 2.9 17.4

Intermediate-term continu-
ous (1 to 3 yr) ............... 23.4 8.9 10.8

Long-term continuous (over
3 yr) ......................... 5.7 63.2 33.3

Multiple-term ................. 21.2 25.0 38.5
Short (less than 1 yr) .................. .8 (8.6
intermediate (1 to 3 yr) ................ (10.5)
Long (over 3 yr) ....................... (18.8 (19.4)

Total .................... 100.0 100.0 100.0

Number of cases .............. 390,000 391,000 65,900

Source: C. P. Rydell, et al., 1974, table 2.5 and 2.6.

The choice of a caseload universe clearly has an effect on conclusions
drawn from research on welfare dependency. Point-in-time samples
are the most frequently used simply because thiev are the easiest to draw
from case records. yet long-term cases are larger and tend to receive
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lower per capita welfare be efits than short-term cases. Research find-
ings from point-in-time samples will give only one view of emilploy-
ment experience, income sources, length of stay and responsiveness to
work incentives.3

I)espite these shortcomings. ioint-in-time samples. are useful in two
ways. First, administrators and policy planner. frequently want to
know the characteristics of ca.,es on the rolls 'right now." fn any one
mouth most expenditures are made on cash paymelnts to long-term
ca.,es. so a lmint-in-time profile of delpenten•y accurately i)rntravy how
the budget is allocated. Second. very few data' are available on dtepend-
eney patterns for all cases on the rolls over long period of time. No
national statistics are maintained on case histories, and local social
service agencies usually plrtre their machine-readiade records of closed
v'aes a month or two after paymients are ternhinated. Two notable
longitudinal data files of welfare ca.,es-ome for New York City
(Rvylell, et al.. 1974) and another for Alameda ('ounty. California
( Wiseian. 1970)-involved costly file sampling, searches and process-
ing for even tile most rll1dimentarv case information. A number of
states (among them Illinois, Michigan and ('alifornia) are just
1M'gimning to keep )cOmplete case history records of all as;es, inclu dig
those that opened for only lrief PerioVds of time.

()ie survey of income (lynamics, the Panel Study of Income Dynam-
ics I PSII)) carried out annually by the Iniiveirsity of Michigan's
Institute for Social Reseanrh provides the lst. available picture of
dynamics for the national welfare caseload. Martin Rein used the
PSID .ample of 5.0- 0 families to answer the question: "Is there a
welfare classs" (See Rein. 1976.) lie measured the duration of stay
for every female-headed family that ever received welfare during the
7-year period from 1967 to 19t3.' Like Rydell. et al.. for New York
('itv he found far fewer long-term cas.,es than in a point-in-time .-;amnple.

Rtein found 26 percent of those families ever receiving welfare to be
long,,-term stayersv with conlinieous dependency, and another 9 percent
of long-term cases with intermittent dependeecv. (See Table 3.) In
total, the chronically dependent cases were one-third of all families
who had recelred welfare during the period. Nearly 40 percent of the
sample had only short-term dependencv of 1 year or less. Both the
RLein and R hvdll. et al. studies indicate that welfare is a permanente"
or chronic condition for a portion of the ca.seload. ai.d that the portion
is between one-third and one-tenth of all cases receiving aw5sistanice over
a long tinige.5

SFor a presentation rf the differences between long-term and short-term cases, see
Rydell. Pt M.. 11174 : and Lou 4-t al.. 197l.

4 Reln's female-headed families do not fully exhaust the AFDC caseload because heaywlyze.s 411ly uLmnenij io-tueen 25 and 55 years of age. The 1973 AFDC Survey reports
that half of the mothers on AFDC were less than age 3,0.

I The "all cases on" approach to measuring length of stay. is complicated by an "end
lPlnt" problem. Cases closing at the beginning of the sample time frame or openingat the end are countpd as less than 1-year stays, even though they might be the end orbeginning of a long stay. Ri.dell, et aL (1974). partially solves the problem by excluding
(M-1; in the begtining and ending mouths.
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TABLE 3.-DURATION AND PATTERN OF WELFARE DEPEND-
ENCY, THE UNITED STATES AND NEW YORK CITY, 1967-
72/73 [in percent)

Rand/Rydell-New
Rein-United States York City separate

families ever on cases on welfare.
welfare with head all categories

18 to 55 yr old, of assistance,
Welfare history 1967-73 1967-72

Short-term continuous (1 yr or
less) ............................. 38.0 49.7Intermediate-term continuous (1
to 3 yr) .......................... 18.3 23.4

Long-term continuous (over 3 yr).. 26.1 5.7
Multiple-term ..................... 17.7 21.2

Interm ediate .................. (10.0) ................
Long ........................ (7.7.........

T otal ........................ 100.0 100.0

Number of cases in sample ....... 748 390,000

Note: Rein data is for families only with head between 18 and 55 years of age
taken fro,- the Panel Study of- Income Dynamics; Rand data is for both family
cases and single-person c":es, including recipients of AFDC; AFDC-UF; general
assistance (Home Relief); Aid to the Aged, Blind, and Disabled. Long-term de.
pendency in Rein data is for 4 or more years; more than 3 in the Rand/Rydell data.

Sources: M. Rein, "Is there a Welfare Class," mimeo, 1976, table 2; C. P.
Rydell, et al., Welfare Caseload Dynamics in New York City, The Rand Corporation,
1974, Table 2.5, p. 16.

A thiir approach to uteasuring the duration of welfare dependency
is to track an openingg cohort" of cases over time. This segment of cases
can provide answers to the question: "how long will welfare cases
that open today stay on the rolls ? This approach is equivalent, for
example, to assessing the length of stay of all patients admitted into
a hospital on a given day-it controls for clhnges in the composition
of the caseload over time. Again. Rydell. et al. (1974), shows the
sharp difference between the welfare histories of cases in an opening
cohort and all cases on the rolls at a point in time. A group of cases
going on the rolls between February and June of 1967 and tracked over
the subsequent 5.5 years had fewer long-term cases and more short-
term cases than the point-in-tinw group. (See Table 2.) On the basis
of the data in Table 2 for an opening cohoit, a welfare administrator
can say that of all cases getting on the rolls in any 5-month period,
42 percent will be on welfare for more than 3 years either continuously
(33 percent) or intermittently (19 percent).

Rvdell, et al., also calculated how long it takes for one-half of all
cast. getting welfare for the first time on any given day a week to
clrse-a concept they call the half-life of at welfare case. *They found
that AFIX' families with two or more children have a half-life of
2.5 y-ears, and those with only one child have a half-life of 1.5 years;
with an average half-life of 2 years for all regular AFDC cases. In
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short, having children seeins to account at least ill part for a fatuily
staving on the rolls longer.

X study of the AFXI caseload in the State of ('alifornia by Boskin
and Nold (19.7) tra'lks the history of 440 cases opening in hJanuary
196i5 over the subsequent I years-19.15 to 1970. They estimate the
mean duration of stay on the rolls to 1w strongly Ivlated to race anti

wage level expected " iv the household head in the jot) market. Whites
were on the rolls all average of 1.5 to 2.0 years during the 5 years,
and nonwhites averaged between 2.5 to 3:5 years over the period.
('ases with heads (xlxcting a higher than minimum wage in the jol
market have stays roughly 1 year less than cases with heads facing a
lower than minimuiii wage. regardless of color. One si,_,nificaut point
on this broad picture is that nonwlhites facing lower lian minimunm
wage job opportunities are expt-tcted to average nearly 5 years lpr
stay on the ro lls.,

CASEIMAID T'URNOVER

There is a great deal of turnover in the welfare caseload. Rydell, et
aL., found that. thenr were 9.92.0J) separate cases on the rolls in New
York ('ity bet ween 1967 and 1972.

The highest monthly caseload in the G-,venr period was 523,000 in
Septeinler 1972. so there were nearly twice as many separate cases
on welfare over the 6 years than there were in the mouth with the
highest caseload. The authors conclude that "of the 992,000 cases on
welfare in New York City from 1967 to 1972 ... 226,0O0 were on the
rolls at the start of the period. 297,000 came fomn caseload growth
during the period, and 469.000 resulted from permanent caseload
turnover." 7 Pernta•ent ca, eoad turnover occurs when a closed case
never returns to the rolls and is replaced by a case never before on
welfare. Thus. over half of the 9.'2.00() cases on the rolls in the 6
years were simply replacing a case that had been on the rolls but
left permanently. This profile gives further evidence of the high level
of movement on and off the welfare rolls ov,.r time.

TiE WELFARF. Drycisiox.%
Why this tirnhover rate? An obvious reason is that families move

onto welfare when they have a sudden loss of income or incur such
high exlpnses that they can't make ends meet. Critics of the welfare
system have never been unwilling to accept the argument that welfare
is. in principle. an economic decision; but a number of dramatic
changes in the rolls during the last 15 years suggested that something
other than a simple economic decision was controlling growth in ithe
caseload.

First, there was the explosion of the rolls during the 1960's when
the economy was strong. At a time when unemployment rates were
low and the nuumuber of employed persons was reaching new highs,
welfare dependency was expanding. Second, there frequently were
wild swings in the number of monthly case openings and closings
that could not be easily related to changes in the economy or changes
in welfare benefit levels.

Welfare researchers spent a good part of the late 1960's and early
19700s sortingg out the various factors that account for changes in the
rolls. They found that, indeed, indigent families were quite national

* . ithikn and hold (1975). Table &
SC. P. Rydell. et al. (1974), p. 44.

35-071--78----2
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in making a decision between work and welfare, but that their move-
ment on and off the rolls was affected as much by personal attitudes
toward welfare anti changing administrative policies as it was by the
level of benefits and the benefit-loss rate built into the programs. The
ba:-ic decision to choose or not choose welfare was quite rational within
the rules of the game, but as it turned out the rules were frequently

Plea s d
While much work was done to show that the behavior of welfare

re.ipients is consistent with the tenets of rational economic behavior,
it al:o iw.anie clear that the same rationality might hlad to perio(ls of
extended dependency simply because the AFDC program, in coinbina-
t ion with other income transfer programs, actually tends to discourage
taking a job (work disincentives). Until 1967 when the tax rate on
earnings was lowered to 67 percent, AFI)C recipients lost $1 of
l6iiefits for every dollar they earned-an effective tax rate of 100
perivIlt. In tile Cngressional delbate that focused on the pros and coils
of the negative income tax. it came to light that AFI)C families who
ad,ýi benefit from fooA stamps. Medicaid and housing subsidies could
fa,.e tax rates as high as 1-20 percent on earnings under existing and
),tXl~se(i lprotrrauis. The difficulty of lowering the coimhined tax rate

on multiple program benefits was forcefully presented by Aaron
(1974).

Other work disincentives were identified. Two of the more fre-
(piently cited were family di.-.M)lution and intermegional emigration"
real or feigmed abandonmnent. of a family by a father could result in
gr.*ItArr family income than if the household were to remain intact;
and higher welfare payments in heavily urbanized States might en-
curage migration of poor families to central cities with high unem-
l"h'vmnent.

We turn now to an overview of research on welfare dlvnamics that,
ha:- identified facto.-s entering into the welfare decision and measured
the contributions of each to the growth of the rolls.

ECOU *NO MIC FACTORS

hlv,,sefit lc7',# 1 I's. tiages.-A common test of the welfare decision
a.- a rational economic choice is to compare potential benefit levels to
wag.e levels from available jobs. After controlling for other factors,
-tudlies in this aea generally :.uppoit the alternative-income hypoth-

e:-i" as benefit levels or the benefit/wage ratio rie, case olpnings.
altplications and welfare participation increase and emjploymnent rates
among welfare families decrease. An excellent survey of the welfare
M•.odels in the context of caseload forecasting is contained in
Abrahams-. et al. (1976).

Two major conclusions ea'in be drawn from efforts to trace the wel-
fare decision as a choice between earnings from work or income from
a welfare check. First. researchers have found the welfare deci.,ion
difficult to trace (or model) and they have been al~propriatelv cautious
in stating their conclusions. TIhe main reason is simplv that there are
not enough data to account for all the economic and" administrative
fators that enter into the welfare decision. Movement on and off the
rolls is as much a function of the changing supply of welfare (eligibil-
ity rule changes, work test and adminis-trative stringency) as it is of
the demand for welfare.

Yet with all the complexities and inadequacies of research in this
area taken into account, it is possible to say that benefit/wage relation-
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ships go a long way i j explaining welfare dev'i:oilnS by actual or would
be recipients.

The .eCond conclusion is that there is a definite( tendenc'y for nmodeli
to b.conle more elaborate when information on the welfare decision
iM icorporatIed into the analysis. The niore elaborate Itiodels l'x-coII1.
thl le S a.ve.,.siile thev are to the -tat" of welfare a.,en'1s for fv.9,st-
il pIlrpo.se. 1T1h11S. t'ller is a t.onflit •et ween the desire of welfare
a;14inizistrato|'s to know wehy/ tihe vai.iloati is clumngin-4r. and their need
10 know oI,'d will haplxen for iie in :annual hl)iilgqt e.t~itatees. Answers
t, to64 "'whywilyt" .'tio0l require Iv,--eal'elr to dievelop l)tr v.oIn Jilwicatetil,Ilo14 ls. while far .siul ler niodels niav actually perforln better figuling

out the "wlat" of te future.
Sumrall. Blue~tone. awlu otlier; (1976) at tihe So'ial Welfare Re-

r:,ilial Re.-eanl'h.I In-!i!ilite in llBston hiav .oIlclilti1 thlt iiuite differ-
ctit itiodels nIaV he nWi'i'Iuiret for Ilill',erent :tates and different r(i,,.ios
of a -tate lballuPe of wide variation. in rVcilielit bchIa i"or antialnlit-
i-t r iVi ie ii, . In etrec'! t1 i.t 4 '.' ,. not m-,.ei to h -' beoa '1iii e C.O 'l)e , ' I
11i 0l40l of the welfare decision that can be in uiforulilv applieI to tliv
I•uifare ,-vslenI. There are (aativ .,,t'IhI., (oatlha--t tli' foir vacl) slate)
1114 there" mayL be MOlMre than oMe a'ljIu, Pria'e iiodel to explain family
le.haiV or.

f•, f)l-7o - a,,fi.-A nuuiberof st dies (if the AFIX' programl have
nwea:uired the Otede of Ib.ienit -lu:s rat's on work eltfot of case mendiers.
T1hw Illost Inlotable stuilit-s include Hlau.-smzan (I970•) A.ppel (1972):
(}artinkel and Orr ( 1974) and Williams ( 1975)). The I,,nefit-loss rate
is the rate at which lbeieits are taken away as earnings iucn, ase.
IliM-]er welfare rates are exp•exted to result in less effort to gtt or stav
on a job. The studies are fraught with the :ainie data problems discussed
alboe. Buat they also show on a broad ba.is. tiat welfare families do
ra't in tile expected way: higher rates, less work, lower rates, more
wor'k.

A.ppel (1972) analyzed the employment rate of AFDC mothers in
Michigan Ibefore and after the inslitution of tile lower tax rate on
earnings. lie conc ltide! that ti e enmployment. rate increased signifi-
cantiv throughout the state and in ,4me ca.,As almost doubled. How-
ever. he found no increase in earned income for the average case. sug-
gersting that the lower beinefit-loss rate eneoura,,_red more mothers to
take some emnlioyment, but tiat there was no indication that mothers
on average worked miore hours. The net result was that "ishort-run
C.4s to the taxpayer incn'a.e. for employed mothers who received
a.hihd care subsidies because the actual earnings were so low." (Appel,
1972)

6arfinkel and Orr (1974), using a national d(ata base for 19617,
found that employment rates would increase by 7 recent for every
1P percent reduction ill the welfare benefit-loss. nrte. Furthermore. they
fould that the employment behavior of AFI)C ;iotlers is quite similar
to that of married women. However. they concluded that policy varia-
bles like the benehit-loss rate are not likely to have a big effect in fam-
ilies' 4.ettintr off tile rolls. Combining a series of major simultaneous
policy changes, their estimates impijly that 50 percent of the AFDC
D'tlhers in a typical state would stili not work.8 (Garfinkel and Orr,

The changes would be to simultaneously decrease the guarantee by. 40 percent. the
tas rate by 34t wnert*ta4e p~oluts aud aggregate unempluyrnent by 1.5 Iwreentage points:
Inereage the levels of set-aside and deductions by $50.00 and the percentage of the
Caseload receiving rehablitatiba sivices by 20 percent, and impose a work test In all
states.
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1974, p. 2,3). Like Appel. they also concluded that work incentives
may actually increase welfare ýotts because -.f higher administrative
costs or higher benefits for mothers that already work.

Two studies of benefit-los.3s rates under the AFI)C program siiggest
that rates may actually be below their nonianal level. Barr and Hall
(1975) found that eff6etive tax rates were below 111) percent before
tile )l icy e.hanige in 19611•. Iags in reporting earnings and flexibility ill
defining deductibles both lead to benefit-loss rates closer to 50 or 40
l•peent or even lower than the noniinal level of Il4t) Iwrvent effective
before the 196"7 policy changes. With the drop to a nominal level of 67
percent in 1967. it is likely tliat tfie effetive r:,te is now even lower.
R. Williams (1975) estimated real benefit redulntij)n rates for a dif-
fervnt sa•nple than Barr and Hall and found imnual the smine thing-
real tax rates were far below the nominal rate of 110 1K, r'ent. In the 10
states mnmipled, the rates were consistently below A0 l, r(elit.

The Barr-Hall and Williams findings suggest that a(dninistrative
di-'retion is extremely important to the maintenance of work incen-
tives for welfare families. In fact. the institution of a guaranteed
income plan with a 50 percent benefit reduction rate without work
expense ,educ't ions would prol)a1 v result in greater work disincentives
than welfare families currently faNe under the AFI)C program.

M11dti;,1. beieflts.--On the oilier hand. work :ncentives reflected in
low AFI)C benefit-loss rates are offset by additional welfare benefits
that aie income conditioned-food s.tanips. 'Medicaid, public homising
and (lay care. The combined rcTeipt of benefits from these programs
and AFI)C have been shown to result in nomiinal benefit-loss rates
in excess of 100 percent-a $1 increase in earnings results in more than
a dollarr loss in either in-kind or cash welfare benefit. (See Aaron,
1973.) W. Williams (1975) suggests that high marginal tax rates
among various welfare programs may have been the major cause of
the defeat of the Nixon Family Asistance Plan and. indeed, he notes
that had the consequences of multiple pirOaumn benefits been thought
through, the administration mig.-ht not have ,Qupported a negative
inconie tax. There is no published measure of the actual marginal
tax rate faced by AFDC families also receiving Medicaid. food stamps
WO( day care. hut clearly once a family loses eli,.ribilitv for welfare.,
in-kind benefits may be curtailed in a(dition." Thus, it is likely that
work incentives hluilt into the AFI)C program are at least partially
and mav be fully offset by the existence of multiple prograin benefits.

The decision to turn to' welfare and the duration of 4av is likely to
be affected not only by work (disincentives. b1ut also hy the absolute
level of benefits available fromn multiple progr:nm sour'es. A study by
the Rand Corporation: (Lyon. et al.. 1976) of multiple benefit levels
in New York City found that P3 percent of all AFDC cases reeived
over $5,000 in cash and in-kind benefits during 1974: and that 95 per-
cent of the cases were over an annual income ($4200) that would be
forthcoming from a job paying minimum wages.." A four-peron
case averaged over $6.600. The benefits measured included the AFDC
grant, food stamps, Medicaid-paid health care. shelter allowances,
child care and nonwelfare income. In total. the AFDC r•-ant was
found to be only 55 percent of the income available to the family.

'Shkuda (1976) found that many cases cloud oat t rotl fall to cnatinue Medikal
laid health care even though they ar* till eligible.

N A minimum tare job was uaed an a nwnzr•s of what an AFDC mother might find
in the Job market. But In fact, some in-kind benefits are available to and usad by many
low-wage workers.
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Clearly1 the welfare decision is made in response to more than jtst
the benefit levels and tax rates embedded in the AFDC program.

Tho Rand study found that short-term and multiple-time cases had
much higher levels of Medicaid-paid health care than cases on the rolls
continuously for 3 years. or more. The authors conclude that a good
deal of the movement onto the rolls is caused by a demand for health
care not covered by private insurance plans, and that welfare may
mask a large numlbr of families in need #)f health insurance more
than income maintenance. In any event, it i" -l.ear that welfare de-
pKnidency is very much tied up with short-run demand for health care,
and that there have lxen no effective attempts to identify where the
two systenis overlap and where they should operate independently.

Employnuwnt opportunities.-An' alternative view of the economics
of the wetfarp decision is siniply that unemployment creates a demand
for welfare. Wage levels and benefit-loss rates have only a secondary
effect if a family lherad is without a job and welfare is an available
'nce of steady'income. Most researchers have viewed unempl)loynlent

as Just one of a number of economic factors that explain changes in
the caseload. In effect, the number of unemployed is an approximat ion
of the size of the pool of families eligible for welfare, and increases
or decreases in unemployment result in changes in the caseload. Ag-
4greI- 1t unemll)oymelint rates or levels, however. have been found gen-
erally to be insignificant variables in models of the welfare caseload.
Yap (1973). Saks (1974) and Rydell. eI al.. (1974) are among the
studies that found either weak or nio relationships between unemploy-
ini'it levels and the AFI)C caseload.

Vhe direct link between unemploynwnt and the welfare decision
st-vms to N, stronge.-t for the general a-ssistance caseload. Kaslpr (1968)
concluded that ". . . differences in labor market conditions rather
than differences in the level of average welfare paymiaenLs seem to be
tile major explaiati•oi of interstate variation in the proportion of the
steat., population receiving general assistance" (page 109). Rydell
(1974) and Lyon. Mencmhik and Blais (1976) modeled case openings
and case closings seiarately and found that the New York City Home
Relief and AFDC-Unemployed Father caseload significantly' related
to levels of unemployment. while they did not uncover the same signifi-
cance for the regular AFI)(D caseload. Again, the significance of the
uieimplonient variable is highly sensitive to the exclusion of other
variables in the model. Intuitively. these findings made sense. Eligi-
bility for the AFI)('-UF program is dependent on recent employment
experience. and general assistance supports unemployed families or
individuals that are temporarily unable to find or hofd a job. On the
other hand. a mother with dependent. children covered by the AFDC
program nmav find herself without support from a spouse for reasons
quite independent from changes in the economy.

Nevertheless, there was considerable dissatisfaction with the appar-
ent lack of asswiation letwein e-onomic health of the nation and the
AFIC, caseload. The encouraginY findings for the general assistance
and AFDC-U-F caselohals were onset by their negligible size and cost
compared to the regular AFI)C program. In response. an alternative
version of the unem plovment effect was advanced by Venti (1975) and
Sumrall (1976). Their argument is that nnost iiienilovynent, data
includes only those establishiments covered by unemploytument insur-
ance, and welfare recipients tend not to work in those establishments.
Second, they argue that "the unemployment rate may be too highly
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aggregated to proxy labor market conditions specific to the potential
welfare population." uiiiurall, 1976, p. 11.) Models of Mlas.achusetts,
Georgia, Ups-tate New York and Washington were dez-igned to include
be, nefit w\age, benetit-loss and administrative variables in addition to
a ,et of variables reflecting employment in welfare relevant indus-
tries--those with high turnover emnploymkent or those requiring oldylow levels of skills training. They aI-o include an agricultural employ-

mjient variable and the unemployment rate for all industries. For every
l'cg1~n modeled they find that one or more of the employment oppor-
tunity variables aie ,ignilicant, in addition to variables relating to
lb'neiiit levels, tax rates and administrative factors. tSee Sunrall, 11,76,
Table 1.)

At the s-ame time the Sunmrall/Venti work wvas underway, Ilarri..-O
alld Rein (19716) al,,) began to uncover relationshiips between tuncm-
l)hv)yitieLnt and welfare that were btronger than identified in earlier
miodels. The Departineimt (if Benetit IPaynmciat in California, was stufli-
civentlv interested in the relationship between the AFDC rolls and the
e,'olioilkV to find a s-tudy by the Rand Corpoiation solely for the pur-
po:s.e of identifying and Jescribiing the direct relationship between
\\oi'k and welfare, if any. In ani\wer to the question -'does th e AF'DC
ca-eload depend directly on the California econona, '" the Rand au-
thors ,give a cautious ves, but conclude that. the relationship is really
quite complicated and biggest, by implication, that a rather formtida-
ble inodelng eltort woulh be required to relate the welfare decision to
cliumg.re in the health of regional economics. (See Abrahamnie, 10716.)

Iln conclus.-ion, there is increasing eVideice that the job market does
have a lea:-uratble effect on the welfare decision ill :pite of widespread
concern that "'welfare- is -ouiehow a )3 stem quite apart front the ups
andl downs of the national economy. By itz very dt,e-ign, the AFDC pro-
grain wvas not intended to be primarily an tn tenllploynent ilisurantce
program, but imuay of the factors that bring about eligibility for
AFDC-d•sertion, loss of emiplovment for women with children, and
loss of nonearniugs income sources--are likely to be on the rise in

recisSionary periods. The explosion of the AFI) caseload during the
ltial's when the national economy was healthy was related primarily
to factors other than unemployment or employment opportunities, but
on the basis of existing reýsearch it i.s clear that the job market does
affect the welfare decision and a healthy economy will be an essential
ingredient in the nationwide reduction of welfare delpendency.

.11rpvtWU..-If welfare-eligible families respond to high benefit/
wage ratios by getting on the rolls in large numbers, then many ob-
servers have s-ugrceted that states with high benefit levels probably
attract poor families from low-benefit states. None of the studies on
migration done since 1968 has .6ound a strong link between state bene-
fit levels and migration, but the analys.es have not incorporated benefit/
wage ratios. The be.t measures offered so far indicate that black
migrants to a city are les likely to be loor or on welfare than black
f;uailies born ana raid in the largest cities (Lomg, 1974) ; and that
new arrivals to New York City are le.ns likely to go on welfare than
those who have been in the City for several years, (de Ferranti, 1974).
U tilization of the welfare system appears to increase gradually the
longer a family stays in New York City, suggesting a discouragement
after arrival in the City rather than a motivation for moving to the
City.
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In a detailed study of Puerto Rican migration into New York,
Maldonado (1976) co;ncludes that high wage levels are even further
enhanced hy tile welfare system "acting as an iL•slrianl'e a(rainst un-
availability of jobs.' GTen that higher income states tend to have
higher bteniefit levels (Orr. 1976) it is difficult to separate the direct
wa.,e effect from benefit levels. On the other hand. Reisehater ( 11.71)
coliludtil that patterns of black migration from the South. while
primariiv a function of labor" market conditions. are significantly
influenced lby welfare opport unities ill the cities of (lest; lat iol.

llolmer carried out a thorough review of research on migration
and the welfare decision and reached two major conclusions. First,
welfare-iniduced migration has not been an important direct ca.se
of tlie e.:pan.ion of thle AFI)C rolls. Second. "iiiigration behavior
is Tha prinlarilv by rcgiomal variations in labor market condi-
tions and ditTerivices ill slate AID( lolicivs h,ave. at most. a ilviior
influence oi the residential location decisions of thel peor." ( lolmer,
1971. p. ,:.) In effect, existing research F....,,sts that joh oppor-
t Unities anld waNcs-1i-4t welfare bentefits levels--do-linate the inter-
regional migration decision made- by poor families.

FAMILY C.NM IS 'iTION ANI) DEEWI'N

The welfare decision is affected hIv the size and comnloition of the
eligible family. An extensive analysis of welfare participation rates
and dluration of dej..nden'v carried out for Ne•w York ('itv throws
co.iZderalble light on family strt•cir as a factor influencingf the
welfare decision. (%ee deFerranti. 1974: and Rydell, 1974.) First,
fainilies eligLible for welfare where both parents are pre-ellt
(AFI)C-UF and general as-istance eliigibility) have considerably
lower proipensities to turn to welfare than female-headed earS
(AFD(C cli-4.ibility). Only 45 percent of eligible intact families were
on welfare in New York ('it" ini 1970T compared to -S3 i.r.euit of th, )se
families with 'In ak,.nt pamrtnt. These participation rates are (om-

paraible to recent figures for the national AFID)C-VF and AFI)C
caseload.

Sec-nd. large families tend to have higher participation rates than
small families. Only 30 percet of intact families with one or two
children turned to welfare, while GO percent of intact families with
five or more children were on the rolls in 1970.1 (deFerranti. 1974.)
For female-headed families, the ran,,ge in participation rates is nar-
row-froin 78 percent for small families to 90 percent for large
families.

Consistent with their higher prop-ensity to go on welfare. AFI)C
ca-es in New York Cit v had a longer median length of stay 42.0
yeans) than AFl)C--nemploved Father cases (q.7 years). (Rydell,
1974.) AFDC e-ases with two or more children had a median length
of stay of 2.5 .vears compared to 1.5 years for one child cases. Thius,
the size. and composition of families influence the dynamics of the
welfare decision in much the way expected. Female-headed families
have a higher propewLsity to go on welfare. and they stay on longer,
than intact families. Larger families have higher proven. cities for
dependency, and they stay dependent longer, than smaller families.

11 Part of the higher participation rate of larger families Is caused by the AFDC benefit
structure-more persons, more benefits. As was discussed above, higher benefit levels
tend to result In higher participation rates.
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Tile high number of female-headed families on welfare has fre-
quently raised the question of whether the current. welfare system
actually encourages family disiohutiofl. At first glance there does not
aplar to be any evidence for this chtim: welfare-eligible intact fami-
lies generally have lower participation rates than eligible female-
headed families: and if welfare were desired. more intact families
could simnply choose to apply for AFDC-UF without desertion by the
father. However. the same families could realize even more income
when the father deserts with the mother applying for regular AFDC
azS,4ance, and the separate households sharing the coniibined income
of welfare and whatever full-time or part-time work is available to
the father. The availability of fodl stamps. Medicaid and child care
to the children in the AFIDC ca..* makes desertinm even more finan-
cially attractive. A nuniber of researchers have attempted to test the
hypothesis that economic incentives contained in the AFDC program
hadUl to mimore family disolution than would occur without the program.
A .tudy by Hlonig (1974) tends to sup )lort the hy vthesi& Honig iso-
hates the independent effects of welfare on family splitting and on
AFD)C recipiency rates among female-headed families. After con-
t•ollimr for a number of relevant .ocioeconomic variables, she finds
that the size of the average AFDC benefit in 44 metropolitan areas
hras a significant effect on the proportion of adult women Nvho are
heals of families and on the welfare participation rate of these famni-
lies. While there are 01 e itihcOological proble1ns involved, her find-
in,_s are supported by two other studies.

Bernstein and Meezan (1974) interviewed 451 welfare mothers in
New York City and asked them whether the availability of welfare
influenced their decision regarding selaration from a' husband or
friend-14 percent said it did influence their decision. Because of the
vagueness of response to the question by sme nmthers, the authors
suggest, that the trueu" proportion of deSertions caused by welfare is
more than 14 pervent. Their conclusion is that at least 75 percent. of
the numothers had relationships marked by such a high degree of tension
that .Aparation was either ju.'tified or that. the choice was simply not
theirs to make. "While some of these intolerable relationships might
not. have broken up had it not. been for the availability of welfare. it
cannot. Ib argned that. their preservation would have been desirable for
the participants. the children or society ." (Bernstein and .Meezan. 1975.
p. 100.)

Roms and Sawhill (1975) in a serminal book on fenmale-headed fami-
lies conclude that, welfare benefit levels have a modest influence on the
proportion of nonwhite women who head families with children. How-
ever. they feel that a number of underlying behavioral responses to
welfare. in addition to desertion. may be. the cause. Other candidates
offered include the bearing and keeping of illegitimate children: set-
ting up of se1narte hou-ehoils by women who withomt welfare would
have lived with relatives or friends: and the delay of remarriage. The
authors feel thait all of these behavior patterns are probably supported
by the availability of welfare. but that reform of the welfare system
is not. likely to riuce, the trend toward female-headed families, a'trend
that has far broader origins than the availability of public assistance.

A.TITUI)EA TowA.,ti DEI.F..XECY

One of the more perplexing aspects of the welfare decision is the
apparent change in attitudes towards welfare that occurred in the late
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1960s. Boland's definitive article Oil participation in the national
AFDC prograin concludes that participation rates among eligible
female-headeld families incvea.sed from 63 to 91 percent between 1967
and 1970. (*'wee Boland. 1973.) She attributes most of the massive
growth of the rolls during this period to the increased rate of par-
ticilpation. with increae.-s in grant levels (resulting in a larger 1ool of
eligibles) contributing a much smaller share to the growth. Why did
participation suddenly become virtually 100 percent after years of
al)l)arently low interi.4 in welfare benefits?

A lersuasive answer is that increased knowledge about the welfaresystem cuinbintAl with a legitimatizing of dependency, both fostered

Iby tile welfare rights inoveent, re:,ulted in an outpouring of applica-
tions by female- Ihaded families. The national welfare rights move-
mcnt. imiade an acroms-thie-bx)ard attempt. to inform low-income families
Of their right to Ibenefits. anol to simiplify a cull lbers)lleA applications
procedure. Jackson and Joluson (1974) estimated that in an 8-
month period during 1968 in New York City, the AFDC palticipat.ion
rate rose from .53 to 6r2 percent. The increase was due largely to the
dilect. effect. of the welfare rights movement on applications and its
indirect effect on lower clcgsing, rates and higher grant levels. Whether
or not the shift in national participation rates was largely due to the
welfarv rights mnovenent, most researchers agree that a draamatic
('IuImge in rvpqxim.s to the welfare systeimi by eligible families (xourred
during the late 1960s."

An answer to what really happened to cause the increa.-e in partici-
,nition of welfare eligible female-lieaded families (luring thle late 196AK

1ias l"come an izsue with rsied to the national AF1)C-Vneinployeed
Fathers program. Participation in the AFDC-ITF program is esti-
mated to be anywhere between 20 and 40 percent of all eligible families.
(OSe Boland, 1973: llollenbeck. 1975; Lidnan. 197.5: and Rein, M.,
1972.) Sone have arraed that few families know they are eligible for
the prog-rain: others. that work tests and eligibility rules are sufficiently
stringeit to make the exlp"-cted Ibtnefit level small and of short duration;
and still others that welfare ha; a stigma for families with strong
labor force contact, and! that unless attitudes change iartieipation
rates will continue to be low."' Because AFDC,-IF eligibility rules are
--o strinrent. it co(1ld ite that thle eligible Population has been over-
e.timated. In any event, participation in the AFDC-ITF program has
been low since its incep)tion in the early 1960s, and the rates remain
low even during per'i-is of economic recession.

The reF:lon.4e of eligible families to program benefits has a direct
efft**t on l rogn-ai budgets. bNecause little is understood about why
families use or do not use the AFDC-UF program, proposed changes
to integrate AFDC-UTF and the unemployment insurance (UI) sys-
temmi will be subject to widely varying estimates of cost. If the UF

m)bgnfr continues to I* funded la pearnely from VIT in DHEW. and
is administered by local welfare agencies. the budgetary consettuonces
of Ielaxi, I Ihe work test. for example might be quite small. However,
if the program is opetrated fthrougeh employment. security offices of
1O)[,. the attitudes of eligible families night. change and a major
increase, in Ipsrticipation and cost could result just becau estate employ-

"2 Part of the response might have been related to the new availability of Medicaid.paid
hPaith care during the late 1960. However, the major expaumse of the Medicaid program
did not occur until after 1970.

" The Rand Corp. is currently under contract to DREW to assess which of these
explanations in most appropriate and how policy changes In the AFDC-UF program would
change partlipatioL.
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nent service offices are associated with contributory benefit. programs
rather than welfare. Because attitudes of families eligible for AFDC-
UF may be highly sensitive to the source of benefits and means for
enforecnient of eligibility rules, one new policy option may be consid-
erlably more costly than another, depending upon the organization of
program administration.

ADM[INISTIRTIVE FACTORS

We turn now to an aspect of the welfare decision that falls outside
the control of recipients-the Retting and interpretation of adininistra-
tive rules and regulations. Each state welfare department has an allow-
ance schedule and benefit-loss rate that is -set by legislation, but there
are a series of deductibles, disregards. set-aside's, work tests, certifica-
tion and recertification procedures, employment referral requirements
and eIi,plovabilitv definitions that offer a great deal of administrative
discretion io local welfare agencies. ('hangles in these riles and regunla-
tions and the stringency with which they are enforced have a major
inliact on the welfare decision: the number of case openings. closings
and transfers: and. consequently, caewload dynamnics. Case dynamics
are also influenced by adjlininstra'tive prvlhleins of keeping traclk of wel-
fare families once they start receiviing assistance. Families move within
and lx tweetn welfare jurisdictions fnrquently without notice of their
clhnged address. ('a-es may be closed an(, reopened within 2 or 3
months simply because of l)roblems in tracking the location of families.

On)e analysis that relates administrative actions to ca.e dynamics is
1bv Rvdell (1974) and Quint anl Brown (1973) for the New York ('ity

-(,eload in 19'2. They found that administrative factors were a m.tjor
cau.-e of 'as closings but that many caeAs eventually reopened eand con-
tiileled to receive assistance because of administrative errors or mis-
a-ses.siments. First. they looked at all AFDC case openings during 1972
and found that nearly half the reasons for openings were due to house-
hold changes (loss of father). 16 percent for unemnployJilent or earn-
ingss loss reasons, and 17 percent for medical reasons-the type of
f:,,.tors we have covered above in discussing the welfare decision.
(See Table 4.) However. another 20 percent of the openings were due
to factors that suggest the case was on the rolls before and was being
reopened without having lost its eligibility in the interimn-these are
contactc t reestablished." "administrative" and "other" reasons. Cases
that opened for the other reasons might also have been on welfare
before. but their closings probably resulted from a clear loss of eligi-
bility. In contrast, over 17 percent of case closings were for administra-
tive reasons, with another 35 percent for reasons of "contact lost."
(.;ee Table 4.) A lot of the contact lost activity was likely to be families
who moved within or out of the city without any forwarding address.
Over 75 percent of closing activity resulted from direct action by wel-
fare offices for reasons that had no clear relationship to income gains or
change in household composition."

M National data on case closing (discontinuance) reasons suffers from the Mame prob.
lem of aggregation into uninterpretable categories. A study by Ketron, Inc. (1973) of a
national AFDC survey for 1969-1970 Indicates that over 40 percent of all closed cases
in a year are for "other" reasons that cannot be related directly to a specific eligibility
change or administrative action.
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TABLE 4.-PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF AVERAGE CASE
OPENINGS AND CLOSINGS PER MONTH, BY REASON, AFDC
CASES IN NEW YORK CITY, 1972

Percent
of all Percent of

Opening reason openings Closing reason all closings

Unemployment........ 13.4
Reduction in nonwage

income .............. 3.2
Medical ............... 17.5
Change in household

composition ....... 45.6
Contact reestablished. 7.7
Administrative...... 4.8
Other .................. 7.7

Total all reasons .... 100.0

Employment .........
Increase in nonwage

incom e ............
Death.........
Change ;n house-

hold composition..
Contact lost..........
Administrative .......
O ther ................

Total all reasons.. 100.0

Source: Rydell. et al. (1974), tables 5.6 and 5.7.

The researchers then ieasuired the proportion of reopened cases in
1972 that werv closeId for what they called spurious reasons: closings
that. riesuited from error rather than from change in client need. Oper-
at i,,nally, a closing was called spurious if it ever reopened by reason of
"ree.stailished contact," or if it reopened for administrative reasons
within thirty days of closing. In both instances it was unlikely that a
change in n(ed e'v'r occurred. During 1971.2 the researchers found that

A6 percent of closed cases that reopened within 1 month were spurious
clo-.ing. and 42 percent of all closed cases reopened within 11 months
w,*re spurious closings. (See Table 5.) Rydell, Quint and Brown con-
eluded that a significant portion of short-rin caseload dynamics is
aduiini.sratively induced-either through error or the dIfficulty of
Monitoring the frequent intra-city moves of low-income families.

TABLE 5.-REOPENINGS OF WELFARE CASES DUE TO SPURIOUS
CLOSINGS, BY TIME SINCE CLOSING: NEW YORK CITY, 1972

Reopenings of Percent of re-
cases closed openings due to

Months between closing and reopening in 1972 spurious closings

Less than 1 mo .................... 8,451 68.1
1 m o .............................. 14,005 55.6
2 m o .............................. 5,455 21.7
3 m o..., .......................... 2,857 10.3
4 m o .............................. 1,867 7.8
5 to 11 mo ........................ 4,106 2.9

Total within 11 mo ............ 36,741 41.6

Source: Rydell, 1974, p. 68.

11.4

3.0
.2

8.5
35.3
17.5
24.0
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An analv.is of the eligibility control program in New York City by
Lyon, et it). (1976) showed that a major dereraie in the AFDC case-
load from mid-1972 to early 1974 was attributable to a photo identica-
tion card and mail receritifeation prograin. Because uf thes.,e two pro-
gyranis the caseload declined by 20,Ot0 cases--a 6 1percent decrease.
Mailed requests to report to *welfare ctnter.s for the photograph
resulted in sonie confusion and, frequently, a failure to report. Persons
failing to report without cause had their cases closed. Individuals not
responding by mail to the recertification program were given warni
notices and. if a response was still not forthcoming. the case was closed.
The caseload declined simply becauw- there was a higher monthly
average of ease closings than had ex Pr bee-n recorded. 1 lowever. by
mid-to-late t974 case reopenings averaged nearly three times what
they had been before the eligibility control programs were launched.
andI by early 1975 the caseload was back to the level it was in mid-1972.
The authors. conclude that many eligible cases were being cloned in
enr)r as a result of the programs, and that they were reopening after
a hiatus of I to 2 months.

Further evidence of the role of administrative discretion is provided
by Wiseiman (1976) in a study of the AFDC caseload in Alameda
County. California. Wiseman Arew a random sami)le of AFI)C cases
on the rolls over a 6-year period from 1967 to 1972, and developed
detailed dependency histories for each of the cases sampled. He
modeled the effects on job-taking of four different policy changes that
had occurred in the treatment of earnings and other income when
calculating grant levels. Rather than increasing the likelihood of job-
taking as expected. the policy changes had no observable impact on the
work behavior of the case members. Ile suggests that the County par-
tially off-et the effects of the new policies throughout the study period
by "steadily tightening treatment of work expenses." (Wiseman. 1976,
p. 67.) In other words, while broad policy was being implemented to
increase work effort, the County was tending to discourage job hlut-
ing by allowing fewer and lower levels of work expense.

In summary. a significant portion of the welfare decision as reflected
in case openings and closings is affected by administrative factors.
After reviewing the welfare caseload turnover literature Friedman
and Hausman (1975) conclude that "if turnover is so much a func-
tion of program characteristics, economic and administrative, then
any particular findings on turnover (dynamics) should be interpreted
as having applicability limited to the specific program studied."
(Friedman and Hausman, 1975. p. 24.) They even go so far as to ques-
tion whether findings uncovered to date on the patterns of welfare
dynamics can really be generalized to patterns that would occur if
simpler grant schemes were implemented with less admnistrative
discretion.

Our judgment is that administrative discretion does cause an im-
portant part of the dynamic behavior found in the AFDC caseload.
The ctringenev with which nrles and regnultions are enforced can
definitely affect the length of stay on the rolls in the short run (6
months or less). but over periods of 1 year or more, research evidence
supports the view that the welfare decision is made in ways that are
consistent with broad Iw-iv variables like benefit levels, and benefit-
loss rates and alternative income sources as reflected in wage rates
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and uneinplovinent levels. The fact that the short-run forecasting of
caseloads is confounded by sudden shifts in case openings and closings
related to changing administrative procedures does not offset the
evidence that welfare depemlency is essentially an economic decision.
The cost. and caseloxad imivpcations for new variations in the AFD)C
program can be estimated from the underlying behavior we find in
the existing systemn(s). The wide variation "in AFIX, policy betixeen
states, in fait, provides an opportunity to estimate the Impact of
policies existing in some states on states without such policies. For
example, the State of California has for years provided AFI)'-IVF
coverage to families simultaneously receiving unemploynment ins'tramice
coverage. Estimating the impact of the recent Corman hill on the na-
tional AFI)C-UF caseload (permitting and requiring I'I benefits he
treated as nonwelfare income) will be greatly facilitated by ('alifor-
nia's lonig experience with an AFDC-UF program with just tho-e fea-
hires. This and similar policy olptions being considered for the A FIXC-
UF program includingg mandatory state provision of U'F benefits)
can be evaluated directly from the'experience of the existing AFIC
program.

Fuithermore. the evidence on length of welfare depemidency and
permanent caiseht)ad turnover di.s•-tsed earlier suggests that welfare
dynamics are related to a much broader range of factors that affect the
income dvnuanics of a family over time. We turn to these income dy-
nanics issues in the next section. Lut recall that Rydell (1974) found
that iteariv half of the 1 million ca.&es on welfare in New York City
het weenI 1.67 and 1972 represented permanent turnover of the caseload,
i.e.. they had replaced a c-e* that had Iwen aon the rolls but left pernia-
nently. (See p. 11.) Aiso. Rein (1976) and Rydell (1974) found that
between 44) and 50 pe-rcent of all families on welfare over 6-year periods
were on the roll-, coiniousiv ft, only 1 year or les.s. While erractic
administrative policies may crinemrate a vnattern of intermittent de-
pendencv for tne 2ase. it is evident that welfare is used quite differently
depenlding upom theu finances. hou.mhohl composition and health cir-
cunmstances eharacterizine a family at. a particular point in -time. As
a result. there is the -wide but p)redictable range of dependency patterns
shown in Table 3.

EMPLIOYABILITY AND INcOME

A substantial effort has xeen made at the federal, state and local
levels to determine the employability of welfare family members in
order to encounrge work effort. Employability has proved to be an
elusive concept. simply because objective measures do not reflect either
the potential for or motivation of welfare families for finding work.
The analysis of welfare d(vnamnics has shown that far more families
on the welfare rolls are employable and receive earnings from employ-
ment over ierio&- of I or 2 years or more than is reflected in point-in-
time samples of the caseloal Nevertheless, the public cost of dav call
and related work expenses is so high for aumy mothers on the A FDC
rolls that they may actually earn lees than it takes to keep themem loved.n" approach to identifying emiplovables on the rolls is to include

adult case menuhers already or recenilV employed, plus thompe adult
case members who head a family with one or no children wider the au
of six. Studies of the New York City caseload by Lyon, et al. (X-
1485) and the California caseload by Abrahabmse, et al. (forthcoming)
have used this approach.
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In September, 1972, a full 50 percent of AFDC and general assist-
ance recipients between 18 and 64 in New York City were found to be
employable by this method, even though only 8 percent of the adult
recipients were reporting earned income in the study mondh. Similarly
for California, 60 percent of AFDC family heads in 1973 had no chil-
dren under six or had current or recent work experience. This is a
broad-brush approach to identifying employable welfare recipients,
but it is generaity consistent with the target population of the Work
Incentive Progiam. To show how quickly the employability picture
itarrows if crude potential mneabures are incorporated, the Auraham.s
btudy found that only 23 percent of AFDC heads in California had no
ehihtrein under six, nad either recent work experience or some work
experience, had a high school degree., and were in a prime age bracket
for employment. In other words, the employable welfare population
Variw% widetly in number s depending upon the purpose of program
admunistrators. If they want to know now many welfare famihes might
have a chance-no matter how small-of taking a job and reducing
or eliminating their dependency, the broader delinition can be used.
If they want to target staff" and employment support minAeures oa
families with higher probabilities of employment, thie narrower delini-
tiaxi i. more appropriate. The \Vork Incentive Program is likely to be
more effective in job placements, for example, if it targets oi, a niarrower

t•clintion of employability.
An alternative approach is to identify the proportion of the caseload

that would be capable of supporting itself independently of welfare,
given wage levels that are coimmensurate with recipients education and
occupation. Hausman (1969) found that 40 percent of AFDC adult
recipients could support themselves independently of welfare if they
had a job, but Warren and Berkowitz (1969) found this figure to be
less than 2.'0 percent for female family heads on welfare in California.

These findings were based on case behavior before the implementa-
tion of the monthly disregard of $30 and one-third of earned income.
Lyon, et al. (R-1485) concluded that the wage rate paid to welfare
recipients placed in jobs by the New York State Employment Service
was not sufficiently high to eliminate dependency for most of thotie
placed, although the placements did reduce the amount of the public
absistance check. Findings about the relatively low attractiveness of
wages compared to welfare payments are strengthened even more by
the availability of multiple welfare benefits.

What, Lhen, is the evidence about the attachment of welfare mothers
and fathers to the labor force over time compared to their apparent
employability at a point in time I Some of the best research to date on
the income dynamics of welfare families has been done by Martin
Rein using the University of Michigan's Panel Study of Income
Dynamics (PSID). In a report entitled Sources of Family Income and
the Determinants of Welfare (Rainwater and Rein, 1976) the authors
idenLiy lemale-headed lamiilies that were on welfare at least once over
a 5-year period from 1967 to 1971. Some of the time over the 5 years
there may have been a spouse present. First, the authors found that, in
1972,41 percent of the female family heads were employed (they were
not neeessarily on welfare at the time of the 1972 interview), but that
69 percent were employed at least once during the 5-year period.

Sec-ond, they found that female-headed families have much larger
portions of their income from earnings over the 5-year period than is
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the case when they are on the rolls. Fifty percent of all income over
the 5 years received by adult women heading households with children
Valle from earnings, while only 24 percent in 1967 income came front
earnings for those women on welfare in 1967. (See Table 6). The
authors note that "female-headed families who received welfare at
least. once in the 5 years. but not during 1967, had an income package
much like that of female-headed family es that never received welfare."
(See Rainwater and Rein, 1976). Their general conclusion is that
earnings play a major role in the long-term income package of families
ever on welfare. even though earnings are less inlpoo.tnt at the time
welfare is received. (See Table 6.)

The authors carry their analysis of income/welfare dynamics fur-
ther and examine the relative importance of family structure, the labor
market and the welfare system to the likelihood of receiving welfare
during the 5 years.

The results clearly show that when we hold all other factors constant, family
structure and labor market factors are about equally imlxprtant in accounting
for the years spent on welfare from zero to five years). Within our labor market
variables the likelihood of being employed and the number of hours worked.
rather than wage levels, appear to play a more significant role in accounting for
years on welfare. Those variables that attempt to measure welfare benefits and
access to welfare do not appear to play as important a role in determining wel-
fare status as do family structure and labor markets. (Italics mine.) (Rainwater
and Rein. 1976, Chapter 7. p. 17.)

The Rainwater/Rein work ag-rain shows the importance of under-
lying economic features in the welfare decision, and the usefulness of
tracking the income and behavior of welfare families over time to
understand how welfare fits into an overall package of family income.

TABLE 6.-DISTRIBUTION OF INCOME BY SOURCE, 1967 TO
1971 AND 1967, FOR WOMEN AGED 24 TO 54 LIVING IN
FEMALE-HEADED FAMILIES WITH CHILDREN'

[In percent]

Income in 1967

Income from On welfare Off welfare
Sources of income 1967 to 1971 in 1967 in 1967

Head's earnings ............... 31.3 12.2 49.2
Spouse's earnings....... .. 3.9 .......................3
Other earners ................. 14.8 12.1 21.9
Assets ......................... 4.4 0.5 7.3
Private transfers .............. 6.1 13.0 8.6
W elfare ........................ 29.0 55.7 ...........
Work-related benefits ......... 6.5 3.9 2.6
Food stamps .................. 4.0 2.6 .4

Total .................... 100.0 100.0 100.0

' The women had children in at least 1 of the 5 yr from 1967 to 1972 and were on
welfare in at least one of the five years.

Note: Sample size is 523 for all women in ferrale-headed families that were ever
on welfare.

Source: Tables 15 and 19, Rainwater and Rein (1975) from the panel study of
income dynamics, using sample of U.S. population.
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Levy (1976) has done an extensive analysis of the same data file
(PSID) to see how much movement there is by families in and out of
poverty, rather than welfare. IHis findings arelbroadly consistent with
those of Rainwater, Rein and Rydell for the welfare population. LRvy
identified a sample of people who were below the poverty line in 1907
and then tracked their income for the next 6 years to see how many
stayed or moved above the line. lie found that 47 percent remained
poor through most of the subsequent 6 yeats: 26 percent. moved out of
poverty for 5 or 6 of the following 6 years; and 27 percent moved out of
poverty for roughly half of the time between 1967 and 1793. Levy's
analysis displ•,s the image of poverty as a permanent status for fain-
ilies, just as the work of Rein, Rydell. and Boskin and Nold does for
welfare deendn&,my.

E.lIPIA)YMENT AND TRAININxo PRtoRA3SI

How much of the dynamic behavior of the poverty and welfare pop-
ulation is attributable to the numeroirs employient and training pro-
graris funded by federal, state and local governments? The paper by
Levitan in this series suggests that eintloynient programs impact only
modestly on the decision to leave welfare. and that job training pro-
grams benefit those who are most likely to find jobs anyway. Goldstein
(1972) carried out an extensive review of job training programs for
both welfare and poverty target l)opulations and found .Iine evidence
that trainees had higher job placemient rates and higher wages than
control groups. But the findings were frequently inconsistent from
study to study, positive effects were often small and niethodolog ical
problems made finn conclusions inipogsible. Studies of the AFDC
Population that have findings generally consistent with these have

n completed for the states of Florida. Michigan and Minnesota
(Institute for Interdisciplinary Studies. 1972): New York City (Ly-
on. et al., forthcomning): and California (Wi.semun. 1976), among
others. In sum, there is little evidence that the effectiveness of job
training and eniployment progranis; have beei the source of the dy-
namic patterns uncovered in studies of the welfare population.

The dynamics of dependency are only affected when the chance of a
case closing is increased by an employment I)rograui. A welfare recip-
ient may be helped in finding a job. but still continue to be on the rolls
with a somewhat lower assistance check. Wiseman distinguished be-
t ween higher chances of a case terminat ion and higher chances of tak-
ing a job when assessing the impact of employment services for AFI)C
cases in Alameda ('ounty, California. He found that employment serv-
ives did not significantly increase the likelihood of welfare termination.
but they did increase the likelihood of employment. (Wiseman, 1976,
p. 68.) Thus. employment programs may. at best, decrease the level of
public assistance payments while the duration of stay is apparently
unaffected.

Rydell, et al. (1974) found that the proportion of long-terin AFDC
cases with employment income in New York City (7 percent) was just
the same as for cases on the rolls 2 years or less. In fact. an even higher
fraction of long-term general assLstance cases had employment income
(16 percent) than short-term cases (7 percent). They conclude that
long-term dependency is as compatible with employment experience as
is short-term dependency since many jobs simply do not provide suf-
ficient income to eliminate dependency. "Partial or low-wage employ-
ment is not necessarily a stepping-stone to self-sufficiency, but is corn-
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pat ible with long-term dependency on welfare assistance." (Rvdell, et
al.. 19.)74. p. 51.) After comparing a number of case characteristics (cat-
tegr" of as.-istance. income sources. ca-e size. employabilitv. age of
l:lvee) with duration of stay and finding no one case type vouuIpletely
a-soviated with one type of case history, the authors conclude:

At the current state of knowledge about welfare dependency, chance events
pday a large part in determiining whether a welfare tea is a short-term or a lo)lg-
term one. t iiie can only talk ,of tendencies, or prEibabililie,'s, that a vase with given
charVelri.-iit's %%ill have a ctrtaini type of welfare history. i Rydell, et al.. 19)7'4.
p. 52. )

In ahldition. it is our as.,t.:snieiit that eaiploviyent and training pro-
,rrauns have had a negligible effect on determining whether a case has
short -term or lomr-terin delptndeney.

('ASE ]1I:iAVNIhill AND L'NGTI i1)lI'ENOENCY

"Ti nle sjliltyii iioA )Important and 1'eclllrl'iwlq theme in disc:w,ions ot
welfare lmlic.y is tilt" impact of ,'ash payntsens on work incentives.
B]uiefit level. IKhefit-loss rta(es au )lOei•j'-Iut.jIt I)rogra-is have all
belen de-Jgiledl to elctollrage ,ilid cajole welfare reCilpienlts into empiloy-
Ililit--or. ait lhea-t. lot di-,'oraItge eIIilloyNlieit by heavily taxing earn-
inzs. ks we have seen. lieret is C4)I-ide'a'1e etvid]eiice that. in geieril.
wvelfar,, families respond to incentives as interhJed. In re,'ent years.
however. :ntler :s!ect of tie ilvelit ie isýlie hIas been rai.-ed that ma1ypr,,Vt' to 14' c~ljualv important to tl] e i~.u of strategies for redicintv
11,0rk di !i1nt ' vites. It miav ile that familieNs lheom' e miore ac,'u.-toiid to
a lift' of wel far i 'ieult~c~' twy a.- e- - 1 month jp-.-es. and are le.-s respon-
:iye to work inceuit'ives after a vear or more of de(ldt'eleevll than thev
aue wheln firs4 t iirnili to publict, a:. ai- 'e. yltdell has formalized this
phlenomenon into what he calls tile "'.,ettling-in" effect-the behavior
of welfare rcei Pieflts I.IV be colditit joned by thle len.trhi of time on the
rells. kn earlier ver.4i.i of the settling-in ]J it-I' oniit'loll was all argj-
nieuit thait welfare re:-ulte n inintergerneratio)al delehdelncv.: 1 but.
this vl'eiE -1..,tr.re,,-ts that delpendeliev, on welfare -tlhli geS within
the life of one case.

There hirs not Ni&ei an unamblbigllous tept of the hypothesis that wel-
fare cases settle in dependency. but both Rytlell. et al. (1974). and
Ketron. Inc. (1973 and 1974). present findings that are at least con-
sist eit wi Iih a :ettlin-iiln phlenomenon. They bIoth calculate (ase closing
ratv:ýs for 1,'rio~ds of 6 mllOnlthl.. I yealr and 2 vyarsI after a (oliort of cases
lugis Jjeledl onto ilie rolls. If (l'osifmr rales ,]rolp tile loui.,er a gromp of
similar ca-e, has been on the rolls. thlen tlhcr is some evidence that
C.a.•ts ;.et tle'" into dependency.

Rvdell found that for all eateg.ories of asnistatie (AFDC- eFDC-
UF: Gener",l Assis.anc'e: Aid to the Diiabled. Aged and Blind [now
S.1]) in New York City. elosinfz rates for a group of cases opening
onto tile rolls at the same time dvcrea.-,e with case agre. For examplle.
AFDC eases with two or more children have a closing rate of 4.4 per-
t-e.t 3 months after opening: but for those eases that remain on the,
rolls fro(,n 3.5 to 5.0 years. the closing rate drops to 1.2 percent. In other
words. the chance tfiat an AFDC case will close right after opening is
nearly four times higher than the chance after 3.5 years of dependency.

Is See Greenleigh Associates, Inc., 196;9.
335-071 -7S 3---•
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Rydell found that using case age intervals of 3 months, 6 months,
1 year, 1.5 to 3.0 years, and 3.5 to 5.0 years, closing rates consistently
dr~op with case age.

Similar findings have been presented in two separate reports by
Ketron, Inc.. using the national AFDC surveys for 1969, 1971 anI 1973.
They disagregvate case characteristics by age. sex, race and education
of an AFDC payee (a, considerably greater disaggl'egation than that
possible in the New York City data used by Rvdell) and conclude that
cases "exhibit the teimdencv to remain on the rolls longer as ihe durat ion
of case (age) increases." i Ketron. Inc., 19-74. p. 5.)

Since the Ralnd/llxvdell and Ketron, Inc. studies have been pub-
lished, there has beien considerable discussion and delete over the in-
terpretation of decreasing closing rates with case age. (So far no
written rebuttal of the two reports has been pIblished.) 'r (Criti,.s
argue that there are a number of alternative hylpothe.ses tflat are con-
sistent with case closing rates declining with case age. One hypo-
t heis is that the two kinds of cases open onto the rolls--one type
that will stay only a short time (movers-) and another type that wvill
stay a long iime (stayers). Declining closing rates would also occur
if this hypothesis were correct. lxcaiise cases in the l;w closing rate
group stay on welfare longer than cases in the high closing rate
group. To date, there ha, been no additional research on case be-
havior that identifies and tests alternative hypotheses on how fam-
ilies adapt to welfare over time.1' Until that research is done, Rydell
felt comfortable with the conclusion that "there is currently no evi-
dence to contradict the hypothesis that welfare cases become increas-
ingly dependent on welfare the longer they stay on welfare." (Ry-
dell, et al., 1974, p. 33.)

The notion that welfare cases may adjust to dependency and be-
come less responsive to work incentives over time has important
consequences for national income maintenance policy. Discussions
of the New Jersey negative income tax experiment have emphasized
that the brief duration of the project simply could not account for
the long-term adaptive behavior of participant families. (See
Aaron, 1975.) The findings that male participants did not make a
significant withdrawal of work effort may not hold over a longer
period of support. The policy options available to protect the econ-
oiny from increasing program participation levels and gradual
withdrawal from the work force have not been clearly identified for
reform proposals under disctusion to date. It may be that lienefit
levels and tax rates :-.,re inatletvuate policy tools by themselves. How-
ever. if stringent work and income eligibility tests are to be reqiiired.
the administrative bureaucracy lnig.ht be every bit. as cunviel:-ome,
costly and inequitable as the current AFI)C system. (See W. .J. Co-
hen. et al.. 1976.)

IMWLICATION.S FOR WLF.XARE Poucr
The evidence from rt-search on welfare dynamics has mixed ili-

plications for policy reform. On the one land, welfare recipients

' The first presentation of the Rand/Rydell settling-in hypothesis was in December.
1973. at a Welfare Research Conference in New York City sponsored by Administrator
Jule Sugarman of the Human Resources Administration. It was subsequently presented
it the Diefember. 1975. Dallis meetings of the American Economic Association. (See
Lyon. Rydell, and Menchik. 1975.)

'M. Wit-eman and r. Levy at the University of California. Berkeley, do have some
unp'iblhihed findings that number of months on welfare was insignificant in predicting
elop.ing rates for the Alameda County caseload. For a description of the indel, see
Wiseman, 70, 1976.
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clearly respond in rat ional ways to ibenefit levels anti benefit-lo.-,s
rates built into federal and state AFDC and general assistance pro-
grain--higher benefits result in more participation; h1ighlr tax
rates, l]ss work elTort. Further. the welfare system ix-rforins an im-
portant tenmporary income maintenance function. Forty to fifty
i,,r,'ent of all families who turn to welfare Stay on the rolls for 1
ear orles; and less than a third of the average welfare family's

in,'oie comes from public assistance when totaled over a period of
Z or more -ears. In other words, the majority of recipients use public
assistance for income support in much the way other temporary sup-
poit pr)grains like unemployment insurance and workmen's comn-
wii:ation are used. Modifications to the means-tested programs are
ikelv to produce responses by eligible families that are consistent

with'behavior under existing programs.
On the other hiand. resesc 1i findings from the existing welfare sys-

efem have only limited transferability for describing behavior under a
universal guaranteed income plan. jParticipation in a guaranteed in-
cmle plan would lIe inclusive of nearly all low-income families, and
the ci.-t of participation in terms of administrative screening, income
audits. periodic recertification and employability determination is
likely, by design. to be consideralbly lower. It camiiot be accurately pre-
dicted whether labor force withdrawal and/or work disincentives
would be greater under a guaranteed income plan than under AFDC.
The strong role of caseworker eligibility determination and manage-
ment probably accounts for some of the dynamic patterns uncovered
in the AFI)C program, although researchers have uncovered little
direct effect on overall dependency patterns from eligibility control
and employment programs. The fact that each state welfare program
lends itsell to a some what different model of caseload behavior suggests
that a unified national plan would have quite a different impact in
different parts of the country-those impacts can be only partially
estimated from existing research.
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II. Excerpts From.-Work Incentives and Income Guarantees:
New Jersey Negative Income Tax Experiment*

I-TRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

(By Joseph A. Pechman, and P. Michael Timpane)
The New Jersey experiment in income maintenance was unique in

several respects. First. it was the forerunner of numerous other large-
scale, controlled social experiments testing the effects and feasibility
of new social programs by observing how they operate in practice.
Second, it was concerned with a live policy issue that could not be
resolved satisfactorily on the basis of available data: whether cash
allowances, whose net benefits decline as work income increases, signif-
icantly reduce work by the recipients. Third, the data to be collected
would provide an unusually rich source of information for analysis by
economists and other social scientists. This information was the basis
for an exhaustive report that was submitted to the U.S. Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare in late 1973 and early 1974.1

The experiment was conducted at a time when the public and policy-
makers alike increasingly were concerned about the cost of growing
welfare rolls and the alleged impact of the welfare system on the in-
centives of the poor to lift themselves out of poverty. The traditional
welfare system was designed to assist those who were not able to sup-
port themselves because of age, disability, or special family circum-
stances. Families headed by able-bodied men generally are excluded
from such programs on the presumption that the head should support
his family by working. In addition, the income of welfare recipients
was taxed. often substantially, so that they were able to keep little if
any of their income. Before 1967 the nominal tax rate of the federally
financed assistance program was 100 percent of such income; there-
after. federal law allowed recipients to keep the first $30 per month
phis one-third of any additional earnings, but supplementary benefit
programs enacted by some state legislatures produced considerable
variation in actual tax rates.

The negative income tax idea was advanced, first. to improve the
traditional welfare system by providing a minimum, nontaxable allow-
ance to all families: and, second, to maintain the work incentives of
thie poor who were able to work by permitting them to keep a significant
fraction of their earnings. For example, the basic allowance might be
l.7..,0 for each adult and q500 for each child, so that a family of four

woil(l receive a total of 1,€4,000. Another possibility would be $1.000
for eaeh person in the family regardless of age, which also would pro-
vidle a total of $4.000 for a four-person family. As well as receiving

Pi.liblhed 1975 by the Brookings Institution.
I Harold W. Watts and Albert Bees (eds.). FPial Report of the New Jersey Graduated

Work Jetrentire Experiment. vols. 1. 2. 3 and David N. Kershaw an Jerilyn Far (eds.),
vol. 4 (Universuty of Wlsconsin--Madison, Institute for Research on Poverty. and Math-
ematlca. 1973. 1974) (referred to later as Final Report of the New Jersey Eusprimmet).

For a summary of the major findings by several of the authors of the report, ree
Journal of Human Reaources, voL 9 (Spring 1974), pp. 156-27A. The term "New Jersey
exp,."ment'" used throughout this book. In keeping with the title of the final report, in-
clude., %%e Pennsylvania experiment. as do the data in the report.
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the basic allowance, the family would pay tax on each dollar of its
incolne.2 The rate of this tax might be 30 percent, 50 percent, T5 per-
cent, o, even 100 percent. Thus, with a basic allowance of $4,000 and
a tax rate of 50 percent, a family with an income of $2,000 would havO
a disposable income of *'5.0tW)0: 4.(0) of the basic allowance and '1,t ( )
of its own income left after the payment of taxes. With an income of
4.(0W. the family would have a disposable income of $6,000: the .$4,000

haic allowance plus $2.000 of its own income after taxes. With all
1neole of . a fanilv would break even-the $,-4,0() basic allow-

ance would exactly equal the tax of $4,000-and its disposable income
would be $8,000.

The idea of a negative income tax met with considerable resistanwe.
partly because of costs but primarily because many people believed
that ihe guarantee of a minimum level of living would provide an,
irresistible inducement for a significant number of persons. especially
aile-bodied males, to reduce their hours of work or to stop working
entirely v. Although economiuits had 1been making econometric et immateQ
of the effect of a negative income tax on work effort. the r'esidts had
proved inconclusive.3

Aside from labor response, several other q,,.:;tions about the opera-
tion of a system of cash allowances could be answered by such an
experinlent. Of primary concern were the adm:i*iiisti-.rtive problems of
paying cash allowances. How should income' Ix dell jed? Over what
period should it be measured? Are there unusumai prb!t (.n of enforce.
mnent and compliance? Although these questions &,,,n to be caught up
in minor details. they are cnucial to an evaluation #f the workability
and cost of a negative income tax.

Another set of questions concerned the effect of cash allowances on
the life style of the recipient families. Will the families use the cash
allowances for such frivolities as gamlblint. drinking, excessive enter-
tainment. and other nonc.:sential or harmful forns of consu•mp~tion. or
will they use the allowances to buy more or better qualities of such
essentials as food. clothing, and shelter? What effect. if any. would the.
allowances have on the education of the children. the physical and
mental health of the family members. and leisure activity ?

The conference sponsoredl by the Brookings Panel on Social Experi-
mentation on April 29 and 30. 1974. focused on these and related issieCs
of imporlance to national policy. The remainder of this charter sum-
marizes the formal papers-s resentedd at the conference, as well as por-
t iow. of the discueIsion that followed.

PlAN'XINO THlE EXPERIMENT

The opening paper, bv Robert A. Levine. who was assistant director
for research. plans, pro'rams. and evaluation of the Office of Eco-
nomic Ooportunitv (OEO) when the experiment was funded. traces
the development within the government of the idea of commissioning
a negative income tax experiment. To some. the major objective was

2 Deductions might b* allowed for such items as medical expenses, work clothes, union
dues. and the like, but no personal exemptions would be allowed as in the positive Income
tax system.

2 gee Glen G. Cain and Harold W. Watts (eds.). Income Maiatenance and Labor FRvpply:
Econometrie Studice (Markham. 1973). The econometric studies generally found Income
and substitution effects of the predicted positive sign. but the magnitude of the effects
varied considerably.
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experiniental-to observe the labor-supply response of adult males,
which they hoped would be slight-whereas to others it was mostly to
ulenio.-trate the administrative feasibility of a negative income tax.
hwvine's paper makes clear that the experiment was conceived by the
OEO as part of a broad strategy to o tain administrative and con-
,g.tre•-ional apl)proval of a negative income tax., The next paper, by Felicity Skidmore, describes the general design
features of the experiment and the important decisions that were
made in designing and carrying it out after the OEO agreed to fund
the experiment and approved it i general terms. Skidinores aper
gives a detailed account of the problenis that were encountered and
of the administrative and analytical skill that was needed to overcome
them. It was generally agreed at the conference that the experiment
was carried out elliciently and that the analysis was done objectively
and competently.

Skidniore's discussion reveals shortcomings as well as strengths in
the exl)eriniieits design. The experiment benefited from important.
advances in techniques of field experimentation, notably the Conlisk-
Watts design ,4 which enabled the experimenters to obtain for the same
cost a significantly larger samplle of relevant data than would have
been possible with a simple randomn design. Despite problems of sam-
)le attrition and occasional disturbing influences of outside events, the
,a.sic design enabled the experinienters to collect a body of high-quality

lomigit jidinal data on thle eemouie and -,oial Iwlhavior of the working
poor. At the same time. it was necessary to make some hard choices
that limit the analytical uses of the data. These included choices with
respect to the selection of the :.-ample, the guarantees and tax rates,
the site of the experiment, and the duration of the experiment.

The experiment concentrated on lpoor and near poor-that is. 125
percent or less of l)ot-'ity inconie--male-headed families s. This decision
was based on a careful assessment of the policy significance of theta
Behavior of this group under a negative income tax, but it excluded
from study another policy-sigiificant group. poor families headed by
ftmhales: it. led to an u•,erre,)resentation of families with full-timne
working wives; it excluded working families slightly above the eligi-
bility line whose labor force participation also would be discouraged
b• a" negative income tax: and it concentrated on intact families who
differed in both known (for example. mnore children) and unknown
(for example. emotional stability) ways from fractured families.

"'le experiment exaniined eight comblinations of guarantees and tax
rates. This design afforded an opportunity to observe the distinct effects
of these two variables. but it also increased the required sample size

n(l veosts ,ind thus limited alternatives concerning, for example, dura-
t ion and number of sites. The samples for each treatment group, how-
eter. were all quite small.

The experiment operated at three urban sites in New Jersey and one
in Pennsylvania. The .sanple is a reasonable representation of the
eligible population, with balanced social and ethnic characteristics, in

The full molel Is described in John Conlisk and Harold Watts. "A Model for Optimizing
E.xewriniental De'signs for Estimatinc Retuponse Surfaces." In American Statistenil Asmwla-
tion. Pr'oceedepoga of the Social Stutietice J•ection, 1569, pp. 150-56. Its anplication Is
duiseu.d further in Charles K. Metcalf, "Sample Design and the Use of Experimental
IJatn.' Final Report of the New JerseN Ezperment, vol. 2. pt. C. chap. 5. The design
liasieally called for eligible families to be stratified by previous income; a predetermined
utiniher from death stratum was then assigned to the various experimental plans and the

"eomtrol grout,, with individual assignments achieved randomly.
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the urban Northeast, but it is not representative of the entire country.
Clearly, any limited site experiment reflects only imperfectly the con-
ditions that a universal program would introduce.

The experiment was conducted for only three years in each site. A
major drawback of the experiment is that the effects of a permanent
negative income tax program emmain unknown.

LABOR SUPPLY RESPONSI

The paper by Albert Rees and Harold W. Watts, who were codirec-
tors of the experiment, summarizes the labor supply findings of the
experiment. The major finding is that there was only a small (5 or 6
percent) reduction in average hours worked by the male heads of the
families who received negative income tax payments. For reasons that
are still not understood, ihis occurred entirely among white men: for
black men, the response was insignificant but (surprisingly) positive,
whereas for Spanish-speaking men, the response was also insignificant
but negative. For white and Spanish-speaking working wives, whohad a low participation rate to begin with, the negative ractin was
greater-about one-third of previous work effort for whites and more
than one-half for those wh3 are Spanish speaking. The behavior of
black working wives was not affected.

These rsu t is are evaluated in two papers by economists who had no
connection with the experiment. Ilenry .1. Aaron focuses much of his
attention on the difficulties of interpretation arising from the fact that
the welfare, system of New Jersev was altered while the experiment
was underway. lIe suggests that this change in the welfare system
created complex and shifting incentives for individual families that
are virtually impossible to quantify for purposes of analysis. Aaron
also suggests other measurement problems that might lead to an under-
estimate, of labor supply response. On the other hand. Robert E. Hall,
who develops a model to evaluate the data on labor supply response
obtained from the experiment, argues that the results are consistent
with theoretical expectations and are statistically significant.

Nevertheless. a number of the conferees were not persuaded that
the.experimental data can be regarded as definitive on this score. Three
major problems accounted for most of this skepticism. First, the effects
noted by Aaron and others of cha.-ges in the New Jersey welfare sys-
teni after the experiment was underway altered the net guarantees
and tax rates in a haphazard way. Second, the limited time period
covered by the experiment makes it difficult to draw conclusions about
the effect of a permanent negative income tax. Third. the results for the
nonwhite families included in the experiment, which are puzzling,
may be unreliable because of high attrition rates.
Effect of the Changes in the New Jersey Welfare Systemr

At the outset, it was considered essential to conduct the experiment
in a st te in which male-headed families were not eligible for any wel-
fare assistance. Only in such a situation would the difference between
the families in the experimental and control groups reflect the effect
of the negative income tax alone. New Jersey was chosen as the major
site partly because it had no plan under the unemployed parent part of
the federally supported Aid to Families with Dependent Children
(AFDC-UP) program, which extended aid to unemployed fathers.
(Male heads were eligible for the locally financed general assistance
program, but the benefits under this program were extremely low.)
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On January 1, 1969, however, New Jersey introduced a generous
AFDC-UP plan for which most of the families in the experimental
sample were eligible. Since families were kept in the sample, but they
were required every payment period to choose between payments from
welfare or the experiment."

The change in the New Jersey welfare system had two effects on
the results of the experiment. First, most of the families who originally
were placed in two of the least generous experimneital plans-those
with a minimum guarantee of 50 percent of the poverty line income
and a 50) percent tax rate (the 50-50 plan) and a 75 percent guarantee
and a 70 percent tax rate (the 75-40 plan)-either chose to receive
welfare payments or had incomes that exceeded the breakeven levels
(see the explanation above). The few families that chose the experi-
mental payments under these plans were dropped from the analysis
of the labor sup p•" responses because their number was so small. In
addition, relatively few of the families assigned to the somewhat more
generous 100-70 plan had incomes below the breakeven level and thus
most received no payments. The experiment therefore provides little
basis for judging the amount of labor that might be supplied by
families under a 70 percent negative income tax plan. Moreover, the
informat ion from the remaining plans is not sufficient to measure the
effects of different g-uarantees and tax rates.

Second, the availability of the welfare option meant that families
in the experiment who were eligible for welfare faced very different
guarantees and tax rates under each negative income tax plan from
those faced 1by families ineligible for welfare. The result is that the
observed differences between the experimental and control families
cannot be related unambiguously to the stated guarantees and tax
rates even for tax rates below 70 percent. As Aaron explains in his
palpr. the net guarantees and tax rates after taking into account the
welfare option are very much lower-but not in the same proportion-
for each of the plans than the stated guarantees and tax rates suggest.

The implications of this point were discussed at length by the con-
ferees. One group pointed out that. because of the existence of other
government assistance programs (in kind as well as in cash), it would
have been impossible to arrange an experiment in which the net guar-
antees and tax rates for each experimental family were known with
certainty. Under the circumstances, the experimental results should
not be interpreted as providing estimates of the labor-supply response
to any particular guarantee or tax rate. but rather of the response to
the df•ferenee between the guarantees or tax rates among va,'ious plans.
Such estimates still could be regarded as significant because any nega-
tive income tax plan probably will be superimposed on oth-r existing
programs, creating a complex environment that inevitably will alter
the marginal rate that would actually apply to particular'families.

8 The Aid to Dependent Children (ADC) program was established by the Social Security
Act of 1935 to provide income-related transfer payments to families whose father had
deserted or divorced the mother. Therefore, It was a program restricted to families with
female heads. The name of the program was changed ater--with no implications for the
functioning of the program itself-to Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC).
An amendment to the Social Security Act in 1961 expanded the program to cover certain
categories of two-parent families by adding an "unemployed parents segment to the AFDC
program, thereafter called AFDC-UP. Because the unemployed parent invariably Is a
father. this program Is also referred to as AFDC-UF.

The AFDC-UP (or AFDC-UF) program Is at state option regarding decisions as to
whether It will sponsor a program at all and as to the level of benefits and the eligibility
criteria. New Jersey chose not to have such a program until January 1, 1969. when It
Instituted one of the most generous In the country. The state treasury could not support
the program at that level, however, and its generosity was cut substantially In July 1971.
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Another group felt that. for the reasons mentioned by Aaron. it is
virtually imlipossible to infer anything about the marginal effects of
tile different guarantee levels or tax rates on labor supply. Because
the net guarantees and tax rates are lower than the stated guarantees
and tax rates, the calculations froin the experimental data milay under-
state the labor supply resIxJnse to the type of negative income tax
plans that are offered as policy alternatives in the United States. The
combinationin of uncertainties as to the effect of different plans also
makes it implssible to estimate the costs of various national negative
incoine tax plans on the basis of the experimental results.

Short-Term Versus Long-Term Effects
Although the objective of the experiment was to estimate the lalor

supply re.-ponse, of a plinranent negative income tax. to simulate the
effect of a permanent plan obviously was impossible in an experiment
lastinir only three years. Early in the experiment. the study designers
urged the OEO to cover some families for a period of three years and
others for a pe, riod of five ears. which would have permitted them to
build it duration, variable into the statistical analysis. But because of
budget constraints., the OEO did not. provide the necessary funds for
a five-year period.

The" temporary nature of the experiment is important because the
work behavior of individuals may depend not only on their current
H•.eds and e,-ononic .ircmnstances. but also on their future expecta-
tionis. Whether the labor .upply response in the experiment was greater
or .-maller than the e-qpon.,e would be in a permnianent plan is not clear.
Sonme workers-partiicularly women who work to supplement their
husband's invoine-niight be induced by the negative income tax pay-
ment to stop working temporarily or to reduce their hours of work
with the exlpctation that they cold go back to work or work longer
hours after the negative income tax arrange ment ceased. This factor
would lead to exaggeration of the labor supply response in an experi-
ment of short duration. On the other hand. the enactment of a pernia-
nent negative income tax might bring on effects-for example. early
retirement or less inhibition in quitting jobs-that a temporary experi-
mnett would be unable to capture.

Mi.hiael Boskin and Jacob Mincer. two of the formal discus,-.ants. as
well as a number of other conferees. expre...sed the opinion that the
temporary nature of the experiment probably led to an understate-
mneit of the labor sulpply response by miale heads of families to a per-
nianent negative in.omne tax. Such workers usually are attached to a
jol that requires then to work a fixed nuimbr of hours a week. It is
unrealistic to expect inany of these workers to seek another job with
shorter hours in the interest of obtaining a cash assistance Ipaymnent
for a three-year perio,1. although over a longer period of time. em-
jilovmnent structures might well change to make such decisions feasible.
Mfoveover. the fact that the experimental families purchased relatively
I11OVCe dur(Lble goools than control families suggests that the former
(lid not react to the additional income provided by the experiment in
the sa•ine way that they. would respond to a permanent change in in-
,omile. Such behavior is consistent with the hypothesis that workers
con.mihidr longer time horizons than three years in making economic
decisions.

Although admitting that the experiment could not reproduce the
conditions that would prevail under a permanent negative income
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tax. other conferees took the position that the rvý;ults are not neces-
arilyv bia.sed in one. direction or the other. Furtlwrniore. it is not at all

certain that. the three-year duration was too brief to capture most of
the hdlaor supply effects of a permanent negative inaoine tax. Whether
the time period that controls economic behatvior is three years. ten
year.-;, or :t lifetime is still not known. In any event, the results of the
expeririment were Considered to be important to the polli maker. at lea.t
as an indication of the short-run consequences of a negative income
tax decision. Although the long-rim eftects remain uncertain, the
exlxerimelnt .slugrgests that there would be sutlicieiit tiite to readjust the
terms of any plan that is actually adopted before the full con.sequenices
of the long-run effects become evident.

The Radial amd Ethnic Puzzle
A major proldem mentioned lby both the experimental analysts and

their critics was the unexpected lK'havior of the black (and. to some
extent. the Spanish-spxaking) workers in the expe-rilmient. On the aver-
age. little change ot'curred in the work effort of these partici )ants in
the, experiment : in fact. as comlpared with the control groups. the work
effort of black males act ually increase d during the exlprimental period.
Thi, difference in behavior nay , stemn from some unobserved character-
i...ti.s of the experimental anR control groups. front economic differ-
ences among sites (in which racial and ethnic compositions differed),
from the bias of differential attrition rates, or siniplv from difficulties
in data collection unique for these ipopulations. These findings need
to be explained or. as Ilall suggests. disnis'ised as unreliable.

OTHER ISEIANvIOJIA RESPONSrS

The income maintenance project sought information about responses
other than work effort to the experimental treatments and to income
changes in g-eneral. These responses, such as consumption and employ-
ment 1bhavior. education, and health status, were useful not only as
cont rol variables to explain variations in labor supply, but also as a
basis for interpreting the social significance of a negative income tax.
These measures were reviewed and evaluated for the conference by
Peter 11. Ros,;i. the lone sociologist among the writers.

As already indicated. the experimental families made larger invest-
ments in housing and durable goods than the control families. There
also was evidence that less job turnover occurred under the more gen-
erous plans. and that turnover which did occur was mainly among
younger workers shifting to better jobs. It was reported atthe con-
ferem'e that analysis now in progress will show significant increases
in educational atiaimnent. among experimental family members. But
the data. for health status. family comlxsition. and individual well-
being revealed few consistent andl interpretabhle p]tteruu.. auliong ex-
perirnemtal families.

According to Rossi. these negative fing"s may reflect. poor design
ti d analysis: but to some extent, they may be the result also of the
(loilinani'e of economints in the decisions on experimental design and
analytical priorities. Ile point. out, for example. that the relatively

mioi,,,eneous nature of the sample population, which was considered
an advantage from the economists' standpoint. made it virtually im-
possible to detect significant. experimentallv induced changes in such
variables as family composition and individual well-being. ie He O
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pointed out that there has been a persistent absence of analysis that
would systematically explain economic effects in social psychological
and sociological terms. In particular, the small but significant reduc-
tion in hours worked and the changes in hours of job search, in job
quality, and in worker satisfaction have begged for analysis, little
of which has vet been done.

The conferees did not dispute Rossi's observations regarding the
experimental design, nor was there disagreement that further analysis
of the nonlabor supply response would be useful. But •svernl conferees
challenged Rosi s contention that the experiment was dominated by
economists. Other social scientists were heavily involved from the be-
ginning and substantial resources were devoted to the noneconomic
questions. On the other hand, some believed that it was right to em-
phasize the labor supply response as the dominant focus of the experi-
ment--if only because the state of the experimental art was rudi-
mentarv at the time the experiment began.

In any event, given recent advances in experimentation and analysis,
a much more productive combination of the disciplinary techniques
ought to be possible in future experiments. Such a combination of
talent could help to develop more of the riclness of individual re-
sponses to experimental treatments; and the number and variety of
the observations needed to obtain statistically significant results for
a broad range of issues would require a much larger sample than was
used in the New Jersey experiment.°

POLICY IMICATIONS

The policy implications of the New Jersey experiment doubtless
will be debated for a long time. Opinions willodiffer, not only because
of doubts about the methodological problems that are reviewed in this
volume, but also because of the changes that have occurred in U.S.
social policy during the last few years. Many advances have been
made in related areas of labor-market research since the mid-1960s, and
the numerous changes in income support programs-reforms in AEDO
itself, the creation of supplemental security income for the aged, and
the expansion of the fo stamp program-have erea a very differ-
ent environment for income maintenance policies.

Nevertheless, many of the conferees feel that the experiment will
have a significant effect on attitudes toward negative income taxation.
As Rees and Watts point out in their paper in this volume: "The
burden of proof would now appear to be on those who assert that in-
come maintenance programs for intact families will have very large
effects on labor supply." Michael Barth, Larry Orr, and John Palmer
note that the finding that the labor-supply response of male family
heads usually takes the form of a reduction in hours of work rather
than complete withdrawal from the labor force should moderate the
pressure for a strict work test and shift more attention to distributive
equity in decisions about guarantees and tax rates. They also emphasize
that the experiment demonstrated the administrative feasibility of a
negative income tax, including practical solutions for such problems as
the definition of income and the establishing of accounting periods for

4 Robert Hall contended that the labor supply results could have been replicated with a
much mailer sample (see his paper in this volume), but he did not address himself to the
question of sample sise for determining other types of responsem
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determining eligibility. Various anecdotes concerning the impact al-
ready observed in executive and legislative deliberations were cited
hb them and others at the conference as confirming these claims of
Iolicy relevance.

Others are skeptical about these claims. Bette and Michael Mahoney
argue in their paper that the experiment's design was biased toward
moderate tax rates in the belief that such rates would mean greater
work effort. This bias was compounded by the absence (for analysis)
of several guarantees at the 70 percent tax rate. But. the Mahoneys
pointed out, the major effect of a moderate tax rate is to extend the
work disincentive farther up the income distribution. They also believe
that, because the price of moderate tax rates is a lessened alleviation
of imverty, the emphasis on them is unfortunate.

Other reservations were expressed. The temporary nature of the
experiment, combined with the intrusions of New Jersey welfare
law and some of the decisions or. sample composition and on guaran-
tees and tax rates, introduces considerable uncertainty regarding the
implications of the experiment for a permanent negative income tax.
Moreover, many opponents of the negative income tax did not expect
widespread withdrawal of workers from the labor market. The with-
drawal of only a relatively few able-bodied workers was sufficient
reason for much of the opposition-and the experiment did little to
remove these fears. Finally. the experiment's failure to improve the
accuracy of cost estimates for alternative negative income tax plans
also is unfortunate.

The conferees developed little consensus on these issues. The con-
siderations leading to moderate tax rates were vigorously defended,
as was the view that work effort is discouraged by high tax rates. It was
argued that equity and politics, as well as the growth in cumulative
tax rates among government cash and in-kind transfer programs,
suggested that a negative income tax was still the leading practical
alternative. On the other hand. it was pointed out that the recent ex-
pansion of these same income support and in-kind transfer programs
has greatly reduced the urgency of a comprehensive negative income
tax and thus the significance of the experiment's findings.

SIGNMCANCZ OF THE -TPERIMEYNT

What, then, is the significance of the New Jersey income mainte-
nance experiment for policy and for the idea of social experimenta-
tion? Eight million dollars were spent, about two-thirds of it in re-
search costs. Aside from the direct financial costs, an enormous amount
of time was spent by social scientists inside and outside the govern-
ment in helping to design the experiment and in analyzing the results.
Are the benefits worth the costs I

Most of the participants at the Brookings conference felt that the
answer to this question is affirmative. It was generally agreed that the
New Jersey experiment was conducted with diligence and intelligence,
that the insights gained in program design have improved subseuent
experiments, and that the administrative feasibility of a negative
income tax has been demonstrated. In addition, the experiment cor-
roborates and improves on other contempomray findings about the
labor-supply response of workers to a negative income tax. As Barth,
Orr, and Palmer acknowledge, however: "The experiment does not
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and should not decide for policymakers whether to extend cash assist-
ance to the working poor or at what levels and with what benefit-
reduction rates. Indeed, no empirical evidence could do so. Research,
no matter how relevant and competent, cannot tell us what national
I ,ii,.y ought to be. It can provide some hard data as one input to the
lprouvs that balances competing demands for scarce public resources."
Mor•over, even with all the demonstrable advances it has made, the
New .ersey experimlent renliains vuilnieable to those wile distlrust its
scientific underpinins or prefer to disregard its policy implications.

Hindsight suggested to the conferees that subsequent social experi-
ments could improve on the New Jersey experience in several respects.
Treatments should be sufficiently different so that statistically signifi-
cant results will be more likely to be obtained. For example, the failure
to detect the relative effects of different guarantees and tax rates was
one of the major disappointments of the experiment. For the same
reason, sample sizes and selection should not be too parsimonious,
iven the uzwontrolled t urlnmheime of the en iromienlt 11ml thie likeli-

)O!lof unlwe(lietal)le attrition. Pre- and i)(st-experim11ental data
collection opportunities should be explored more fully. Finally, the
designi and analysis of results should have an interdisciplinary charac-
ter-for, as one conferee put it, "in no other way can we hope to ex-
plain the richness of the real world." It seems clear that any major
M:1ial lp)lic'y expetinlent will lace tile :allie t vpe of Ie.-igmi tiaade-olts
adl constraints twat were confronted in the New Jersev trial. Yet it
is imlxossible to say whether the state of the art in social experimen-
tat ion is advancing rapidly enough--and the tempo of social change
is steady enough--t-for the larger, more complicated experiments now
under way to improve on the performance of the New Jersey ex-
perimfent.

Beyond its actual and potential contributions to research in the so-
cial sciences, the New Jersey experience doubtless will have a substan-
tial impact on the ways in which proposals for social reform are con-
sidered. Without siggzesting that social progress must await the results
of res.arch. the experiment demonstrates that a new social idea need
not be adoptedd lbefore is conlIsequlenIices are appraised on the basis of a
ca refully controlled field test.

1)tLxcv IMPICArIONS: A SmKl:lIC'.\lr YVIEW

(By Bette S. Mahoney, W. Mich.,el Mahuney)

The New Jerey-lPennsvlvania income maintenance experiment was
con(eivedl. degni(d. and condltlcted by people wlho tend to favor a
negative ineoinee tax. This is not to sav that the design, co'ndcth . or
analy.sis Ivas in any way tailored to favor .i-'h a tax. The experiment
Wisc Cond'cted with a remarkaable (lteige cof objectivity and there
is no doubt that. ]hi the re-ults not confirmed prior e.xleCtations,
they wvoild have lbven t ivated in ituch the sanme manier as in fact
titc fa%-orable results have been.

'lT1it two lwrilcipa'I ol, jCcti'ves of the exiperitient, were to explore
thle :ý:.Ili related to labor :-lip)lV that are Ijxo-d by a :eratil'e inicolni
t ax aaId t, I(u'I ••4 Irte Ite -iv.tificallV t hat a negative IIwo)I Ile t ax would
ino pit olimcv a lue-ce dilioint lie laboir fore. ThAle diret4-
Ipol i.c* iV 1iijlical ion. of O lw experimnet rtlatei to i-sue's of wo'k intent ives
and th!e question of tlie problable cost of a negative intiole tax. But
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althoi.,.h the iltipoitant.e of tihe labor sIijdv vltTrct. of -I negat iN e il-
Olilie tax has hieell Sti'es.5'd relt..n:t:eliv. little alt.l timll has hce!l Ilaid

to lhe way in %% lii.h such kno. pledge coi'iII il6-1.1,4 l P) lA1e I 14o Im] i .v.
"The first sect.iol (if this paper is :tia attemlpl t I, rvill'edlv thi.A delhhivjil,''.
The second is a di:sc'ussioji of %floit tihe exl•eriilitll t lels us about th'e
tiesi,.rn of a negative i,'ol ile tax ipnro) raiI.

.NO, .-.ingle exlwrniment or research' TllOrt ,'ild,1 hope to addres.s all
s..-ues nhlevailt to inc1.:)Ile iiit e'nawce policy. ileal t lie colentl:ltt ioll Oil
OCe :..)'e.t. of tile income nie maii(n1nce l iev ,il iate--lalur supply--
Will li1litt liet( ill:lrt of tiht. exlK'rililelit. In this Voiltext. thl third
:Ctriron of this- pIlxr examine-: the Ne-w ,Je.-4y experimlent as all
vxaun1ple of re-va.-rh in .t,'ial policy.

'ITHE (I-nIMAL TAX RIVrE

From the time a., negative inIo*ie tax was finst CAriously proposed.
the mppropriate marginal tax rate has heten considered a. criticall
feature. The lower the rate. the greater the numiler who will be eligible
for benefits and. other thiu.rs constant. the greater will be the cost.
The lower t he rate. however. the liore al- ftinancial disincentives for
work are miniunized. and the lePs.. likely it is that huig,,, pialyenr.
will result from reduced earnings,. The first pllt of this sectiol (lis-
ClU:,AIs whale the app•l) private lax rate would he if only work effort and
pir,,•ra crst are consider:ations; the .A-cid part. whet her other ron-
.,iderat ionl.. especially equity y. alo -hiuhld play a part.

Guarant(a, and Ta.r Ratc q, L.abor Suppqy a(d Co.xt

Both tile h'vel of thle guarantee anIu the marginal tax rate-that is,
the tax in ctint5 ledodctt-t from tile guarantee for each dOllar of ad-
(lit onal inco|moe--m'" allert wvoik effort, lt the tax rates have received
tl le o .I-At f Itt('lu1 ioII-fi-lIII t l ie c1 I..%,r'at i ,e. Milto Friedl,•.an and the
Iilt-ral James Toluin alike. T"ohin a'rgu4ies for nliliuiiiuul standards of as-
sislance to keep f.amilhi s fromuu falling below the, poverty line: that
'-tilhe -chedule of benefits .. muu.t provide incentives to work" is
uiiiotlier a•uil -emi-rate principlit.1 Frie, lnaun says about the uujrginal
tax rate that "fiftv perc'iett is too high. I should prefer hIss."'
Throu'•oyult t le, professional ]iteratlVl ore on inom11e ua0:Pintenauwe policy
]h: litter' is thle :am,, it. is thl*l m nal tax rates that the issue

of work li-inc,-.tive is aldre-sed.: In collntra:.-. 11i(st of the concern of
liolit icialis, a.S l.'.l tOver the ine'nlt ive effect of ,_raa4ranttevs.

Fr'm the uaitl-19.; to date. proix)uuents of the negative income tax
have. slre:.-.d the imu lxrtan,'e of low tax rats by hig,..hligting the
lprer'le~ l 100) l)W'innvilt rate( in (xi.--inz welfare irograuils. They alsostnr.-,eil tile univer-.al coveragre of their irVp,:41 lbv huighl fighting the
presumie exchl.-ion from as..i;t.tnce of lile workilig poor. In fact,
xlwitlher ,,f it..--e view.. of the exi-,ting welfare .vsytev i was couqdetely

.lanime Tobihn. "First Lcture•." .'elare Pro.n9tama: ý.n lroncontie .1ipraimal, R~atlilonal
lDe 'ate Seu.iniar S.riks (A.wt athail Enlutri.rl.e lu...titute fur Public iPjlhqy Rez-varch, 1'G',,
1i..i1'.

' Milton Frliiedmai n. "The C'a.P f!ir a Newat ihe I-•ip Tax : A N'i#w fr,,ah I@ Rigbht"
t i ,r iretia redi fir the N.- t i.tial K% niiiuio itIn (ionG uni rant iii I t.•1i e. 4 " a tit: ir of (a',nlnlervp

"fi tileFi united State' a* f. I 'ri :inI' r 11.11;6: ar''..tiivs mq . Fr iedmna tn ul !,ehs '.11 el for it 40
-r( *, nlt r:at I . -a ui p,. in I he i1h'.i tif his foarmn •,f IWi -at i% e iu'uje tix,. lu.% er rates would haie

ivant ii?1a,!uqiuu te l-ne-ltit s for faillnie, without minqa,;' ,.
a '1it.. it, k ro.fs.ra-ie to the I-iI3'y ili.s tv'A.- I. i the New Jersey exlerirnent had greater

%arnuti lIt glb grailate h-iclb thau in naarginal tax rates.

% - 1.1 - 4 .
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correct. Nonetheless, the hallmark features of the negative income tax
came to be that it provides for a marginal tax rate of less than 100
percent and for coverage of the working poor.

The perceivel need to have low marginal tax rates is evident in the
design of the New Jersey exlperiment: no treatment group was subject
to a marginal rtte higher than 70 percent, and in determining the
number of recipients to be nviýzgned to the various plans, it was as-
sumed that policy interest in 50 percent rates was more than three
times greater than in 70 percent rates.4 Thus, the design of an experi-
ment to ,le(onrine the labor supply response e to different marginal tax
rates incn•ixrat,,d the a:ssumption that a 50 prerent rate was likely to
be pre ferable from the standpoint of social policy. The basis for this
a&SS-1umlp ion is not clear.

The problem of the tax rate has .een posed by many critics as one
of providing work incentiveq Work incentives would be as cheaply
provided by a low guarantee or by having no program at all. A program
that gives people income for which they do not work necessarily
discouram.ges work and does not encourage it. Thus. the real problem
is how to mitigate or offst the disincentives that are inherent in the
very nature of assistance programs. Further, what we are
really coecerned with is not disincentives or incentives as such but the
behavior they induce--in this case, work. Whether or not the economic
disincentives present in varying degrees in different income main-
tenance plans are offset by 'psychological, sociological, or other in-
centives is an empirical question that the experiment, the cross-
sectional studies, and other research have attempted to answer. The
con..tant reference to the need for low tax rates have obscured this
important point

But why all the concern about work? Beyond the fact that this is
a major eArcern of politicians, there are two main reasons. The first
is because of an interest in program cost; the second is because of the
common view that it is better for most people to work than not to.

EFFICM-ECY AND cosT. A basic objective of income transfer programs
for workers is to raise their income, not relieve the necessity for work.
If guaranteeing a worker a minimal income means that he will quit
and be no better off, why bother I But when the program covers a
large group of people, some of whom are expected to work and some
not, but between whom there is no easy dividing line, the problem is
more complicated. The possibility of paying somebody more than
he deserves--in the sense that the person should be working and re-
ceiving less subsidy-is unavoidable. If workers do quit or reduce
their work effort, then either the program will cost more than other-
wise would be the case or the guarantee will be less.

Because funds available for alleviating poverty or for other public
purposes are limited, it is appropriate to consider ways of reducing un-
intended side effects that make the program less efficient than it could
be. Relatively low marginal tax rates have been the generally recom-
mendld mpflhicd of keeping workers from quitting. If the objýctive of
the prh.!rrT•m is ';imnplv to raise the incomes of the poor, then the mar-
ginal tax rate should'be set at the level which for a given cost would
produce tle hibzhest possible guarantee. This objective may not imply
lower rites. Lowering marginal tax rates might not produce sufficiently

4 See the paper by Felicity Skidmore, "Operational Design of the Experiment." In this
volume.
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greater work effort to make transfer costs go down: for this to
happen. work effort has to be fairly sensitive to the tax rate. In this
sense, efficiency in a negrative income tax is more likely to require a
high rather than a low rate; and to determine the optimna rate would
require knowledge about both the income distribution and the labor
supply response.

WORK AS AN INTRIXSIC GOOD. Though efficiency criteria imply high
marginal tax rates-even as high as 100 percent-a desire to maximize
work effort may prompt lower ones.

Increases and decrease in the gross national product traditionally
liave been regarded as net gains or loses for society at large: if some-
one works, it is good for us all. But for the individual taxpayer, the
total nat ional product is not of interest, only his share in it.. Those who
must. pay taxes so that the earnings of others may be supplemented
lha;e the right to ask what they gain from any work that is thereby
induced. If the individual whose income is supplemented works more
but also consumes more, no direct benefit may accrue to the taxpayer.

A fear also may exist that the supply of low-wage, unskilled workers
and the relatively cheap goods andservices they produce will be di-
minished. To the extent that this fear actually is realized, a true eco-
nomic loss occurs. The extent of the loss is difficult to measure, however,
because people's consumption patterns will change as prices and income
change. On the other hand, to the extent that people with higher in-
comes pay more to employ the lowest paid under a negative income
tax. the income distribution will change in a progressive fashion.

It may be that work effort is viewed as a good in its own right for a
complex set of reasons, including the puritan ethic and other philoso-
p1hies of life that hold idleness to be immoral and offensive. But so-
ciety has not found idleness so offensive that it discourages it with
methods beyond economic sanctions and peer-group pressure. It may
be that society is willing to accept the degree of idleness that now pre-
vails--but would be unwilling to accept more.

Moral and ethical concern about people who seek to live at the ex-
pense of others focuses primarily on a dichotomy of work versus no
work. Programs designed to induce more work from those already
working might not be considered as attractive as those which produce
more workers. Few persons would argue for expensive incentive fea-
tures solely on the basis that less expensive schemes would discour-
age overtime and dual job holding. This means that in examining the
sensitivity of labor supply to marginal tax rates and guarantee levels,
it is essential, first, to distinguish between outright entries into. or
withdrawals from, the labor force and mere additions or reductions
in effort; and, second, to specify precisely what kinds of additional
work effort are being sought.

This issue is even more complex when the question of secondary
workers, part-time workers, and length of job searches is considered.
It .seems unlikely that many persons would wish to commit funds for
the sole purpose of inducing more work effort from secondary workers.

In brief, we do not know how or even whether work as an intrinsic
good is preferred by a majority in society. Society clearly should not
spend beyond the level at which no additional work is induced; pay-
ing for expensive incentive features that do not affect behavior makes
no ene. That lower marginal tax rates will bring about a greater total
work effort is not at all clear. Modest reductions in the marginal rate
faced by people below the original breakeven point will require larger
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inc(rease ill the rate for the newly eligible above it, who previously hatl
been e ..object only to tihe po.-ýitive income tax. 61uppo.-e that it is proposed
that b0 percent tax rates in a plan with a q.0oo guarantee, be reducetl
to 50 pt'meviit. This would relpre•ljit a 38 percent reduction in the rae
faced by tho.-e originally eligible. But if the rate above the breakeven
point had bxeen 20 percent, there ivould be a 150 percent increa.-e fortile e.wly eligible.

.largiiwl Tax Rat 8 arid Tax Equity
In recent years, two reasons unrelated to labor :-upply have bee.I

suggested for preferring low tax rates in a negative income tax: first,
that high rates conflict with the requirements of vvitical equity; and,
.-vconid, that it is unfair to tax tie earnings of tile poor. Bloth are
intuitively appealing argumentt; beth are wrong.

The concept of vertical equity developed outi of taxation theory
and i., generalLy exprezed a.-5 "tlioeý who earn inore .-hould end Ilj) wit Ih
miiore.*" But there is nothiiig in this concept that --erves as a guide to
how much more. Thus, a marginal tax rate of Wt) percent would aati.-fv
the requitmments of vertical equity. The concept is more correctly"
expree•-,ed as "tho.,e who earn more .4iotld not end up with Le.-.s." The
word equityty COililOtes fairie.,s and ju.-.tice. concepts that are deeply
embedded in the fabric of our society but that iionetheLes are
ailiguous.5

The meaning of the term "Otax rate" aLo hIas become troublesome
during the debate over welfare reform. The terni can refer to average
or marginal taxes. In the context of a letrative income, tax, fainilie.
have uuallv been viewed as paying a positive tax if they were above
the breakeven point, nothing if they were at that point. and a negative
tax if they W\ere below. Thi,, view refer.- to average taxe..,; the Waiily
faces positive marginal tax rates below, at, ailld above the breakeven
point, rates that were regardetd as highiI, below the breakeveut and low
above it. We believe iol're attention should bxe given to average tax
rates, which bliow who payb and who receivc.-, andt thus provide a umlore
colnlprcihelti..ie picture of the elation.,, tax and tran.-fer ;vett. Thi.-,
al-o would clarify certain of the equity i.-,,ue,, a,-,:ociated wvith tax rates
in the welfare retorin debate.

In this debate, it hab been argued that only the rich and the poor
face high marlginal tax rates and that this is unfair to the lpoor. But
in ternis of average tax rats, the poor are net recipients of transfers
and their average tax rate is negative, which by defiition is llot high.
People who complain that the poor face high marginal tax rates under
a benetit program are, in effect, taking the progra'is guaranteed for
gralilted. When. a recipient works, the welfare Lbnefits hie forgoes as
his jayllielts are reduced are tantanmuint to taxes paid. JBut all fami-
lies, not ju:t tlio,-e receiving reduced benelits. illnu4. be coi.-idered to
hlave forgone welfare bIiefitb-in effect, to have been subject to a tax.
Ini this view. families from just above the breakeven poAnt to quite
far up the .-cale of income distribution alo face high average tax rate.-.G

See Martin Bronifenlbrenner. "Equality and Equity." Annals of the Americun AcadtinU
of I-olftiril aInd :>o ,i ,bt*ctice, %ul. 44#9 Septeawber 19J731, pp. 9 23 ; aund John llta% is, A
I iif o) y of Junwec i !ar~ard i'niver.ty Prez.s, 19711 .

V 'ui,,der a na.-,ti~e income lax withi a $4.0040 guarantee and a 50-perceut marginal tax
rate. At the brvaketen point of $S.9OO. the net additional dipubable income over and altite
the guarantee is tmi. $4.00O. Sinilliarly, If the marginal rate of taxation uere I0 Perct ,t.
a falitliy with[a $1O.(414 of earnings will have only $o;.11)0 iore dilm.,able Income h as the
$4(10 it lgould paty ill imn-itive taxes. "'hus, In termsp of dibipoable income, a faluily with
Su.imsoO of e-arntiJgs has only $5.t64m mkore than another family with no edrniigs. On this
Ia,-,.. tle $110,0404) Ialilay Lany be regarded as having been ,ubject to a 44-l-recnt average
tax rate.
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The problem of taxing the earning-s of the poor is a sensitive matter,
it Iwing perhaps the mark of civilized society tlat income taxes are nlot
to be imposed on the de:-titute. Surely in our wealthy society there is
Lo neMIC to require the poor to share in the cost of public programs. It i.
a virue of an income tax over other forms of taxes that the. poor can be
(-Xeml)ted. But there is no similar virtue in a negative income tax: a
positive marginal tax is a neces.-ary condition thereto. In fact. high
rates concentrate expenditures on the poorest of the poor. whereas low
rates mean that funds will go to the less poo,'r-somletiimes to those who
clearly are not por. If fairne.,s is measured by the proportion of the
expenditures received by the nor. high tax rates are fair. and low tax
rates may be viewed as Lprt of a policy to alter the shape of income dis-
t rihut ion con.siderably •eyond the poverty level.

If there arte no arguments in equity or in efficiency for low tax rates,
are there any others . It has been suggested that marginal tax rates
m1ay callSe s;ch other behavior as welfare cheating or marital insta-
lilitv. If s4wiety wants more or les-s of such behavior.that fact certainly
r1n lhe vow-idered in gettingg marginal tax rates. provided the incentive
hars -4mie empirical, as well as theoretical., substance.

IMPLICA'.rINS 11,Ill TIlE OESIN F A N-.,AA.TIVE INCOME TAX

The New Jer-sey experimeiit was a partial simulation of a negative
iu•,come tax. From* its results can be drawn inferences about the appro-
priate tax rate for a nv-gative income tax. Inferences also can be drawn
:lbout other asp-eCts of income maintenance Imlicy. There are some
things the experiment can tell us about welfare p(olic(y and some that
it cannot.
The .lla ,'.qml Ta.x Ra7c,

Sljp):j e that. the information generated by the New Jersey experi-
muent provides the ba.-is for the design of a negative income tax. Setting

Iide the need for information on other issues and the important ques-
tion of whether the re:'ults truly reflect the impact of a full-scale,
permanent prlograil. tile New Jersey results can be summarized in
this manimer- A negative income tax with guarantees at or near the
Poverty level and marginal tax rates between 30 percent and 50 per-
celit will cause a reduction in the amount of labor supl)lied by low-
iuouit' hou.seliolils of a.blout 5 percent. certainly no more tCan 10 per-
ceit. Withiin the stipulated range. differences in the marginal tax
rate do not cause different labor supply response. Secondary workers
will reduce their work effort more than prinmarv workers. Overall,
reductions in work effort do not come from outright withdrawal from
the lalK)r force but through reduced hours of work. dual job holding,
11md to .onie extent slightly longer periods of unemployment.

In line with the arguments of the preceding section, these results
clearly suggest that the inarginal tax rate should be at least 50 pe-r-
c'ent-presuiming. of course. that the income of eligibles would not be
.subiject to other taxes. This conclusion can be reached without refer-
ence to income distribution data for both objectives of efficiency and
work inducement; it follows from the finding that different tax rates
I rodl ice no differences in labor supplyI.

Could the tax rate be higher than 5( percent ? Unfortunately. be-
causýe of contamination of the 70 percent treatment by other welfare
programs and failure to include treatments at even lhgher tax levels,
the experiment provides little basis for inferences about the labor sup-
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ly responses to rates highIer than 50 percent. Nonetheless, to oppose a
higher tax rate, one would have to believe that it would cause a sharp

increase in labor supply withdrawal.
Tax rates higher than 50 percent might produce some cost savings

and some further reductions in work effort among eligibles, alth1ouIgh
perhaps not a net reduction in work effort. In any event, so long as ad-
ditional reductions were to manifest themselves as modest reductions
in hours worked and dual job holding and not in withdrawal from
the labor force by primary workers, they probably would not be con-
sidered socially undesirable.
The Work Requirement

In the traditional form of a negative income tax there would be no
such thing as a work requirement: that is, benefits would depend solely
on income and not on work status. This controversial feature of the
neg tive income tax is deemed essential by proponents but provides the
basis for oppition from others. The experiment was not designed to
illuminate discussions of the feasibility or desirability of a work re-
quirement. Nonetheless, its findings that the poor have relatively strong
labor force attachment, like similar findings in the past, have been
used to support the view that work requirement. are not necessary,
thus perpetuating a misconception of the role and possible effective-
ness of a work requirement.'

Surely, if anl income assistance program produced large-scale with-
drawal from the labor force and efforts to beat the system were wide-
sp~read, no army of bureaucrats could enforce a work requirement. If
ti i reverse were true-that is, if there were few efforts to get away
with so~mething-a work, requirement very well could be designed andl
administered in a manner that was equitable and firm and preserved
public faith in the program. The New Jersey results strongly suggest
this possibfilitv.

To maintain program integrity, a work requirement may be con-
sidered essential regardless of the rate of marginal tax. A work re-
quirement also may offset some disincentive effects of higher marginal
tax rates. If the real policy alternatives lay between, first, a modest
guarantee. a relatively low tax rate, and no work requirement and,
second, a generous guarantee, a high tax rate, and a work requirement,
the not-so-poor, who would receive income supplements with a low
tax rate, might side with those who oppose the work requirement. But
it seems likely that the very poor would agree with the general public
and endorse a work require ment.'
Compound Marginal Taz Rates

Much has been written recently about the high marginal tax rates
that can result when several programs condition their benefits on in-
come. There is no reason to assume. however, that the disincentive ef-
fects of an all-cash program would be the same as a combination of
cash and in-kind programs, even where the apparent marginal rates
are the same. There is, in fact, some reason to believe that the disin-
centives from a combination program might be less. For example, if a
family's income increases to the point at which the family felt it could
afford better housing than is available in public housing programs,

SSee U.S. Department of Health. Education, and Welfare. "Summary Report: New
Jersey Graduated Work Incentive Experiemut" (M173: procesmed), p. 45.

D The level of guarantee constitutes the actual work requirement. An administrative work
requirement is only a device to lower or eliminate the guarantee when an ablebodled
Individual refuses to work
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it might disregard the loss in housing benefits. An individual going
to work where he would participate in an employer-subsidized health
insurance program may substantially discount his loss of medicaid
benefits.

Enough of this kind of reasoning can be developed to suggest that
the very attempt to calculate arithmetically the compound rate of in-
cash and in-kind programs is futile. The differing participation rates
associated with in-kind programs also are important. "Select ion-out"
by participants at higher levels of income generally is thought to be
more commonly associated with in-kind than with in-cash programs.
If this is true, programs otherwise similarly designed will differ in the
degree to which their benefits are distributed to the poorest households.

Discussions of the advantages of cash benefits over in-kind benefits
have focused on maximizing utility to the recipients and, more re-
cently, on maximizing the utility to both taxpayers and recipients
taken together. The political attractiveness of in-kind programs is well
known, of course, and many have acknowledged that they would pre-
fer having in-kind programs to assist the poor rather than having no
program at all. The point here is somewhat different: in-kind benefits
may provide greater total benefits to the poorest households because
the nonparticipation of those with higher incomes will allow more
generous benefits to the poor. This important area of debate is one to
which the experiment contributes little. It is, in fact, an area that has
becozie much more important since the experiment was launched.
Co8t of a Negatire Iwonme Tax

A third and final topic that the experiment tells us little about is the
increase in transfer cost that would be associated with the adoption
of a negative income tax. This is the result in part of the existence of a
nearly universal food stamp program that already may have caused
some of the labor supply effects that would be associated with a nega-
tive income tax, and in part of the ambiguity of the results. In addi-
tion, a nationwide negative income tax would include numerous groups
that were not eligible under the experiment. Moreover, shifting from a
food stalnp program to a cash program might increase participation,
but the results of the New Jersey experiment cannot be used to estimate
the extent of the increase.

THE NEW JERSEY EXPERIMENT AS POLICY RESEARCH

At the time it was undertaken, the New Jersey experiment was
among the government's most ambitious and expenslive projects in
social policy research. With the advantage of hindsight, the experi-
ment now provides us some important information about experiments
in particular and about policy research in general. The following para-
graphs contain a discussion of some of what has been learned.
Some Les8ans for Plannidng

In their overview of the 'ew Jersey results, Rees and Watts say:
"If there were lwople who expected our experimental treatment to
cause large declines in the [labor force] participation rates of male
heads of households, they were not in our research group."'' It seems
likely that neither were they in the HEW or OEO offices sponsoring
the experiment. Why, then, was an expensive program of experimenta-
tion in income maintenance programs undertaken I

'S ee Albert Rees and Harold W. Watts. "An Overview of the Labor Supply Results," Is
this volume.
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First. those. per'ons- who were urging the enactment of a negative
income tax felt that it was necessary to obtain better proof that the
labor force effects would be acceptable; but "how much" would be con-
sideevil atlcpt able wAIts never defined.1 e Moreover. whatever tlie antic-
ipatt'l level. they were exjiXeted to vary from one marginal tax rate
to another-)imt just how they would vary was not set forth. Why
ltm). !i0. and zd percent niarginal tax rates w\ere expected to produce
lilUl4,.eptaible levels of withlih'awal whereas a 50 pect'ent rate wouhll
linot i.z unclear.

If the arguments of the fir.t section have any merit, relatively high
martrinal tax rates might be preferable to low rates. Both by design
andlby accident, the New ,.ersey experiment provides little informna-
tion about the impact of higher tax rates. The impact of the experi-
Imitnt may be limited because policynmakers may choose to defer deci-
sions until such information does become available. Certainly, one re-
quirenent for an effective experiment must be a thorough examination
of all the policy alternatives and issues.

Second. in the view of its advocates, the proof that disincentive ef-
feets of a negative income tax were small had to be rigorous. This im-
plied carefuluse of controls rather than the less formal and less ex-
len.-iv'e demonstrations and analyses of program data. Moreover, the
re..ults had to be quantitative: it was essentia'I to measure the disincen-
tive effects as well as to make a ju(lginent as to whether they were large
or small. Finally, the results had to show the impact of variations in
guarantees and tax rate.

The failure to exploit the research potential inherent in existing pro-
g(ralks is in part attributable to this preference for the "rigorous proof
of xj.l erimueltationW" and in part of ignorance about such programs. To
our knowledge, neither the AFIX-UP program nor the state-run
working-poor progrant.--some of which have 100 percent marginal
tax rates and some of which do not-have received anything remotely
approaching the investment of funds, talent, and effort that have been
exlpended on the experiments and cross-sectional analyses in the nega-
tive income tax program. Ignorance about these programs also may
have coliltriblitc'd to 1111(hie concern about lalr Sulpply response. Much
of the information about how existing programs actually operate,
which the experiment was to reveal, was and is readily available with-
out res-orting to experimentation. Certainly, before experimentation
is undertaken, other potential sources of information should be fully
cxJ)lort'd and analyze.

As to the rigor of experimentation, rigor may have been unattain-
able or nllilleck'ssary. QlUestions alnmt the fi.asibilitv of simulating a
full-.cale, permiaanent national program with a shlort-terin, random,
local experiment were raised from the very beginning. These. jluestio

never were answered an1l have Ieen reinforced by the ambiguities and
para(loxt-s of the experimental results. Moreover, if small declines in
labor saipjily are expect.I, sinail (ifh(rrt'cs aiong differen t treatments
alo iiist be ex ,e'ted. For policy purpo.-As, once it is known that the
(fifferen•ces will l. sinall. there is no great value in knowing exactly how
small. For fira evidence that the decline would be small, analysis of
existing programs, coupled with a set of demonstrations, could have
been perforzied more quickly and less expensively.

'* It would be ironic if those sho opposed the negative income tax because of fear
al,,ut %ork effort actually expected the tame amount of labor force withdrawal as those
a ho bulported It.
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Third, recent research suggests that the costs of a negative income
tax are not sensitive to changes in labor suply1.1 At least for the types
of plans that generally have leen advocated. greater precision in'cost
estimates than is offered by the experiment could be obtained by in-aroving data sources and exploring other factors. affecting cost. such as
the propensity of program eligibles to participate. For example, the
suipllenientary security ineonie progirain has had fewer applicants
than were estimated: either its data bases, the pailicipation rate as-
sumpt ions, or both were in error.
The Contribittion of the New Jer8ey E rperbnic•d

"The New Jersey experiment already has had an impact. It has made
experimentation in the social sciences respectable and has helped
spawn not only three other income maintenance experiments but also
an elaborate Program of experiments in housing allowances and in.
health insurance. It has had other impact as well. During the first
round of hearings on the family assistance plan, tile ltouse Ways and
Means Committee invited Harold Watts, Lee Ba vden, and David Ker-
shaw to testify in executive session. One of the authors was present
throughout the hearings, and it seemed to him that their testiniony was
an invalualble contribution: a programn similar to t lie family assistance
plan, although on a much smaller scale, actually was being run, and no
abrupt; withd-awals from the labor fortv had teen observed; possibly
the concern about work incentive was misplaced.

The experiment demonstrated another value of experimenting be-
fore implementing: the opportunity to think through the mutitude
of administrative and definitional pl-obleins associated with turning an
idea into an actuality. Tlhe experience of tiu New *Jersev experiment,
augmented by the experience of the states in operatinW existing wel-
fare programs, will furnish the basis for the administrative features
of any new program.

What about the future impact ? Unfortunately, the program of ex-
lperilnents concentrated on negative income tax progralis to the vir-
tual exclusion of alternative approaches to income maintenance. There-
fore, although we now have a great deal more information about the
operation and labor ,.iplply effects of a negative income tax, we have
little additional information about alternatives. Proponents of pro-
grams as diverse as wage subsidies. guaranteed employment. family or
children's allowances, and expanded social insurance may feel that it
would be appropriate to have more information available about such
propo.-,als before this country s.lects its course on an income inainte-
nance policy. This fact alone will temper the impact of the experinient.

Moreover. additional information is needed about negative income
tax programs. including data regarding:
-The employability of female heads of families
-The design and potential effectiveness of work requirements
-The programmatic impact and equity implications of alternative

accounting periods
-The effect of compound marginal tax rates, especially where they

result from in-kind transfer programs
-- The effect of taxing income aside from wages and salaries
-Wayn to vary guarantee levels by fanmly size

u Raloh D. Husby. "Work Ineentlive and the Cost Effectiveness of Income Maintenance
Programs," Quarterly Rcticw of J'tomk' and Busineus, vol 13 (Spring 1973), pp. 7-13.
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-Ilow and whether to supplement a negative income tax or its alterna-
tives with a program to lmleet emergency and special needs

What these additional needs clearly suggest is that for a social experi-
nient to have a truly significant impact on the policy development proc-
ess, it must. be part of comnprehensive and balanced programs of re-
search and analysis.

But in terms of what it set out to do-to illuminate labor supply
effects-what. has the experiment accomplished? That cash assistance
will encourage the poor not to work is a deep-seated fear, a depressingly
constant theme of discussions of welfare policy stretching back beyond
Elizabethan poor law. For all practical purposes, the statement that
the able-bodied poor should not be given welfare can be as much a
moral dictum as it is a corollary to an economic prediction. It seems
unlikely that the New Jersey results will still such fears: too many
questions can be raised about the validity of the experiment. In 1968,
Guy Orcutt and Alice Orcutt suggested that the successes of experi-
mentation in the biological and physical sciences would lead the pub-
lie to accept experimentation in the social sciencies.12 But accepting
experimentation and accepting results as reported by the experiment-
ers are not the same thing. Those persons who originally believed that
there would be small disincentive effects may well accept the New
Jersey results, whereas many of those who believed otherwise may well
remain unconverted.

(X)NCLUSION

The New Jersey experiment was undertaken at a time when many
economists assumed a priori that low marginal tax rates were prefer-
able to high and had favorable implications for labor supply. With
respect to program cost, however, high tax rates may be preferable.
Moreover, low tax rates do not lead unambiguously to increases in
labor supply. But unfortunately, the design of the experiment was
dictated by the assumption of the times.

The experiment was under taken to prove that a negative income
tax would not induce large-scale withdrawal from the labor force; to
measure the difference in responses to different combinations of guar-
antees and marginal tax rates; and to movide the basis for estimating
the cost of a national program. But for purposes of policy formula-
tion. existing programs or demonstrations could be just as suitable for
stilling unwarranted fears about labor supply; small differences in
response do not have important policy implications; and other factors
contribute more to uncertainty about program cost than does labor
supply.

Experiments in social policy should be considered in relation to their
cost and to the likelihood that some spectrum of opinion will be
shifted-and how far. In our view the New Jersey experiment does not
stand up well to these measures. It was conducted with intelligence,
perseverance. objectivity, and wit, and yet it produced something les
than overwhelming evidence.

Sunk costs are sunk. But it is not too late to consider whether the
continuation or expansion of the current experiments is worthwhile.
The cost of all the income maintenance experiments is approaching $70

I Guy f. Orcutt and Alice 0. Orcutt. "Incentlve and Disincentive Kxperimentatioa for
Income Maintenance Policy Purpoes," Amerio Sou~mmd Review,, o8(eptemnber
19C8). pp. 754-72.
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million: the many permutations of labor supply response to negative
income taxes that these experiments will test are not worth the cost. Al-
though ethics .tuire that promises to existing participants be kept,
expansion to explore other issues should be seriously questioned.

None of the foregoing should be construed as implying that the New
Jersey experiment was a failure or a waste of time and money. Among
other things. it was an experiment in experimentation. The experiment
produced extensive data- about labor force behavior at a cost of $8
million, which seems quite reasonable when compared with the costs of
such other research information as the Survey of Economic Oppor-
tunity of the U.S. Bureau of the Census or the Panel Study of Income
1Dynamics, the longitudinal survey of the Survey Research Center of
the University of Michigan. It as produced information about the
design and administration of welfare programs, which, although not an
argument for experimentation, is valuable nonetheless. Finally, the
experiment did generate another and unique observation: that for
relatively low levels of welfare, the poor will not opt for leisure. This,
and the other observations available, eventually may convince the
doubter.

COMMENT BY RICrARm P. -AT•.N

As a practitioner in welfare policymaking, I was asked to comment
on the Mahoneys' paper. I was a member of that group of welfare
planners who, in Gilbert Steiner's words, went blithely ahead on the
family assistance plan in 1969 despite the fact that the New Jersey
experiment was well under way and presumably would produce find-
ings pertinent to these decisions.

The Mahoneys make an important contribution by their thoughtful
treatment of the principal question of the New Jersey experiment:
namely, the role of the marginal tax rate in income support programs.
We learned such lessons the hard way in designing the family assist-
ance plan: the lower the marginal tax rate, the more resources are
shifted from the poor to the near poor or nonpoor. If insufficient re-
sources are available to allow income support programs to eliminate
poverty fully, the issue becomes how mtch poverty should be retained
in the interest of maintaining strong work incentives.

I was pleased also that the Mahoneys included in their paper a dis-
cussion of the role and efficiency of in-kind transfers As a proponent
of a strategy of incremental reform for income support programs at
this time, I believe we should devote more attention to this subject.
The food stamp program now provides benefits to most poor working
families at a higher level than would have been the case under the
family assistance plan.

I want to distinguish between design problems in the New Jersey
experiment and what I shall call questions of policy relevance. Henry
Aaron's paper provides the framework for looking at this distinc-
tion. Aaron lists what he calls the "acknowledged problems" of the
New -Jersey experiment. The first two of these-the brevity of the
experiment and the introduction of an AFDC-UP program-are de-
sign problems that make extrapolation of the results hazardous; both
presumably could be corrected in the design and implementation of
future or current experiments.

But Aaron's third acknowledged problem gets at what I define as
the larger question of policy relevance. He states that "1the thinness of
the sample and the brevity of the experiment make it impossible to
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observe the impact of a negative income tax on the morce of entire
groups" (emphasis added). The use of the word "mores" raises for me
the question of whether the kind of a prolonged and emotional debate
that would be necessary to pass a negative income tax would result in
changes in behavior in terms of the choices between work and leisure
that will be made by eligible or potentially eligible persons. Put another
way, even if all the design problems of the New Jersey experiment were
l'r.clved-and this is no easy task--the basic question remains as to
whether the findings from such an experiment would apply after a
national and highly visible shift in policy-such as adoption of a neg-
at ive income tax would represent-had occurred. Bluntly stated, is it
not possible that adoption of a so-called "guaranteed-incomne" pro-
gram would be interpreted by the eligible population as a congres-
sional sanction for leisure "

What are the answers to this criticism of the New Jersey experiment
in terms of its relevance for national policymaking?

One. answer is that in Seattle an attempt is being made to adver-
tise the availability of the new income maintenance program. This, it
is .-uggested. will allow the researcher to claim that people understood
the policy change and therefore that the experiment has taken into
account the full impact of the new program on public opinion. I do not
consider this an adequate answer to my suggestion that a change in
mores could take place after a negative income tax had been enacted.
We are not interested in how people's attitudes change in one locale in
response to a program of limited duration. We are interested in how
attitudes would change nationally after a long and emotional debate-
as part of the broader debate over the adoption of a nationwide nega-
tive income tax program--has taken place on the fundamental question
of the employment obligations of the poor.

A second answer is simply that this line of criticism could be di-
rected against all social experimentation and that I am overstating its
importance. Again, I ain not satisfied. If we assume limited resources
for social experimentation, as we must, my argument is that we should
select areas for experimentation in which our findings are most likely
to be relevant to policy and used accordingly. We could experiment in
many social program areas. Generally, however, we should hold off
experimenting in areas in which policy change is apt to be of so funda-
mental a nature and so emotionally charged'that concern must neces-
sarily exist about the effect on behavior of the policy changes being
studied-and hence about whether the findings will remain relevant
once the policy has been adopted and put into operation. Experiments
in such areas are less useful than those which we judge will not involve
policy changes likely to affect behavior on a broad scale: for example,
new types of manpower, child-care, educational, and health-financing
programs.

I conclude, therefore, that at the very least we must give more atten-
tion to efficient use of the re-ources available for social experimenta-
tion, and that we must develop strategies that weigh the potential
payoffs of different types of social experimentation.

COMMENT BY ALAIR A. TOWNSEND AND JAMES R. STOREY

We applaud the M1ahoneys for reminding us that tax rates are only
one parameter in the highlly complex structure of an income main-
tenance system. analystss probably have overindulged themselves in
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the study of tax rates, perhaps lw.cause they Irefer to study Wroi)-
!(.ls that are well tlruetutivd and quantitatkie and to which high-
l,,wereml anal,,ti.al tools ican I*- applied. In addition. many of the
anailvsts are economlists, who naturally focus oin polic i::uc s related to
lalw•" markets.

"Tlhe Mallonevy IlaPr. howIever. overreacts to the tax-rate focus. Thie
tax rate is. after all. the single most .sirnticant factor in most incoflie
I:.tilt,.f•la'e !)'o)rauls. It not only affects work incentives and pro-
,_.rain (,'osts N4lt als) is a 1rimiArv determinant of income adequacy for
recipients with income-as well as of equity. both among recipients
.111d l'twteeu recilmients and nonreuilients. Because the tax rate rep-
iv..qnits tiue marginal reslpm.se of tile system to ainy marginal change
affect ing income, tile rate level and structuree are crucial in many ways.
vcavs.

Nut although analysts may have been pre-cciupied with tax rates.
1,o1itit.i:aS h!:txe not-at lea.- not in the broad context just outlined.
~.\ a re~sulh, !:an~v lO.,zraris of tfle negative come tax type are o)-

Irat ing at all levels of _lovernment. with tax rates ranging from 25
i,,,rl.emit to lp) percent -or even higher if one includtIs notches. Tile
i~r('-eIvt ,onglomltratitn of l)rogranis includes such bizarre contrasts
:as states aj)plyimlg IMk) percent tax rates to working men in general
a:ssýitamn'e 'rogr'al s. while the federal governlemnt taxes at 50 percent
tIle v:a.,s of agedr. blind, and disabled recipients of sul)plemiental se-
c.tirit y i,.llCo ii, i •isocial .ec•i'ritv.

Th'e Malucvs ,'-ugge.-t tihat. in the comprolnis among adequacy.

co.-,tS. coverage. work incentives, and equity, the greatest weight should
be given to raising guarantees while minimiizintg costs. On these

1,.rounids. manyv current progranms come remarkable close to meeting
their objectives. We disagree thlat the balance should he struck in this
way. Our view of the problems to be addre,,sed by income maintenance
reform leads us to urge moderate guarantees and tax rates.

In our" view. a negative inconme tax or other income-related reform
plan must accomplish three financial ta:ks: 13

-1 gielhr inconues for per-ons with little or no income or income-pro-
dlicinl," ol)portunities who either are currently excluded from cate-
gorical coverage or live in states paying well below average benefits

--lIi,_lmcr ineoiuies for p)e(Ins with inci•me that is inadeqiuate
-Con'-traininig to rva unablee levels combined benefits and tax rates

tha! r1t-,.lt from muiitiple progralns

Given thc.,e priority objectives. it is difficult to see how high tax rates
could 1Uimllc-4ent iiidest wages or facilitate program coordination.
Exploriig Equity

"The conceits of equity applied by the Mahoneys seem to be only
.-traw i•e.n. Exttrcnie positions have lben taken along dimensions on
whvih thrle is great room for coiil'ofni:Le.

Tlwey v have taken a rv:,trictive view of vertical equity-that it for-
Ilid.; oiuly a re emrsal of income 1)ositions. By this definition, programs
Itat equalize or nearly equalize uneqfuial lretransfer income positions
ii-et thle cl-riteria for vertical equity. The definition of vertical equity
with wlHi.h we are familiar mid cOmfortable requires some degree of
lIosttransfer differentiation among former unequals. We expect pop-

"12The tasks noted here relate only to financial parameters. Other important targets
of reform are Improved admuinistration and more standardlzed treatment of recipients.
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ular aeceltan'e of tl!is view to Le miiianjft-cd bv increasing concern
over the fact that millions of so.ial security beneficiaries who receive
added income from the sui lei)elltal security income program or
SUppleiiiental state p roas rec•iv'ed only 120 per month as a bonus
for their social security contributions. A further result is that persons
v'ithi markedly differitnt previous earnings levels and social :ae,'urity
belnefits will receivei identical posttransfer income.

Another straw-man oncelpt of eqiiity is that the poor shoulH not pay
taxes out of funds that were rightfully theirs. We do not know of
serious analysis in which tlLis arcrument has been advanced. Rather.
we believe the argumentt is that people should not be made worse off
for having worked.

It seems to us that there would be wide aerreement in Congre.ss-if
the proposition were phrased in straightforward terms-that. those
wie earn more should have more income. That the Congress does not
always act this way is another matter. We believe that these consider-
ations are oniy now becoming understood, and that the legislative
results may change as a consequence.

The Mahoneys' willingness to level incomes with 100 percent tax
rates (list urbs us and no doubt would disturb many members of Con-
gress as well. Furthermore. implicit in their own questioning of the
New Tersev income maintenance experiment seems to be a thread of
doubt that they can state so categorically that tax rates do not matter.
Finally. it w.ems to us to be socially destructive to apply a 100 percent
or nearly 100 percent tax rate to the very bottom end of the income
distribution. Such a policy in effect says that the work efforts of
recipients are meaningless.

Enuity is a slippery concept. especially because it. is virtually im-
possible to separate out equal opportunities from equal outcomes. That
is. do people have low pretransfer income because they have had
unequal opportunities or because they have applied unequal efforts?
If in part the answer is unequal opportunity, is it fair to treat such
people as if they had an equal chance! It seems virtually impossible
to make such determinations. Thus. a moderate guarantee for those
who have had unequal opportunities provides something in the way
of recompense, and a moderate tax rate then helps to differentiate
among people on the presumlption of unequal efforts.

To us. the equity i.sue revolver in larg,,e part around the bases for
1beneftt dis-trilbution. The primary question is how far one wants to
deviate from mark,-t rewards rather than build on them in the absence
of any otiher clear basis for distrihution. In practice. decisions alout
whltom to aid and1 bow much to aid them become decisions about whom

,191 what ltelavior to reward.
ur01,•f, T..,Ir, 7 and .. qju•i'ef
Tie .M•honevs :tre:.s their view taiet the role of tax rate is appar-

entlv to keep cosA low and the role of the "iiarajitee ic to !rive *Pop)le
ndenuaite ine.mwe.. We dia-:,_'rre. We would state the objective of both
tax rateq awd ,Lr.aranse,.- a.9 the maximization of recipients' total
izwonies ;n a fair way. This foeus on goals is important.

The Mahmonevy neg(l,.et the role of tax rats in reduvinz poverty
and raistuif, income, TEiah tax rates essentially prevent people from
raisin their iomesP,, . except through verr large jumps in earning..
Tt chiuldd be clear that in determining total income the tax rate is as
important or more important for many people than the guarantee.
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Ac -litir in,'olli atldequyeV is nowhere nearly as simple as the !a-
honeys present the inatter. l•'vauise federal guarantees are unlikelv
ever to •chieve levels that are accepted by everyone as adtqiate. hlel;-
ing the poor inajis buildini on their own elflorts b~y applying a ivla-
tively low tax rate to their earnings.

Moreover. it can be argued legitimately that guarantee ievvl•--at
lea.-.t in a federal lrograiil-should not Ih sett a ad(equate levels. where
adequacy is defined as benefits sufliciently high that supplevlentation
from private sourcess is not requiret]l. l'irst. there is the concern about
tihe inipact of -uchh benefit hovels on labor force participation. ()nly by
inoring tile potential wor'k-reduction effects of high guarantees can
one argue whlolvlieartediv in favor of putting most of the dollars into
the guarantee. There is disquietin.r research oti AFDC tllaStsug.ests
that guarantees have a greater inipact on work than do tax rates.
Second, relatively few persons under sixty-live have no private in-
come or income-producing opportunities. Most persons and families
thus require income supplemeiitat ion, not total income suppoil. There-
fore. to construct a federal program oriented largely to the few truly
destitute seems misgui(hed. The needs of special cases are better met
under more subjectively operated state-operated supplemental pro-
grams.

The Mahoneys properly stress that the negative income tax can only
reduce hours of wor'-, not increase them. They argue that analysts
and others have focused too much on the tax rate, to the exclusion of
the guarantee. This statement certainly does not hold for most poli-
ticians, who seem to worry about one of two things: either the impact
of giving aid to employables or how to raise benefits to high levels for
groups that arouse sympathy. And with respect to the family assist-
ance plan, the tax-rate issue was merely a convenient way to scuttle
a plan that was objectionable largely because it offered an income
guarantee to male-headed families. Within weeks of the plan's demise
the Senate Finance Committee reported out a provision that would
have raised the AFDC tax rate on working women. We find little
evidence that policymakers are excessively concerned about tax rates.
Indeed, there is room for much greater concern about tax rates. espe-
,.ally from combined programs.

Of course, one factor pushing lip the guarantee level is the problem
c~f integ-ratina a negative income tax with existing programs. The
Maahonevs' paper gives little attention to program integration. hut
the vested interests of old programs and the objectives of new pro-
granis dictate sonic kind of intetr'ation. The Mahoneys hold that to
c',ompare benefits and tax rates from conibined programs is a mislead-
in, "and irrelevant exercise. hI'hiv q.iite properly point out the techni-
cal difficulties an(l the extreme az;;1sumptions one ha, to make to con-
struct suech t1 )leh. But they offer no alternative. A look at combined
Jree'ra".ms is important. wAhether one looks at combined benefits or
ombinned tax rates.

The tax-free combination of food stamps aind AFDC. for examnnle.
is; ro-chin_, antonishi,. levels: in eleven states it manges from $3.900
to 5-J..00 for a pweniless familv of four and in eleven states. from
.-4.50 to .5.00O: in five states it exceeds $5.000 a year. In the medlian
state t e• lci,•ined benefit of .1Z4.092 is equivalent to '.5.3",Y in zross
t..rnim,.gs (after taxes andt work expenses of 15 percent of earnin_.).
In Yew York State. this ,,ro;s earned income equivalent rise: to S7.020.
Mt ow• t ime. foo,4 -tamp tax rates were not significant for most AFDC
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reoilpithidS. Inl l,)Vt -lAuclit =tales ,,1u,'h a: IIndiana, Mississippi. all
iMi:.ori. tblere was virtually no AFID(' tax rate over large ranges of
ili'onite latali.e o)f Aale use of mnaxiiln|UniS anld other methodis of coil-
hlut I ,,g jINvIiielit alii t.l.Init z. -li l iij.li-lIietit I.tates as New Jersev
and X(.w York. ''iplijnllts u-:uial iv r'-'vivt' the liiimum foo(1d stamp
lxlll !•)-o long as they %Nvve eligible for AFI'. But tax-rate additivit v
i.- l11Vr•, )oijbOI'tallt niow because of i•t'l'va11M'. il tile food stamp allot-

litl -. :~id II• l'rcakevtel-.

J'l,/011 (A4 j 11j Yt it /# xi !/ g~~ Ewp i ni

We agir'e with mmlly of the ftenlimcal .rili'i.ms the Mahlonevs level
at thle dV:ign of thle Nvw .Jr.,"v x xperihiiellt. Much of the criticism of

lile experilleiit at file lt')liv'y he.!i. early tomes from years of further
knowvledge and eXpe-rielice ac'0iiijpailied l y 20-20 hindsight. For in-
..tanc.,, the Malilmik.xS (1'lti nually .tiv:.-s that tile experiments are
limi'ed. to nliv one type of program. BIut the experiments followed
on the work o4 a nutnmbexr of government t task forces and agencies that
:i nalyzeui tihe ne•gative ilcolne tax as only one of several alternatives,
fromiu whit'h it enliert'es a.-, tile veicile of choice within government.
WIVy -.4ioidld federal funnll ha. 1 e beein u.-ed to experimlent with ideas
reptj'te•d onl tile i asi -of pre\ ions anral sis .

We think the Mahoiievs \ mmtiderntate dra.ticallv the role that the
(xeril'ilit has ilalveui and(i will play in determining that negative
il().0hi, taxc: 'an elx aditiinih-tereul i id tI at t hey will not undermine
Wo11rk e.fo)rts. Tle iv miia' of t lie experimiielit will take time Lecause thebasic s-, ru,'t' n Of prgl'raiii and the traile-oirs are woefully misunder-
.- otoi ootl.ide a :iroal 'ircle of ailalysts.

"Thore is, no (lUe:stion. of '•oimse. thliat tie utility of the experimental
data is hiliit(d. We have learned m cll n,'h ore about this type of re-

.a l-nte 196;'. and 1 'lit tire attemptsn) ( ertainly will resolve some of
ti lha l obiemm,:s inI lie New .Jersev eXyKlriient.

But l. h. experlivilit f'allliot Ib' ti-.ied a failure. We think it has
lro•v.d its NNOIii i in t lie area of pro(gqrali administration alone. The

ex~~~~ Ivj'mn I1 ul-i!h Ii g imtlis ratI i*V ývYteImmS 111m1l time re-.ulting~
data s.li •1idl aid both lzi•dinil'tratorsc (of (xi.-ting programs and those
planlain.i fiutnrl progralnms. In fact. prog,,am administration itr4If
would 1e a ui:-ful :suljec.t. for future experimentation, and one that
,,lol dl11 a,. r'lr 1e.I a I igij 1 riori y.

1 u u .m x A I ( 'srrmi-r. Vii:w

Sl. Miv.imvl ('. I1arth, Larry L. Orr, John L. Palmer)

The w .Ir'y -li5• inyllial (XJ)eriifelt was designed and im-

plehlen;.ci, wi(lt the prijimary obIjc't i'e of (leterlniinilig the labor supply
resonse o) f ;ildle-boijId. plimlie-a., Imle heads of families to negative
in,.oile tax 1 IC. (;f l)'(e:ra llhi havii•,g various tax rates and guarantee
lhvel(. 1 F or this rV.M)Tl. thlie labor limlv rte:ults generallv are regarded
aI.s the lmo):t 'ritical i)Oli,(. ;jpet of time experiment. But ihe experiment
:I1..o has coni-iderable( 1;li('.v sigtnificance in two other areas. First, it

I The lalmor supply and most of tho. nonlabor supply findings of the experlmpnt are relevant
to more than a n.gatiPe income tax program. Existing vash welfare lirograws such as
AP'I W'' 11 Ind -uloipimclital security income also have a structlire invoiviug guarant.es and
It tajx illpesitnd fin other i.-ure'p.R of Inrme--a. do such major in-kind welfare program as
f,,id ..tannlis and certain housing programs. Although we will uie the term "negative income
tax" in thigh paler. much of our discussion applies equally to any income-related transfer
program having the hame basic structure.
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generated a substantial bothv of knowledge relatili broadly to pro-
grams involving ea.-h transfer whose level is scaleS according to re-
ci 1)ients' income. Secwid. it enlightened debate on the use and value
of stial expwrim•ntation as a tool of policy research.

We consider the policy impact and implications of the New Jersey
experiment froin a dual perspective. As economists, we are interested
in letter e.,timates of the parameters-s of labor supply. In addition.
our positions provide us a vantage point from which to observe both
the development of sociall experimentation and the utilization of the
re-uilt. of this alrt icular experiment.

We also discuss the ,choice of a specific tax, or benefit reduction
rate. in a negative income tax program-and the implic:Ltion of the
e.;perizient for that de•-is:ol. The criteria for evaluating social experi-
ments al.,o are developed and ap)p)lied to the New Jersey experiment,
along with i an exploration of the implications for policy research
emerging from this first. successful fielding of a controlled social
ex) erimemit.

Ifigh-level administration officials have been involved in a detailed
examiniatin anli( an increasingly sophisticated discussion of the major
issues inv,-olvt in potential welfare reform policies and of evidence
that could be brought to bear on them. The relation between work and
welfare. part icularlv work disincentives, is among these issues. Many
officials who originally helieved that there would be large disincentive
effects ;•...•-iatd with high basic benefits or high benefit reduction
rates vi-vie willing to revise their beliefs subistantially in the face of
the New .Ier-ev expemrimental results and other relevant evidence.
As a con..emlluence. their'willingness to give serious consideration to
a program for which the working poor would be eligible has in-
creased.2 We see no reason to believe that, once the evidence has been
more widely disei•ssed. most congressmen and the general public would
respond very differently.3

Wi:LF.I:E Pt i.IT: IMPLICATIONS AND IMPAVT OF TilE EXPERIMENT

Poli.v ipl:,.t and policy implications, although closely related, are
separalle. Policy implications are abstract. They emerge from some
portrait of reality that is imposed upon a particular policy issue most
often one of program design. Policy impact concerns the actual effect
of the experiment on the attitudes and behavior of policymakers and
perso,'s who influence them. Such effects are of most interest when they
contribute to the promulgation or prevention of policy changes.
Lahor SIIpph,

POLICY I- PILICATIONS. We believe that the findings of the New Jersey
experintent lend considerable support to the contention that, based
upon existing evidence--that is, the results of the experiment viewed in

2ovi11 l-ntirthy Ibriefilnr on. and discussion of, the final results of the experiment Included
the secretary and under secretary of HEW, the under secretary of labor, and at leIAt
soven officials at the assistant secretary level from various executive agencies. Rarely
(lop% a rewarch proiect receive this much interest from such high-ranking official.. Such
eiPosure cannot help but Improve the quality of subsequent discussion of related Issues
by thp-.e dectsionmakers.

3 There Is already some evidence about Congress Representative Martha W. Griffit s.
In releasing Paper 13 of Studies 14 Public WelIwe (prepared for the Subcommittee on
Fi•wal P'olicy of the Joint Economic Committee. "How Income Supplements Can Affect
Work Behavior." stated : "A key, obstacle to extending cash supplements to poor families
headed by able-bodied men has been the fear that many will leave their Jobs. The bulk
of the evidence shows that such fears are unfounded.... The studies are in substantial
agreement: a broad income supplement plan would add to the Incomes of poor fathers,
without causing such men to leave ftU-tme work. JUC Press Reeae. February 18, 19174.
The New Jersey experiment was among the studies cited by Grifths.

35-071--78-----S
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conjunction with, and in relation to, other evidence on this i-sue-
the best e.-timiiate of the effects of ainational negative income tax type
of program, one with tax rates and guarantees in the ran:ge te.,ted, on
the labor supply of prime-age able-bod•ied male livads of intact urban
failiilies are:
-First, in the aggregate, both in the :liort and the long run, the re-

duction in labor supply is likely to be quite modest, less than 10
percent, at wonit.

-Second. any reduction, will •e distributed i across many workers
rather than concentrated among a few.

-•Thlird. the degree of reduction will not !w very .-en.-itive to the
particular guarantee and tax rate chosen. at least among the lower
tax rates.
These findings contain four important policy implications. First,

public opposition to coverage of all intact families by an income-
related cash-transfer program--to the extent that such opposition
is based on fear of large reductions in work effort-should decrease.
Second. the concern of policynakers about the disincentive etfects of
particular tax rates and guarantee levels should diminish. They can
place heavier weight upon other criteria in the -election of an appro-
priate tax rate and guarantee level in any income-related cash transfer
program.

Third. the ca-se for a work test in an income-related ca-lh transfer pro-
grain covering intact families is weakened. In light of the administra-
tive and other costs of a work test, the, smaller the reduction in labor
supply that would occur in its absence. the le-.s co:t effective it will l•.
In addition, whether a work teA could prevent the sinill l'edumtiowo!
that do occur is questionable. The fact that a work test for male heals
of families is likely to be cost ineffective, however, does not necessarily
make it undesirable. It may be nece•:ary to preserve the integrity of
the program.

Fourth. the very existence of the experimneent as well as its results
should rai.-e the level of the policy debate :urrounding work and wel-
fare in general and the work-disincentive effects of income-related
transfer programs in particular. Policy concern should b~e more ex-
plicitly articulated: for example, distinctions among re:pons.-es of male
heads, female heads, and secondary workers are more likely to lie made.
Debate now may center on acceptable amounts and kinds of labor .,up-
ply response rather than on its pre.-,ence or absence.

PO)LICY IMPACT. Beau.-e the final re.-uilt.- of the experiment have iwlen
available for only a short time, we expect that mo-,t of the lx)licy
impact is vet to come. We have no way of knowingt to wlat extent
preliminai" results reported to thle House Ways and Means ('ommumiittee
may have influenced its chairman. Wilbur I). Mills. to .'upport, the
faniily assistance plan. But it does seem likely that the negative find-
ingis at that time--that no alrupt or large reductions will ,'cur in labor
supply-might. have allayed the concern of tlho.e who were not op-
im&ents of the program on other grounds.
.ol'hibor Su1,Ily Policy Impli,,tio,,Is (111d Impnl,,t

In retrospect, the policy significance of the nonlabor .,lpp:,; as•ects
of the experiment appears to be at leat as valuable a.s. if not more
valuable than, that of the labor supply results. Many of the findings
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are rele-aiat not only to a new ca.ih prLograim for iitaict familiv-. 1 ut also
to any incolIe-relattLe program, including existing welfare l)O.Za11iI.
M1o.-t of thee nion-labur -upply finding.- enilhhrg4a fruloi what Rlolwrt

evhie te'ims the -'denion.-tration *10 a.-weIt." of the, eXvNIKi-imnt.4 They
pertain largely to adimniii-trative inatters, biut one., with imIp)rtant
policy implications.

IADMINIS•kTAi': FE..FIlBLlITY. ()Oin appart'lt fear wvas- wlnwlier a lega-

tive income tax prograin-or any other conprelienive federally adinin-
istered income-related prograhii-wuld ever hw succe.t-.fullyv admiinis-
wred. But more important than whether it can lx- done is how it should d
be done. The New Jersey experiment has helped to ani-wer both
questions.

The administrative hes-on.- of the expi-riment are also relevaiit. to
other types of negative income taxen: for example, to a ref tuidable tax
credit that would replace personal exemiptionl:.. Adlini:tvation of a
refundable tax credit would involve detailed ,elf-replmting. -imilar to
that developed in the New Jersey experiment, by a population preelitly
having minimal contact with the positive tax sy.-teAm.

TilE .\A'CotuXTiN PERIt). E'ler'one Call jigree that ntil illcoille-retlated
transfer program should treat equally needy people equally. But even
if one as-uines that income is to be the limea.ure of netd. diflicult is.-ues
are involved in the design of an equitable program. Are people with
the .,,ame income in a given month but very different regularized annUal
incomes equally in need.? Over what time period Alothid equality of
need be muea.-ured . Becau.-e there is no obvious answer to thli-, latter
question, the implications of alternative definitions of equal need inu.
be examined.

The income maintenance experiment generated the first longitudinal
data bases containing intrayear income flows for the low-income pO)l-
lation. thus making possible the analysis of alternative periods of time
over which incomee is to be counted to determine eligibility and benefit
levels. Because the income of the low-income population generally
fluctuates considerably within a year, bath costs and coverage are
highly sensitive to the length of the accounting period for a given
guarantee. A given number of transfer dollars can 1e distributed in
quite different ways depending on the length of the accounting rperitil.
Those with fluctuating, higher-than-average, but occasionally low
monthly incomes are aided relatively more by a, nIo 'rt aceoatintig
period; those with more stable monthly but lower average annial
incomes are aided relatively more by a long accounting period.

In addition, there is continuing amialvsis and di.-.el..-io,1 of changing
the accounting period in AF1XC-UP and other income-related pro-
grains, most of which have a (nominal) one-month ac'onting period.

Neither the acute awareness of this issue nor the data to permit its
analysis would exist in the absence of tile experinment.

INC(PIE REIN•MiIiNG AND INDIMATI.IN I'1C-WEýsINta. "T'he experiniient
generated considerable information on such i.-,sues as tle trade-off in
administrative cost between reporting at regular intervals as against
reporting only when significant changes occur or bet weten frequency of
reporting and accuracy of the data reported. What is the ability of
the population to report on a belf-a.easient lnasi:. as in tile U:.S.
income tax s-v.4-?tem How much and what types of a':si.-tance are cohmi-

, .ee hotert LevAne's paper, "How and Why the Experiment Came About," in this
Volume.
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patible with self-reportingI These are critical issues in the design of
an administrative system for an ineoine-relate,! prgran. Tele relmirt-
ing practices in present lrogralis have not yet been imuch iimproved as
a result. although evidence from the experiment has bein brought to
bear on the issue of increased fre1uency of reporting in thle A FI'( t-VP
program. But the experiment's r,-ults are having a 1i.a1i- illipact ()I
the design of an administrative structure under current refor'in
proposals.

Useful information with strong policy implications al.-0 wa: acquiredl
about data processing needs of a regularized report ing and •paweniit
system. techniques of audit and verification, and the alpplication of an
assets test. As with income reporting. this infornlatim is loving little
impact on current program practices but is important in the design of
reform proposals.

BET! IVlORAL RESULTS. Another major portion of the experimental
analv.-is was devoted to exI)loring the etfects of the negnitive income
tax planq on economic. •mial. and i.-vclhological beOmavior awI attitudes
heyvonl the is.ue of the laior niarket.5 With tile except ion of Some
aspects of con.•uinption l1hiavior. job .search patterns, and educational
attainmeint. the re.sults of these Atudies were almost uniformlv nega-
tive: no .,ysteniatie pattern of significant exlprimental effect was
found.

"The policy implications of these results al.,o are negative. If the.-e
findings are to be accepted at face value, marginal increments of in-
comet-increaszs in family income of albmt 23 percent in the experi-
mental plan.s--will have no major impact on the life style and attitudes
of low-income families. By the same token. such payments aplpear not
to lrb,•ve the deleterioums effects sometimes as.&)ciat,,41 with being on
"the dole." If these 1asic propositions were to be accepted by all parties
to the welfare reform debate. much extraneous rhetoric and emotional
undercurrent could be diqpen-Ad with, and policy deliberation focused
on more central is.ues.

Finally, we agree with Levine that. at least with respect to the New
Jersey experiment, s,,cial experimentation is as much a political proc-
ess as a detailed scientific one. We, too, think that a major result of the
exiperiment. probably will be "to make the negative income tax visible
and therefore more feasible than it otherwise would have been."

CHOICE OF A TAX RATE FOR POLICY

The results of measuring the differential effects of various guarantee
levels and tax rates on labor supply fail to indicate that the different
tax rates studies have significantly" different dishscentive effects& It
has bxeen argued that such a finding'supports the view that any income-
conditioned tranLsfer program for niale-headed families should em-
body high tax rates in order to concentrate benefits among families
with the lowest incomes.5 Such a strategy, it is argued, will maximize

'The paper prepared by Peter Rossi. "A Critical Review of the Anaiysia of Noniabor
Foree Responses." In this volume. contains a discussion of most of these analyses. These
effects were not central to the purpose of the experiment and therefore received less
attention than the labor supply elects. For this reason, the evidence mentioned below
should not be considered definitive.

"LeUlne, "How and Why," p. 23.SThe experimental evidence for the 70 percent tax rate Is relatively Inconclusive be-
cause the benefits of the New Jersey and Pennsylvania AFI)C-UP programs tended to
dominate those plans with this high tax rate. Unless further analyown of the data are
successful in disentangling these elects, the experimental results probably cannot be relied
upon to predict the effect of tax rates In excees of 50 percent.

8 See the paper by Bette & Mahoney and W. Michael Mahoney% "Policy Implications:
A Skeptical View,' In this volume.
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the ant ii(,,-% em ,v ,ilicienyf ,.J-hI trai f I~ . -o long as tIie lalmor supp)~ly
lv~x~n.I to ,a:41a trah•-ftl.-- i, -inall. Although %%e agree that the exlperi-

ent-Wal r-tilts have an imlortant l-aringy on thle cl,,ice of tax rate for
)llic i,,,ihy, %e do not agree that the rc:ults iiee-v.Nrily argue for

high tax iat&s.
T14 Goal of 7>1,ix'fer l',ol;.y

In ti, al,.-n,'oe of any HalNr -)iiliy 1*-ljxui.-x hi,!,h tax rates certainly
reduce the co.-t of lorijuging all low-income families up to a specified
minimum inonme level. But it is not clear that the distributional ob-
jet'lives o)f t r;l.-Amifvr l- WVi'. are Sintll)hy to iai.iximuize the tMJlrtion of total

rfal*.l. fem.s grtligla to tihe tl\e-.t dcile oif filltihies or ti )ami liiumize thit cost
Of providiing a spicified minimum income. ITiimaitlelyv. the goal of
trallsfer lp div. is to change the shaixe of income distribute ion: thwu,, the
primalnl t mdinsfer I~licy is one that achieves time income distribution
,leeuned optimal by policvmnakers. Viewed in this way. it makes no-en.se to .pak of allocating a fixed transfer budget efficiýntlv or setting

transfer policy to minimize net trawN.fers- The size of the transfer
budget that Ixlicmnakers ultimately will approve, large or small. will
reflect the pattern of income distribution they prefer.
I)istributiioal EfftE (1s of High and Low Tax Rgj( s

What, then. are the distributional imnplicat ions of the level of the tax
rate I

.High tax rates would have the effect of dra.sticallv comp.viprsing
income differentials in the lower tail of the income (llstribution. In
t he extreme ca.-. a program wit h 100 percent tax rates would virtually
eliminate the gap between families with no private incanme and those
just above the guarantee level.' At a illinimu. this is certain to offend
the sense of equity of tho.e unaided--and quite pxossildy poor-fami-
lies who ejnd up near the bottom of the new income (h2%tribution; it
xmav strike lplicymakers as inequitable as well.

In contrast. l].w tax rates would allow a ntuch sni•oother cmllnIPr.-moii
of the income distribution over this range. The income differential
between any two recipient families would 1e reduted by a fraction
exactly equal to the tax rate--assuming no labor siupjply re-poi.-e. It
-cerens quite plausible to us that policvnmakers might. w•i-h to pre.erve

,nAie dcrgree of income dlitterentials within the lower tail of the income

dist ribution a:s a reward for private effort and initialive, even if work
effort in itJ-elf is unaffected by the tax rate.

Basically. the choice of th'e tax r-ate is a que.-tiion largely of t i-,t ii-
i)utional equity between the working pooi• awld near lx•or lidyhe in-
conie, fall near the poverty line and the nonworking lpr. At any
reao-nable budget level, a transfer progmm with a hligh guarantee
and high tax rate would exclude from benefits large nivmi-brs of full-
time. ycar-rounnd workers whose earnings are low loy any standard
while providing relatively generous a.ssi.t anuce to the families of in-
employed or partially emiip)loved individuals.

In short, high tax rates ire an efficient means of attaining a very
specific type of income distribution, one in which all recipients have
total incomes close to the guarantee level, and in which the remainder

, The distribulonal question on the positive tax side Is analogou. A tax polley that
lmpoAed 100 percent marginal rates on ncomes above a certain level would maxLimie tax
collemtos from those best able to pay, just as 100 percent tax rates on the transfer side
maximise payments to those most Ia need. Tax polleymakers, however, have opted IS-
,.toad for a poettax inonme distribution that narrows raUte than eliminats Income
diferenatala.
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of lci1,('411 0li tril it 6 in rolhinaIS IuIl'lg•,,ed,, (exvjet for chancres
Call-,.I It , v taxs requireild to tinanwe the tai.,fer). Wietlher this is an
opltiini:Il dli-!rihution is a policy •ile.-,tion that cannoJt 1e resolved lbv
e'1111,ii. :l eViIlen'e. 1 -hat can II ie on thle Nasis of tltv ex; erinental
elitlhvie is tlhat. in iliikinig this diitrijlitional dcli-i. Ii )oqlivilnakers

,evil '0,1: ' N. ' (1-:ranied I 1V ail exiltetIation of in•i•icei , 1 al r SU l'iply
111-110-1 - to) tax rac.l in v h, rInllt e for wAhich thle exlxriluem al evidence
iv• , ,. ant.

l114.1111 ()!1.. oer a.d' ( r-e I• aI vioral rIlb,1-n- to I iglI I ax rate,.,s init.
be ik.cu inlto ae'o,'nt. For exa ilple. t le inceltiVt-s for ulivor.e andf, .... ti,,n 411 f,or illl -III-,fIII livim f i ly mc ovi.s to thea • fI le Ill,.IV lmv ie
i fm,.cj1:,'1 of tite tax rate. "lie 'ilornpt ,'tii•ge 1i illarLyinal tax rates
at if,,e l .•u1kcl,,,.• iliit :nl.o w•lI 4.,.4 .te a variety ,,f inct-nwiVes for
real ,,r a; 1pare•lt ý.Jlfts in i ,',•,e afl e- ()\*(.r I* Ii lit, and among
s01v,',.- ,4f Mi.'i,. The-e inteenti s.- PIre .-iiiilar to I 1l,(l- involved ill
tlhe i:,f:1,'i.,-. lax o,,Ii•h.e- if t i),i ti~e il,.oiiie tax: in the vase of
the 1, .,' u iloi',,e tax. f:,1nili:, v':11 lar!ulyel ccpe vI\atia ionh clu.,-
er . I 11:1,0I It,,.,,,, in 1l ridls whl.n it i- , , t , l' akei en or switeh-ify 1, -)_4M,, 411.,- 111,it,,klt. vwa-ily I I ,hl Ire pill, ed.

Pot, ,, ,, 1-T(, I /X ,,f i'.,4 W *
Bil :11 % in \% i nq''. o t he 1 -rtei tie.Ile-e P~KiclWIlt:' it l lifi iilligS (1o intl i-c:11,6 -,,,,, . 11 ,I'rll ol l l,, p-iplyv •,l ,,i ,,11t ni in t:•• ., o h grtative in-

'Ollei lax 'ii aclmt l-fiir ,. ,oi'v w 'rk l':rs. a f:airly .•til .stantial re-
Sll•-1-c. Trle. 1•10 4iear anid .y.-tvelmiitic \a riat ion in Irt-.1ilise ai•llal'ed
over t he range either of tax rats tv.-.tcd or of gnarantee leVels em-

I've.lit tilie iii eervve41lIabor -.111pJAY r(Aducto Ion14 Iim-.e in rvispowse
to c"•l.,Ip-. ill otlle if the.-,e ]araillIeterI. sinc('e thev e ii'lticly define the
ex IWI ilitawill a truatnlent.. "tl'u.s. we ca•n•t -aV that either (ir hotth the
tax r:ite ailtl guaraltejte effects are zero. only lthat the experiiient, was

minlte it) ica-n.iiv their separate ettclcts reliaibly. Therc-fore. the poten-
tijal for ext remie ales(of I lie.- paratiieters to Ijuthive bllbor 'iipplv
r1411'i041 i ,'amit•, Il•, di-.!•i-,sl (lit of ha1:d. espe'ially in light, of the
invo'oilu-ive vvidlene aliott the 70 percent. rteus.

A.s A, have been re,,ininllhd relwatedI'. the tax rate t•at nIlatters is
notI lite rate al j alhle to a -ingle liri,,!,l I)Ilt tile ,'uinjiatiVe benlefit
rth,1ic i, ,i rate involhred in the Ci,,lhinatli,,n of liroglrai' benefits that
atr iili ili'll ,I',.-eives. Even 111141r a ni,.watire in'coti tIx that is fully
itlatv',,r•.1 with the lMi.-itiie incolmle tax system :and rejlla'eis existing
in,'l•(it.-related i.shI tIahi.fers and foodl stanips. a variety of oth er in-
co1ie-C,.Ullit iolned tax and transfer pIrogranis are likely to remain: for
'xaille, thle. -lial .. curity iayroll tax. ,sale.- taxes. public housing.

and r,.i•i• i , etintri tutions and ls'nefits under national health insur-
ante. If tile CitijillatiVe IWnefit prediction or tax rate is to remain below
10 1 ,.ivenit. the neati\je income tax rate nuu-t leave rooml for addi-

TIlE EXPEIICIMENT AS% A TlxIl, Foll PIM.lCY itL MI.(1[

By what criteria should anything as compllex as the New Jer.sey
experiment be judged? A non'exhaustive list would include the fol-
lowing:
-The central hypothesis should have been of compelling policy im-

portance at the time the experiment was designed, with good reason
to llieve that this would continue to be the case.
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-At the time of the experiinlent's design, there should have been no
cheaper or simpler way of obtaining the desired information."0

-Thie experiment should have been competently and honestly man-
aged(-including. of course. the analysis.

-The tracks of the experiment should allow other social scientists. in
p~rinciple. to replicate the operations and other analysts. in fact. to
rmplicat e the econometrics.

-- Tle rcslil s. however complex. should speak directly to the initial hy-
p)Ot hesis.
There is. we believe, little dispute that the cx periment satisfies the

first four criteria. A strong-, ease for its meet ing the fifth criterion also
can l]i made. but there juav be some disagreenient. Having written the
:-mniuarv report of the exl;perinment." we are aware of the complexity of
the re:.-uits and of the l)aradoxes and loose ends. Compllex re,.ilts. how-
Pier. often are produced by coniplex investigations of complex social
l)henomenia. Even the initiators and designers of the New Jersev ex-
periment did not expect it to providle definitive findigs on the labor
supply respon:4 of the population it covered. It was assulfed in ad-
vance that no matter how apparently successful tile execution of the
experiment and how meticulous the analysis of the data, issues such
as the potential Hawthorne effect and the" methodological complexity.
slhort duration. and sinall •cale of the program would lead many people
to •(uv..ti(n the relevance of its results for a national program. Never-
t heless. it should be clear to everybo)dly that thle New Jersey experiment
directly addresses the null hypothesis, that a negative income tax
treatment would have no effect on labor supply.

What is troublesome about the experiment, particularly to thtse who
1m1.4,t use its results. are .precisely the paradoxes and loo.Se ends. Because

the results of the experiment are somewhat clouded at I)rýelnt by such
factors as the AFDC-UP contamination and the inexplicable slow
income growth of black families in the control group, the findings at
this point are by no means beyond question. Thug. one cannot expect
unanimity about the usabilitv of the results in a policy context. Rather,
one must rest upon a consensus of experts and consistency with other
evidence. But is this really much different fromn the problems en-
countered in the utilization of any product of policy research? It is
pe-rhaps the costliness of this experiment and the presumed impor-
taiwe of its liasic task. as much as the complexity of its results. that-
quiite rightly, in our view--lead to the calls for caution in generalizing
from the results now available.

.•, jul, *, of the E.t,, i,;d, lt

One evaluative criterion that is certain to be rai.-ed is the usefulness
of the experiment. The fairness of this criterion deserves comment.
Suppose Congress had enacted a universal cash transfer program in
1970. Would the labor supply results of the experiment have been
useful? One can always argue that fine tuning of tax and guarantee
ip1ranreters would always be important. Our guess, however. is that

"'It has teen suggested that analysis of data from ongoing federal social programs
elild hhao •hd gome light on those issues which the experiment was designed to ex-
amine. Although we hare supported. do support, and will continue to support analyses
64f jrorram data. we feel there were compelling reasons to seek better data. First, there is
no control group for persons whoAP behavior generates the observation reflected in pro-
tram data, and to a large extent those observations are self-selected. Second, the treat-
ments of greatest interest are deaned imperfectly at best and are uncontrolled in
operating programs. Third. the croms-sectinal data available from propras records are
grossly inferior to the longitudinal data obtained by special studies such as the experiment.

u U.C Department of Health. Education, and Welfare, "Sumary Report: New
Jersey Graduated Work Incentive Experiment" (1978; processed).
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the answer to the question of usefulness would then be negative. But
surely this would not have been a fair criterion upon which to judge the
experiment. Even though the labor supply results no longer would have
been of compelling policy interest, the validation of the initial hy-
pothesis alone suggests that the experiment performed its task.

Congress did not pass a cash transfer bill, but the administration
currently is developing a comuprehnsive proposal for welfare reform,
and the reilts of the experiment already have been useful in policy
discourse. The experiment's enduring contribution and its impact on
any particular piece of legislation are for historians and journalists
to argue.

Current policy developments a-ide. our model of the policy impact of
the experiment'runs as follows. In the short run the experiment may
have little effect. If its results are not proved incorrect by competent
authority, however, a strong presumption of a small disincentive effect
probably will begin to prevail, in no small part because of the con-
sistency between the results ox the experiment and the cross-sectional
studies.'3 Neither alone is sufficient to establish such a presumption.
But this presumption is unlikely to produce a rapid change in the pub-
lic stance of decisionmakers. A more probable outcome is that work-
incentive effects will be given less weight in decisionmaking about
transfer plans.

Longer-term attitudes may be affected in the following manner.
Those who understand the methodology, assuming they are convinced
of the accuracy of the experimental results, will begin to believe the
results. which will represent a subtle shift in the conventional wisdom
regarding the labor supply effects of transfer programs. Similarly.
assuming professional approval, the results will begin to be accepted
by the public.

"Others may feel that this is too optimistic a view. But if policy
research, which includes social experimentation, does not and cannot
change the layman's views, why are we in this business ? Our model of
the utilization of the experimental results allows a very positive
answer.
Mat the Ea'perieiwe Did Not Do

To this point, our evaluation of the experiment has considered only
errors of commission. This is appropriate for two reasons: first, the cri-
terion of compelling policy importance would not be satisfied if an
experiment did not investigate a sufficiently important question: and,
second, anything so complex as an experiment in the social sciences
really can have only one hypothesis as its driving force.?' Therefore, we
feel that errors of omission are less consequential. Nevertheless, the
r-xperiment has been faulted for what it did not do, a criticism that
deserves comment.

To expect that the experiment would answer all questions of policy
interest regarding cash-transfer plans is to impose an impossible and
unjustifiable burden upon it. Research, of whatever type. attacks tar-
gets of opportunity. The justification for a policy research project is
that the research question be of policy importance and that the re-
search can be done. On this criterion we give the experiment a good
grade.

""2 e Irwin Garflnkel. "Income Transfer Programs and Work Effort: A Review," in
Studied in Public Wellere. Paper MS.

18 Felicity Skidmore's paper In this volume, "Opmrtlonal Design of thle Experiment,"
supports this polnt.
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Moreover, the experiment does not and should not decide for policy-
makers whether to extend cash assistance to the working poor or at
what levels and with what benefit-reduction rates. Indeed, no em-
pirical evidence could do so. Research, no matter how relevant and
competent, cannot tell us what national policy ought to be. It can pro-
vide some hard data as one input to the process that balances compet-
ing demands for scarce public resources.

Much more analysis of the experimental data certainly must be done.
Only relatively simple models have been estimated to date, since the
first task was to identify what happened. As time permits, a search for
the "why," more explicit use of models of family labor supply, the
joint determination of participation and hours, and other refinements
will be required. WhIether policy will move faster than analysis is a
matter about which we can only guess. If the prospect of such an
eventuality were to deter research, research would never get done.

IMPLICATIONS FOR POLICY RESEARCH

Among the longer-lasting effects of the New Jersey experiment may
be those on governmental policy research. If one views policy research
as an integral part of the pllicy process-and we do--then theseeffects maybe regarded as policy implications or impact of the experi-
ment. In the long run, we believe that these will prove to be sub-
stantial.

Whatever the technical defects of this particular experiment, it
represents a marked departure from traditional techniques of research
and evaluation, on the one hand, and, on the other, a monumental ad-
vance over demonstrations as a technique for testing behavioral hy-
potheses. As the first major controlled social experiment, it opened up
an entirely new methodology of policy research. Like any other re-
search tool, it must be used judiciously. But we believe that experimen-
tation may be a superior approach whenever knowledge of individual
behavioral responses is important to program design. Examples may
be found throughout the whole range of consumption subsidies emv-
plopyed or contemplated by the government: in health, housing, social
.services, education, transport. and other areas. Of course, proposed
experiments in any of these areas must be evaluated on their merits,
including the degree to which they satisfy the five criteria set forth in
the preceding section.
Prototype for Social E rpeiimrnen

FF.tsiBiLr-r. We are only beginning to explore the potential of ex-
perimentation as a tool for policy research. It is far too early to asse
the ultimate value of the experiments that have followed the New
Jersey experiment, but almost certainly they would not have been pos-
sible without the pioneering example set in New Jersey. The change
in the attitudes of governmental officials toward large-scale field re-
,.;earch since 19t7 has been striking. As Levine points out,14 in 1967
IIEW expected major political difficulties in the idea of the experi-
nent, yet only 3 years later the department launched two new ex-
I*riments in income maintenance--in Seattle-Denver and in Gary--on
a scale that dwarfed the New Jersey project. And in 1973, only HW's
support saved a major experimental study of health insurance from
being killed on political grounds by new leadership at the OEO.

" Levine, "How Wa Why."
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There was nothing inexorable about the growing acceptance of ex-
-erimentation as a ineans of policy ie.search. Rather. it is attributable
arI ly to the success of the experimenters in implementing an ex-

treinely difficult autdministrative undertaking in a manner that pre-
served f-andamental analytical objectives. In the crude.t terms, the
experiment appeared to work without operation compromises that
would have sacrificed its objectives. This rea-stured researchers that
usable data could be obtained from field projects, and it reassured
policymakeu. that such an undertaking need not be a political liability.

METuIBiOLOCIT. The experiment not only demonstrated the feasibility
of this new technique but also made major methodological contribu-
tions to its develo pnent. Perhaps the most basic and important was
the notion that at l(a.-t solve social policies, can be parameterized and
a continuous respon.4, funct ion estimated from obs.ervations generated
in the field. This not ion. so common in nonexperiniental research, was
virtually forei,,n to the literature or experimental design in the social
science which had been dominated by analysis of variance tech.:
niques. It was totally alk.-dat from the evaluation of methodology in pre-
vious demonst rat ions.

The idea of using regre.-sion analysis to estimate a continuous re-
spoue surface as a function of well-defined policy parameters, com-
bined with the recognition of the different costs of the various types
of observations and the different policy interest in the various negative
income tax plans. led to the development of the Conlisk-Watts sample
allocation model. This statistical technique, which has formed the
basis for sample design in most subsequent social experiments, offers
great economy and flexibility in the design of experimental research-
as compared, for example. with a balanced factorial design. It allows
nolicymakers--or their policy research representatives--to focus their
interest on specific areas of ihe policy domain without excluding less
central policy options that may prove important in the end. It allows
efficient allocation of resources over policy options and population
groups with widely different budgetary costs: and it allows inter-
polation of results to points in the population domain not specifically
included in the experimental design.

One can argue about the extent to which the potential of these sta-
tistical techniques has been realized in the New Jersey experiment.
But it seems clear to us that. they provide a focus of research ob-
jectives-in fact. an entirely new way of thinking about experimental
desi•un-that, takes field tests of social policy out of the ill-defined
realm of demonstrations and into the scientific realm of behavioral
rvesearch.

ID).,G,. In other important respects quite aside from the statistical
contributions of the experiment, this project has formed a model for
subsequent. social experiments. The administrative and field proce-
dures developed in New Jersey. including the carefullv defined rules
of operation, are a major contribution, to experimental methodology.

We also have learned a great deal fr.,,n the mistakes made in New
Jersey. Xmong the more important lessoits is that the design of social
experiments must be robust with respect to exogenous forces and un-
foreseen events. The experimental treatments must be designed to in-
sulate the participants both from existing programs that the policy
under study is designed to replace and from unexpected legislative
developments that threaten the integrity of the experimentally defined
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policy parameters. In the second generation of experimentation, we are
takirhg gpeat care to build in this insulation.1"

In addition, we now know that tie lesign of the experiment iu,4t be
robust with re.-pect. to analytical ex igenews. The possibility of strong
interactions between treatnient variables and participant characteris-
tics such as ethnicity dictates some tempering of rigid application of
sainple allocation models backed on smno(t Illy continuous response func-
tions. Finally, although we hesitate to term the concentration of this
experiment in a single geographical area a mistake, we have become
acutely aware of the problein of generalizabilitv of results. Much
thougilt now is being given by government researcliers to the problem
of designing experiments that, although necessarily clustered in a small
number of sites. vield results that can be confidently extrapolated to
large geographical areas and altered market conditions.
Co,,tbqbuflon to thle ,([i,11 Data Base

Apart; from its inhportance as the l)rototype for social experiments,
the New Jersey project has generated an exceedingly rich body of data
that will be useful for inves-tigation of a wide variety of behavioral is-
sue.s wholly unrelated to the labor supply response to a negative in-
come tax. It is virtually the only existing set of longitudinal data on
the intravear family-income (dynamics of the working poor. Over $2
million of the. $8 million cost of the experiment was devotAd to the
collection and preanalytical processing of the more than 15.000 inter-
views administered over the course of the experiment. To generate a
eonolarable data base through srveys or collection of program data,
even without the experimental variations. would have been equally
expe:nIive. Given the uniqueness of this data base and the care with
which it was collected. we feel that at least. this portion of the experi-
mental expense is defensible on grounds wholly separate from the
major purposes of the project.

More generally. the advent of -social experimentation has helped to
focus more attention on the inadequacies and defects of nonexperi-
mental data. It was. after all, these defects which were a partial im-
petus to the New Jersey experiment. The biases attributable to
self-selection in observations drawn from ongoing programs and
private markets are now well recognized-in part becau'e of the very
attention they have received in the context of social experiments. In-
terest is growing in the use of longitudinal data to study dynamicI )rocesse-s. and with it an increas,-d awareness of the dearth of reliable
ongitudinal surveys. To par!e out the contribution of experiiemitat ion
to these developinunts is. of course, impossible. Our own judgmient is
that it has been consequential.
Co•t,.ibutioi to R, s, arrah T,1h jit

Finally. 4sial experimentation in general and the New Jersev experi-
nent in particular have helped to create a community of acaaemnic re-
.searcher, with an abiding interest in the policy issues of income mainte-
nance. It has provided a focus-and, to soine extent, funding-for their

25 In the Seattle and Denver experiment into income maintenance, all treatments
are designed to dominate existing welfare benefits. In the health Insurance experiment, a
rather elaborate sw. of rules and compensatory cash payments has been developed to pre-
clude reteipt of benefits from nonexperimental health insurance plans, both public and
private, although still guaranteeing the partidpanta' eligibility for such benefits at the end
of the experiment. The use of compensatory cash payment has quite general applica-
bility f.r insulating experimental treatments involving In-kind benefits and earmarked cash
transfers.
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research efforts, as well ass data for their models. In the process of work-
ing through the development of a model negative income tax program,
theoretical and programmatic issues that otherwise might have re-
mained hidden have been brought into the light for analysis. Converse-
ly. that same process has helped to broaden the perspective of the
researchers themselves, to include& programmatic consideration that donot emerge naturally from theoretical models. Those of us who
mediate between the research community and the policy process are in
a position to appreciate both the creation of this reservoir of talent and
that active interest in income maintenance policy which its members
have maintained.

SUM3LARY

The New Jersey experiment has numerous policy implications and al-
ready has had significant policy impact. Assuming that the analysis to
date is not contradicted, the experiment suggests that the work-disin-
centive response of prime-age male family heads in the urban North-
east. to an income-related cash transfer would be quite modest. In our
opinion, this result, together with the results of cross-sectional studies
of labor supply behavior, will begin to establish a presumption of a
small labor supply response of male family heads under a national
program of similar characteristics. If we are correct, then a rather
remarkable shift in informed opinion will have taken place since the
1966-68 period during which the experiment was proposed, designed,
and begun.

One of the more important findings of this experiment is that no
different labor supply response across tax rates was detected. The policy
implication of this finding represents a loosening of constraints on
program designers: that in making decisions on the desired income
di.Aribution, policymakers can select benefit reduction or tax rates to
satisfy a broad range of social goals, not only the goal of minimizing
reduction of work effort.

A.iesgsing the policy impact of the experiment at this point is at
least. as hazardous as deriving its policy implications. Still, there seems
to be general agreement that the experiment had some impact on the
deliberations; about the family assistance plan. at least in the Ho4ise
of Representatives. More recently, the final report of the experiment
coincided with a substantial effort at the staff and policy levels to re-
examine a range of welfare-related issues. Perhaps a cautious policy
analyst would have waited a few years for a reanalvsis of the data
before presenting the results to policy-level officials. For good or ill, the
results of the experiment., together with other relevant information,
have been heard and, we believe, have had some impact on policyvmak-
er,. Precisely how much and whether the experimental results will
affect the existence and nature of a new welfare reform proposal are
matters for speculation.

The uniqueness of this particular experiment, should be noted. It was.
of course, the first, and our positive assessment of the policy value of
this experiment results in part from this fact. For example, the ex-
periments that quickly followed-the rural. Seattle-Denver, and Gary
income maintenance projects and others on housing allowances, per-
formance contracting in education, and health insurance--no matter
how successful they may be, may not have the same impact on future
policy research.
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What .-evm.- moAt important at this time is that a new methodology
of policy search was developed succe.,%fully and directed to an im-
portant question. Answers, however complex, were produced and heard
)y persons in a position to act on the information. It is very early in

the half-life of the knowledge generated by the experiimint to say
much more.



II. Excerpts From: Welfare in Rural Areas: The North
Carolina-Iowa Income Maintenance Experiment*

AN OVERVIEW

iBy Larry L. Orr)

"Ilie rural in.oil e maintenance experimlent i, tile second of four
n tajpr experiments to test t he contsequelclt'es of a iimi\ ter,,al income-con-
(litio llie ca.-vh4 transfer progralmi. Its tuiqiIele..,s lies ill its ft,'us on the
rt ir .t,.!or. The New Jereyv experinmient yielded a great deal of itifor-
ilalt in :ainloit the effect of various n negative ll)iiit'n, tax plans on be-
havioral anl attitudinal characteristicss of rban Wutge earlnle'S.' But
Iie.%e rT.-ilt were not expi.eted to be directly :applicalle to the rural
sector. in whi,,'i over one-third of the nation s' poor rs'ide. Dilrerenlices
ill the work r',.pon.es of rural and uiribnan re.itdeleito ito chi a p'rograil
welle expected becau-se of differences in alternative (i|IloVaient oppor-
tinities andi in the prol)ortion of self-employed people. An accurate
(estilfltt of t lie Size of 1111n Work disincentive. lo)tih rural and urban.
%Ia.,, Ii.ce1--.,rv to (: tj.niate thke co.St of a nationwide program.

Alsoi. it .,eiitd likely that there would be some feat tires it a prograin
de.-igmed for addresi ll-g urban poverty problems that were not suited
for rural poverty. For example. a large number of rural residents with
low ilihilnes- are olwrators of farms or businesses in sinall towns. I)e-
termination of annual income as well as the appropriate timing of
payments are different for the self-employed than for wage earners.
This is espeially true for those farmers who receive their entire an-
niul in,'omne at harvest time. The. provisions for self-emnployed indi-
vidlual., ill the New .el-A'`V experiment were adliiittedly sinlple and
probably inadequate for a nationwide contprehensive negative income
tax program.

The New Jersey experiment restricted eligibility to families of two
or more mnumhiers, with an able-bodied male head between the ages of
e(igitetln and fifty-ei gt. Since a large number of poor households arehIead"d iy females of working age, a study of their work behavior was
,.onsidlere, l de:irable by the ()Office of Economic Opportunity (which
funded t lie project). The second major category excluded from the
New .Jer-ey experiment was composed of those of ret irenient age. Men
and women sixty-five "ears of ae and over made tip 16 lK'rcent of the

I The result of this experiment were reviewed and evaluated in Joseph A. Pecbman
and P. Michael Tinipane. eds.. Work Incentives and Income Gueranttees: The New Jeraeff
Negative ino.ioe ?G.a Experiment (Brookings Institution. 1975). Results from the
remstning two experiments in Gary. Indiana, and Seattle-Denver are not yet available.

"Published 1978 by the Brookings Institution.

(75)
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poo~r people, and headed aio)llt one-third of the poor households., in the
U nited States. While the work incentive ie was less significant for
this group. it was nevertheless considered important.

The need for experimentation in a rural setting in conjunction with
tlhe urban experiment in New Jersey led to a planning grant from tile
Ford Fountdation to the Institute for Researeli on PovertV at tile U'ni-
versitv of Wisconsin. Under the grant Povertv Institute, staff memi-
bers representing the disciplines of economics, agricultural economics,
sociology, political science, law, and social work joined in an interdis-
viplinary effort to design the rural experiment. The experiment was
patterned after the one in New Jersey: It had the same basic objectives,
a similar experimental design, and identical duration. It differed from
the urban experiment in that it extended eligibility to single house-
holds as well as to those headed by females and the aged. Minor vari-
ations also existed in the definition of earned income and in the ac-
counting period for determining income and payments due.

Subseiquent papers in this volume provide a detailed review and
critique of the design, operation, and findings of the experiment. In
this paper the purpose is to present a broad overview.

DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

The rural experiment was conducted over the three-year period
1970-72 in rural counties of Iowa and North Carolina. The experi-
mental sites were purposively selected to be representative of five states
in the South and three in the Midwest that contain about one-third
of the U.S. rural poverty population. All participating families in the
Iowa sample were whiie: in North Carolina the sample was about
evenly divided between black and white families.

The experimental treatments included five different negative income
tax plans. each characterized by a basic benefit, or guarantee, and a
benefit reduction. or tax, rate.8 (uarantees ranged from 50 to 100 per-
e'ent of the lpverty line. and tax rates ranged from 30 to 70 percent. In
addition. a control group that received no payments, but was inter-
viewed periodically along with the treatment groups, was also enrolled.

A total of 809 families was initially enrolled; of that number. 729 re-
mained enrolled for the entire three years of the experiment. Families
were selected randomly within the experimental sites and eligible fam-
ilies were randomly assigned to treatment plans and the control group.
To be eligible for selection, families were required to have incomes in
the year prior to the experiment that were less than 150 percent of the

2ThP female-headed portion of the sample, numbering 108 (less than fifty-eight years
of age) added breadth to such studies as those of nutrition, health, and children's
Pehool performance, but by itself was too small to provide a comprehensive- answer
to the question of the negative income tax effect on the labor supply of female heads.
The Kame may be said of the older heads (114 at enrollment) and the Impact of the
iiegat1ve hiicome tax on retirement decisions. Polleymakers must await the results of
utelhr experiments to gain meaningful insight Into these issues.

SThe guarantee Is the benefit that would be received by a family with no other
lnume, the tax. rate Is the rate at which benefits are reduced as other Income rises.
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official I y"w.rtv liI e. Selections were stratifil'd by fuainiiy type to obtain
.,l,'u4~hples of .OS7 intact nonaged husband-wife famil es. 108 families
with female head,. and 114 families with an aged head. The results re-
ported here are primarily for the husband-wife subsample. The initial
allx'ation of the 269 families in the experimental group among the
fie treatment plans is shown in the following tabulation:

Tax rate (percent)

30 50 70

Guarantee (percent of poverty line):
50 ..................................... 37...
75 ............................... 67 75 30
100 ........................................ 60 ......

There were .318 families in the control group.

TABLE 1.-AVERAGE ANNUAL INCOME AND PAYMENT, NON.
AGED HUSBAND-WIFE FAMILIES, BY SITE, OVER COURSE OF
THE RURAL INCOME MAINTENANCE EXPERIMENT, 1970-72

[In dollars)

Wage earners

Type of income

North Carolina

Black White

Farmers

North
Iowa Carolina Iowa

Total income I.............. 5,692 5,544 7,364 5,649 5,676
Wage incomeI ............ 5,460 5,280 6,568 3,260 931
Net farm income I.................................. 2,615 4,882
Negative income tax pay-

ments ................... 1,574 1,560 1,343 1,723 1,534

' Control group mean.
Sources: Wage earner income data are from U.S. Department of Health, Educa-

tion, and Welfare, "The Rural Income Maintenance Experiment: Summary Report"
(HEW, November 1976; processed). p. 18; wage earner negative income tax pay-
ments are from the files of the Institute for Research on Poverty; other data are
from Wendell E. Primus, "Farm Work Response of Farm Operators," in D. Lee
Bawden and William S. Harrar, eds., Rural Income Maintenance Experiment: Final
Report (University of Wisconsin-Madison, Institute for Research on Poverty, 1976),
vol. 4. ch. 1, pp. 63, 66.

85-071--78----S
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Payvments were made lilweeklv on the basis of iollotilly tvports of
income and family size filed by the families. For the self-enlployed,
income was declined net of busliie.Us expenses. Average family income
aind experimieital payllelnts over the course of the experiment for
various subgroups of the nonaged husband-wife sample are shown in
talblo 1.

In aiddition to the income texp)ritS interviews were conducted quar-
terly with household members fifteen yeans of age and over to gather
attiiudinal anid ibhavioral data. Information was also gathered from
schools and other public organizations.

The effects of the experimental treatments were estimated through
legrIesioI analysis.' A nunder of different outcome variables (as meas-
1i ed 1 v the ' qua tlerly interviews) were analyzed as delplndeat Vari-
ablhs. Iil each c.a.-e, a -,et of vowt ixl variables, such as age, education, and
family size, was entered to standardize for any nonexperimnental differ-
ences among the treatment groups. In most cases, the plleexplerinlental
value o f tielt, K-h!dnhIt variable was also included as a count ol variable,
l,)th to at'Alolllt for anly% lreexperilIvlwltal (lifferellts ainong treatmlent
gI-,rojlps iI tle level of respollse ani to implrove the lprecision of the esti-
ilat($s of eXljrimhental elh'cts.

The exl wrimental t reatnient.s themselves were characterized with a
,et of three imdelpident variables denoting whether the family was in
a treatillentt (r control alrouilp and the, levels of the guarantee 'nd tax
rate of the plan to which it was assigned. In addition, in somie analyses
hte t.rvat.imeint variables were interacted with various measures of

fammilv ajid iuldividual characteristics to test whether the response to
the experinment varied sy.temat ically across families.

The measures of exlerimental respon-e presented in this overview
are, in most cases, differences between treatment and control families
obtained by evaluating the responie function for treatment, families for
a 0lan with a 45 percent tax rate and a guarantee at. 90 percent of the
poverty level of incomne." These values were chosen to represent the
weihlite~d aver-age of the five experimental treatments.

VALDIrY AND INTERPRETrATION OF FINDIxNGS

Several factors bearing on the validity, interpretation, and general-
17.bility of the findings of the rural expenmtent should be noted.

When the experiment began in 1970. about 35 percent of the U.S.
poverty population lived in rural areas (on farms and in towns of 2.500

' The estimatlon technique was an error components pooling method. Quarterly observa-
tions were pooled for wage earners, and annual observations pooled for farmers.

" In orome of the analyses where tax and guarantee effects were Insignificant, the
reported differentials are based on a simple treatment/control dummy variable.
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or le&,). It wa, alnini.t %.tivelv infeasible, however. to draw a sample
that rel-L.t-4t ed the ent ire l .S. Iow-income rural pox ulation. Instead,
two items s werVe Aiected that aplPwared to be typical of two major areas
of eonevitt nit ion of the rural lp()r-tthe South and the Midwest. While
the samiple-. in thtse sites are not a strict statistic-al probability sample
of even those reas. they are )probably reAonably representative of the
five southern states (Alabama, Georgia. Mississippi, North Carolina,
and South ('arolina) and three midwestern states ( llihois, Iowa, and
Wie4misin) frotin whirli tliey weie selected. 'These states included about
one-third of the U.S. rural povertv po)plilation in 1970. The results of
the experinientt cannot be generalized with the same confidence to other
rural areas, or to ethnic groups not included in the experimental
sample.

A .Aveond significant feature of the experiieilt. was that. like that in
New .Iere'v. it lated only three years. The response of participants in a
perniient program might Ie so'iuewhat different. There are theoretical
reasons for Ielieving that the observed work resix.•se to the guarantee
inav INb undersated and the observed response to the tax rate may be

oerstated compared to that in a permanent programn. While these
biases tend to i, offsetting. they are of concern. More information on
the extent of the bias, if any, should come from the Seattle-I)enver
experiment. where variation in the duration of the experiment was
exl)licitiy introduced as an experimental variable.

Third, no work requirement was imposed; participants did not have
to register for work or accept offered employment to receive payments.
Observed reductions in work and income may therefore be greater
than those under an income maintenance program with a work require-
ment.

Fourth, relatively few families were assigned to plans at the 50
percent guaranteed and at the 70 percent tax rate. Consequently,
generalizations about the effects of low guarantees, or about high tax
rates, should be made with considerable caution.

Fifth, sample attrition was remarkably low for a three-year panel
study: only .9.9 percent of the families dropped out (voluntarily or
involuntarily) during the entire period. According to an analysis of
those who dropped out. attrition should not have led to any appreciable
bias in estimates of work response to the experiment.'

I See Glen 0. Cain and Steven 0. Garber, "Attrition," in D. Lee Bawden and William
I. Harrar. P&a.. Rural Income Maintenance Expertment: Final Report (University of
Wiawonsin-Madison, Institute for Research on Poverty, 1976), vol. ., chap. 1 (hereafter
Rural Income Maintenance Esperlment).
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Finally. it should be noted that neither Iowa nor North Carolina
has an ald to families with dependent children-unemployed parents
(AFDC-UP) program, so that there was no confounding of treatment
effects due to a cash welfare program for the same population, as there
was in the earlier New Jersey experiment.' Sample families were eligi-
ble to receive unemployment compensation benefits and food stamps
but participation in these programs was quite low.

BEHAVIORAL RESPONSES TO THE EXPERIMENT

In this section, the major behavioral responses, as estimated by the
rural experiment analysts, are presented. Income and work responses
were estimated separately for wage earners and farmers. In addition,
a number of other types of response were anal zed, including several
forms of expenditure and consumption, job &W and job search,
geographic mobility, psychological well-being, marital stability, polit-
ical participation, and the attitudes, behavior, and school performance
of children.
Income and Work Re.poeme of Wage Earner.

Separate analyses of income and work responses were performed for
families of wage earners and those of farm operators in North
Carolina and Iowa. The wage earner sample was limited to husband-
wife families of constant marital status, where the husband was less
than sixty-three years old and not disabled, and where the primary
source of income was not from self-employment activities. A total of
2•4 families met these criteria. 146 in the control group and 118 in the
treatment groups. The allocation of the 118 treatment families among
plans is shown below:$

Tax rate (percent)

30 50 70

Guarantee (percent of poverty line):
50 ....................................... 5....
75 ............................... 36 40 7
100 ....................................... 30 .......

Aplproximately one-half of the wage earlier sample was cionposed of
North Carolina blacks. about one-fourth were North Carolina whites,
and one-fourth Iowa whites.

Within the wage earner sample. separate analyses were performed
for husbands, wives. and dependents as well as for the family as a
whole.' Measures of income and work responses that were analyzed as
dependent variables included total income (excluding public assistance
and experimental transfers). wage income, hours worked for wagers,
and employment status (or number of earners).

7 For a discussion see Henry J. Aaron, "Cautionary Notes on the ExIerimenL" In
Penhman and Timpane, eds., Work Is.entives aend lanom# Guaranteee, pp. 88-110.

,The analysis was performed on pooled quarterly observations so that there were
approximately twelve time the number of observations as the number of families shown.

'See the four papers by D. Lee Bawden in Rural Income Mainteuncac E Experimuent:
"The Analytical Approach to Measuring Work and Income Response of Wage Earners";
"Income and Work Response of the Family"; "Income and Work Response of Husbands";
and "Income and Work Response of Wives and Dependents," voL , pt. 1. chaps. 1-4,
respectively.
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TABLE 2.-EFFECT OF RURAL INCOME MAINTENANCE EXPERI-
MENT ON INCOME AND WORK RESPONSES OF NONAGED
HUSBAND-WIFE WAGE EARNER FAMILIES, BY SITE'

[Percent of control mean]

North Carolina

Wage earner and variable Black I White '
8-state

Iowa I aggregate 3

Husband:
Wage income.......
Wage hours .............
Employment rate....

Wife:
Wage income ............
Wage hours .............
Employment rate....

Dependent:
wage income..........
Wage ehours...........

Family as a whole:
Total income .......
Wage income ............
Wage hours .............
Number of earners......

"A-7
-8
-1

b-41
b-3 1
"-25

-19
-16

b-14b--14
"--10

b-6

"60
b +3-1

-3
-23
"-28

A_57
"-66

b09
"8-8

"-18
b_16

"--10
-1

0

-32
-22
"-38

-8
-27

b_18
b_17

-5&--8

-4-1
-1

-25
-27
-28

-39
-46

-13
-12
-13
-11

' Significance levels, based on joint F-test on coefficients of treatment dummy
and tax and guarantee variables, are indicated as follows:

a Significant at the 0.05 level.
b Significant at the 0.01 level.
c Significant at the 0.10 level.
2 Responses are standardized to a 45-percent tax and 80-percent guarantee plan.
s Weighted averages of the basic data from which the subsample percentages

were derived, using the following weights: North Carolina blacks, 0.31788; North
Carolina whites, 0.48943; low., 0.19269. No tests of significance can be corn.
puted for these differentials. The 8 States from which the experimental sites were
selected are Alabama, Georgia, Illinois, Iowa, Mississippi, North Carolina, South
Carolina, and Wisconsin.

Sources: U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, "The Rural Income
Maintenance Experiment: Summary Report" (HEW, November 1976; processed),
p. 38, and computer printout in the files of the Institute for Research on Poverty.

The experimental effects on thee measures, as estimated by regres-
sion analysis, are shown in table 2.10 The first three columns of this
table show responses by race/site subgroup. The fourth column gives
the combined weighted-average response, with weights chosen to
reflect the racial and regional composition of the rural, nonfarm, low-
income population in the eight states from which the experimental sites
were selected.

' The tests of signicance shown In table 2 are Joint F-tests on the three treat-
ment parameters In the r s , not tests of the uigulflcance of the treatment/control
differential at the point at whIch the response surface Is being evaluated. For a more
direct test of the significsane of the treatment/control dlferential, see Department of
Health. Education, and Welfare. "The Rural Income Maintenance Experiment: Summary
Report" (November 1976; processed), tables 8-4, where a simple treatment dummy
s•.ecitficatlon be employed.
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The experimental responses of wage earners varied substantially
among faimilv meniteers, and. to a lesser extent, among measures of
,leslon.Ae and amiml sample subgrotuIs. In general. the resI pollses of
husbands were much less sitr.uilicant than those of wives and depend-
ents. However, the relatively large percentage reductions in income
and work of wives am( deWendents were measured against a small base.
The wage income of wives accounted for only 5-21 percent of total
family wage income in the three subgroups. while wage income of
delpeiiKlntsl was less than 10 percentt of total family wages. Husbands
,,howed reductions in wages or hours in only two of the three sub-
groups, and in none of the three groups did any noticeable withdrawal
from eniployment occur.

WMen the income and work response of all family members are
combinied. a somewhat more consistent. pattern emerges. In two of the
th'ee groups. wages and total family income (excluding experimental
I)avm.nis) fell by 14 to 19 percent., while hours and employment. were
reduce. by .5 to 10 percent. Among the third group, tibe pattern is
reveed. with a reduction in hours and employment of 16 to 18 percent
and a reduction in wa~mes and total income of 8 to 9 percent.

The, combined weighted responses for the three gr-oups show a much
more uniform response across the various measures. As shown in the
laIt column of table 2. the weighted income and work reductions of
husbands ranged from 1 to 4 percent: for wives. 25 to 28 percent: and
for dependents, 39 to 46 percent. For the family as a whole. all weighted
response measures fell by 11 to 13 percent.

While the detailed responses of the three sulbgroulps give a useful
indication of the vfarialility and statistical significance of the various
resI)onses. the weighted responses give a better summary of the overall
pattern of response. On the basis of these estimates. we can conclude
that for rmral wage earners a negative income tax of the type and level
CM nsidered here will have little or no impact on the employment rate
and earnings." of lhusbands, but that it will cause about a one-fourth
reduction in the employment rate of wives and a decline of nearly one-
lhalf in the emlplovnient rate of dependents, with concomitant reduc-
tionis in their hourj -and earnings. Overall family income--which deter-
mines the level of benefit lpayments and net cost to the governnktnt-
would fall btv alot 13 percent.

Analysis of the variation of responi, relative to the level. 4 thie
gllraltliee and tax rate vielded mixed re-ults. In general. the !e•';el of
flie gua1ranee 1d41 11 effen't on the size of the response. About. htllf of
time reýinnme mva.umvs for the three subgroup)s. however, did appear
to he .emisitive to the tax rate in the expected direction. The most s.atis-
Ji,'allv sig ifir.:jnt tax rate effects were found for family and husband
iViconIe mimea-m. for flu. two North Carolina groul). where an increase
in tle tax title of It "prcentage points resulted in increases in thie -reat-
liltlit volit rol diffvrenves of 9 to "21 percent of the control mean,

Various amalv.Pes of interaction varialiles were perforned to test
whether tihe exix-rimnmttal respon.- varied with family iir individual
,.l:-•-,:t,.ri-t i,~. A mpug, black luhamm'd.s in Nor-th Carolina, for example,

the rt'slxm.s de,'line1'd slgn ife(amItly with age. In genera? none of these
dithfrenv',.; in n. epon..se proved to be stati-tically significant although
tirsme was. some evidence of a greater re.sponse among North Carolina
hmrulauds working as hired farm workers, wives either with school-age
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children or whose famiilies engaged in sonie farm work. an'd delepidents
eighteen to twenty years of age. The re--pon.-e of wives al.o varied
sea0ony11I, with the'lar,.,et re-ponse during the winter months when
eimplovyieilit rates were lowest in both treatment and control groups.
lIconi/, (1,,,, lork Pt ctp/)os, s of Fariat ,R

In the fir-t year of the exlx'ritllent, 26-2 fanuilies rleporl)ed so.me hours
of work ttl-oted to ojlrat lug or managingz a farm. After exclusions for
.-Mch fact, ors as negiligiible or diseolit illutous farmiing actiit ies. extreme
age. and 'lianged marital status. about 220 families reuiained in the
sample." The alloc.at ion of the 117 farm operators of the experimental
grou1) ammoig treatment. plans is shown below :12

Tax rate (percent)

30 50 70

Guarantee (percent of poverty line):
50 ........................................ 24.
75 ............................... 17 28 14
100 ....................................... 24 .......

The farm operators were about evenly divided between the two sites.
The principal measure of income analyzed for farm families was farm
profit, defined as gross revenue less current operating expenses.1 8 This
definitionn of profit includes gross returns to fixed factors of produc-
tion (land and capital), as well as to the operator's own labor. Average
farm profits in the control group were substantially higher in Iowa
(S11.895 a year) than in North Carolina ($4,758 a year). In both sites,
the experimental treatments appeared to reduce larm profit&--by 25
percent in North Carolina and by 8 percent in Iowa-although these
reductions had low statistical significance (20 percent and 15 percent.
respectively). Changes in the tax rate or income guarantee level had
no significant experimental effect, and there was no distinct time trend
over the three years of the experiment.

The obsei-ved reduction in farm profits may be partly the result of
underrepb' g '!f farm income in the experimental group. Farm in-
come was sei iously underreported on the income report forms used to
calculate payments and while the interview data showed considerably
higher farm income, it too may reflect some systematic underreporting.

Several measures of labor supply were analyzed for farm families.
Since 78 percent of farm families in North Carolina, and 50 percent
of t hose in Iowa, had one or more members who worked for wages, ef-
fects on both farm work and wage work were estimated. The labor
supply results for farm operators and their wives are shown in table

"11 The exact sample isie varied among analyses, as different criteria were applied to
define the aj ppropriate sample.

I ly.ne Fender, William S. Harrar. and Brian Kastman. "Sampl Seljection and
D.seription." in Rural Incouie Moixttcnaw Ezperimext, vol. 1, chap. 4, table 3. There
w(.re 110 families In the control group.

SSee Lewis T. Evans, "Relative Economic Efficiency of Farms,' In Rural Income
Mlaintunance Eepcriment, voL 4. chap. 4.
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3.14 11 both sites, operators and their wives considerably reduced their
hours of wage work under the plan although in Iowa both spouses
showed an increased probability of employment in wage work.) Hours
of farm work iv farm operators, on the other hand, increased by about
11 percent in both sites. however, only the increase in North arolina
is statistically significant. The net result-in total hours of work, for
both farm operators alone and for operators and wives-was a decline
in North Carolina, and an increase in Iowa. These results, particularly
those for wage work, must be viewed with some caution because of the
small number of operators and wives who actually worked for wages,
and the generally low statistical significance of the estimates.

TABLE 3.--EFFECT OF RURAL INCOME MAINTENANCE EXPERI-
MENT ON FARM OPERATORS' AND WIVES' LABOR SUPPLY,
BY SITE

[Percent of control mean)

Worker and labor supply measure North Carolina Iowa

Farm operators:
Hours of farm work ............... 110.7 10.9
Hours of wage work ............... 2--31.3 '_10.0
Employment in wage work ........ -6.0 25.6
Total hours of work ............... -2.7 9.5

Wives:
Hours of wage work ............... 2--62.7 2-53.5
Employment in wage work ........ -8.2 7.0

Farm operators and wives: Totalhours of work ....................... '--16.4 27.3

I Significant at the 0.10 level.2 This differential is derived from other estimates; therefore no significance levels
can be computed.

Source: Stuart H. Kerachsky. "On Farm-Off Farm Work Decisions," in Rural Income
Maintenance Experiment, vol. 4, ch. 2, table 12.

It may seem surprising to find a positive experimental effect on
hours of farm work. but the effect of a negative income tax on the labor
supply of farm operators is not theoretically unambiguous as it is for
wage earners. Farm operators have the opportunity to change the mix
of land and capital they employ as wellas the amount of their own
habor: they can easily shift from wage work to farm work. This might
account for part of the observed increase in farm hours except that the
increase was not significantly larger for farmers who worked for wages
than for those who did not.

It is also possible, of course that the observed increase in farm hours
merely reflects systematic overreporting of hours by farme's in the ex-
1perimental group. Hours devoted to farm work are not a eaily defined
or measured as wage hours, and may therefore be subject to serious re-

14 See Rtuart H. Kerachaky. "On Farm Of Farm Work Decisions," In ibid., chap. 2.
I It should be borne In mind that these estimates are based on annual data. so that

the employment variable measures the probability of working for wages at any time
during the year, rather tkan at a gives point In time.
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polling errors. However, the only obvious reason for experimental
families consistently to report more farm hours than control families
is that the reduction in their wage work resulted in more nonmarket
time that could be attributed to farming activities. Reporting bias is
therefore difficult to distinguish from a real shift from wage work to
farm work; moreover, overreporting should not account for the in-
crease in farnms hours of those who did not work for wages.

Furthermore, direct. analysis of production activities showed no sub-
stantial shifts in the composition of farm output toward labor-inten-
sive goxls..1 The same analysis did indicate an experimentally inducd
drop in production, consistent with the finding of lower profit&

The experimental effect on farm hours did not differ significantly
with variations in the levels of the tax rate or the guarantee. There
was, however, a marked time trend, especially in North Carolina, with
the size of the response growing over the course of the experiment.
Analyses of interaction variables indicated that the increase in farm
hours was largest for younger operators with smaller families and
a smaller proportion of rented land.

The simultaneous findings of decreased profits and output, and in-
creased hours of farm work among operators, imply that efficiency of
farm operations declined among treatment families and direct analy-
sis confirms this fact."7 Both price efficiency-.use of the optimal combi-
nations of inputs-and technical efficiency-the amount of output pro-
duced from a given combination of inputs--were analyzed. Farmers in
the treatment groups were found to be less technically efficient than
those in the control group, while price efficiency appeared to be unaf-
fected. The differences in technical efficiency were most pronounced in
North Carolina, where the differential increased over the three years
of the experiment. Furthermore, the dIecrease in technical efficiency was
significantly greater at higher tax rates.
E ffets on Conswnption. A8set8. and Debt

During the periodic interviews a variety of data were collected on
patterns of expenditure and holdings of assets and dbt. Analyses were
)erformed on the experim, ntal effect on nutrition, h )meownership and
using expenditures, clot thing purchases, use of m( ical care, owner-

ship of consumer durabhel and liquid assets. and l3vels of loan and
store debt. The major findings of these studies are briefly described
below.

NUTTRITIT iN." Dietary intake data for a 24-hour peiniod were collected
from 612 families in the third quarterly interview, and from 710 fami-
lies in the eleventh quarterly interview. From these data, indexes of
consumption of ten basic nutrients, expressed as a percentage of the rec-
omumended daily allowance, were formed. A combined index, the mean
adequacy ratio (MAR), was defined as the arithmetic average of the
ten individual indexes. In North Carolina. where control families
scored 79 on the MAR scale, significant positive treatment effects of 3.0

' o9" William = Saupe, "Farm Business Decision%." and Wendell E. Primus. "Farm
Work Response of Farm Operators," both in Rural Income Maintemance Esper•rment,
rol. 4. chapi. 5 and 1. reapectiveiy.

V S" Evans. "Relative Economit Fficieney of Farms."
U% S" J. Frank O'Connor. J. Patrick Madden, and Allen M. Prindle. "Nutrition," in

Rural Income MJiweta nce Ezpdimeat. voL 5. chap. 6.
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and 3.6 percentage points were found in the two quarters, as well as
lo..itie eltects for nine of the ten individual nutrients. 11 In Iowa
where nutritional adequacy was higher initially (a 3LXR of 89 for the
control groiip)), no significant effects on nutrition were found.

not-sx.xa.2- Among the 321 families who had not plirCla..-zed a honie
prior to the experiment, the prolbability of buying a hlonie during the
Olive .ears of the experilment was about (0.06 higher aniong famntiles
in tle t reatmneInt grollp th1an the control group. with 1-o.,1t of the dif-
ferential effect attributable to North Carolina families. Among tile
-.) families whio bought a hlime during the experinient. treatllenlt

families a peared to make the purchase two or three years earlier
in their life cycle, with the differential being significant for farmers
b)ut not, in general, for other families. No significant difference in pur-
cl-ae price was detected. nor was there any significant experimelltal
effect on rents paid Iy families, who moved during the experiment.

CLOTio'rio.` 1 Clothing expenditures in tlh. winter uontlis of each
year were analyzed selaratelv for two-par.,nt familit'., both those in
wilch the husband had waze income in every year and those in which
the lu.tsband did not. Families of wage earners spent $O.025 out of
(1ewrv additional dolhr of experimental payments on clothling. as comn-
]pare(l with .0.05 from an added dollar of wives" income and $0.007
from other income earned by the family (including the husband'ss.
Total clothing expenditures' of nonwage earners' families were not
sirnificant.lv affected by tile exl)erimental payments.

MEDI(CAL CA. E.2 2 No significant experimental effects were found on
the use of medical care. as nmeasured by expenlditures. medical visits,
and polsess.,ion of health insurance, or on the state of health, as meas-
ired lv bed-days. work-loss days. and presence and severity of chronic
.a011ditions.

C('NSUMER I)UR.BILESE. AND CA.\S. LIQUID .. LSSiTS, AND DEBT.22 Increa.ses
in family illcome in the forin of income maintenance payments may
cause the family to alter time level of its holdings of assets and debts.
Because these a~ljustments may require several years to complete. esti-
imnates were male of b)oth time slhort-run--that' is. current year-and
c, t1plete long-run adju,4tmniemt, of asets to transfer paynwnts. Separate
a hal .. s were perforintd for black and white families in which the
husband had wage earnings, and for farmers. The estimated long-run
effects on holdings of various typexS of assets as well as debts for wage
earners and farmers are shown in table 4. The estimation technique
(lcls lnot allow confident calculation of statistical significance for these
figures. In general, however. it appears that the effects for black wage
earners were more statistically significant than those for white; the
estimates for the farm sample were generally not significant.

"•A A smre of 67 on the MAR scalp Is deemed nutritionally inadequate or dangerous to
hlt-ith. IThe individual scales were truncated at 100.

-"' S" Aaron C. Johnson, Jr.. "Housing Consumption." in Rural Income Maintenance
Expierimeat, vol. 5, chap. 1.

21 See Christine J. Hager and W. Keith Bryant. "Clothing Expenditures." In ibid..
chap. 4.

22 S.e Stuart H. Kerachsky. "State of Health and the Utilization of Medical Care."
in ihid.. chap. 5.

328" W. Keith Bryant and Christine J. Hager. "Consumer Durables. Cars. Liquid
Assets. and Debts of Wae-Working Families." In ibid.. chap. 2: and Bryant. "Consumer
lonrablts. Cars. UAouid Astasts. Short-term Farm Capital and Nonreal Estate Debts of
Farm Families." in Ibid.. chap. 8.
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TABLE 4.--LONG-RUN RESPONSE OF ASSETS AND DEBTS TO A
NEGATIVE INCOME TAX, BY FAMILIES OF WAGE EARNERS
AND FARMERS

[In dollars]

Type of family Consumer Store Loan Liquid
and race durables Cars debt debt assets

Wage earner:
Black.......... 168 167 -12 658 42
White ......... 170 130 57 -1,245 187

Farmer .......... 122 -87 -60 -268 19

Sources: W. Keith Bryant and Christine J. Hager, "Consumer Durable!;, Cars,
Liquid Assets, and Debts of Wage-Working Families," in Rural Income Maintenance
Experiment, vol. 5, ch. 2, tables 411.1, and 411.5 through 411.8; and Bryant, "Con-
sumer Durables, Cars. Liquid Assets, Short-term Farm Capital and Nonreal Estate
Debts of Farm Families," in ibid., ch. 3, p. 22.

The total exlwerimlental eflfets for wage earner. shown in table 4I
-re based on regre,,sion equations that included a biiiary tieatinent
varial)le, denoting eligibility for experimental payments, and a meas-
mlfe of IIthe aiiotit of pylvliint.- a family would re('eive at its "normal"
i11410111e level. In so.me (-.,.s these two effects were off.-etting. For ex-
ample, for black and white wage earlnel., simple eligibility for pay-
imients appeared to reduce loan debt by $2,63S and l$1.40, respectively,
while increases in the size of l)ay'mints increased loan debt. Unfor-
tunately, the estimation technique did not allow the analysts to dis-
tinguish between the effect of eligibility and initial differences in stocks
held by the treatment and control groups. Thus, in those cases where
the overall effect is dominated by a large eligibility effect-particularly
the large decline in loan (leibt for white wage earners--considerable
(-.altion should be used as they may partly reflect initial differences
ii holdings rather than treatment effects.

Ot•,e,' Effcef.
Analyses were also pwe-form-med on the experimental effects on job

cliange and cear('h. greographic mol dlitV. l1-y.vliological well-being, fam-
ilv structure. political P)aartiei)ation. 'ond various aspects of behavior
of youth. Their results a-re briefly summarized below.

.J(,l; 4haiige and .(ol) Sear'h 4.-.jolj turnover. duration of unem-
jilvidwint. alld joh ,-hl.tionii were aiialyzed fo! male wage earnelWs who
were •emqployed at the beg•innin,,g of the (.xperiment. The experimental
paIiyiwts apl)peared to have no overall effect on the probability of leav-
il,. a job. though significant effects were found for some subgroulps of
workers. For instance. those in experimental groups who initially had
miore desirable positions were less likely to leave their employers than
similar people in control groups, while those in experimental groups
with less desirable positions were more likely to leave their employers.
Trhe-e tendencies appeared to increase with p~lan generosity.

N S." Luther Tweeten. "Job Search Behavior and Its Immet on Earnings," In ibid..
T0'. 3. pt. 2. chap. 7: and Richard E. Miller. "Job CUange Behavior," in ibid., chap. S.
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Individuals in experimental groups who leit their initial employer
Were UlWfllployed about three weekq more than those in control groups
over a two-year period. I nenlployment duration for members of ex-
perimental groups compared to control groups was greater for those
who had low wage earnings prior to the experiment, faced high im-
plicit tax rates, or bad incomes from another worker in the family.
Youinger and better educated experimental members were also unein-
ployed longer.

Experimental individuals who changed jobs tended to obtain jobs
with more desirable nonwage characteristics than similar people in
control groups if they had relatively desirable jobs to begin with, and
to do worse than those in control groups if they initially had relatively
undesirable joLb. Experimental heads with secondary earners in their
families were able to obtain jobs with better earnings prospects andl
higher status, particularly if they were on high guarantee plans and
the secondary earner had relatively high earnings.

A standard experimental plan (50 percent tax rate. basic benefit
level of 75 percent of the poverty line) led to increased wages in sub-
sequent jobs, presumably due to a longer job search. But the increases
were not statistically significant., and the gain in earning% in one year
was more than offset by the earnings lost while unemployed. Higher
tax rates and guarantee levels, however, significantly reduced wage
gains, increased unemployment, and reduced earnings.

An analysis of job search methods showed the U.S. Employment
Service to be most effective, far exceeding all other approaches. The
infrequency of its use suggests that rural families in the selected areas
had inadeq tuate access to it.

Geographic mobility 2".-Families in the treatment groups had a
17 percent higher incidence of residential change than similar con-
trol families. This differential was statistically significant at the 0.05
h(-vel for families with a wage earner at the beginning of the experi-
ment. Essentially all of this movement. occurred among families in
North Carolina.

Psyccholo gical well-lbein ,2e..Scales were constructed to measure a
variety of aspects of mental health and psychological well-being-for
example. self-esteem, psychosomatic and nervous symptoms, positive
and negative emotional states, life satisfaction. a sense of powerless-
ness. and a sense of being cast adrift in a chaotic world (anomie). A
number of single-item questions were asked each participant--what
were his or her worries over money, health. jobs. and other problems:
fu'elinrs albout the qualitv of life: hopes and aspirations for the future:
subjective sense of general health: and so forth.

There was no consistent pattern in these individual measures of well-
being. While some statistically significant effects were found, they
were scattered and unstable over time. An overall index of psychologi-
ral well-being formed fi -m a number of individual scores showed a
more consistent pattern, however. For both adults and teenagers, the
three most generous pJans tended to produce higher scores on this in-
dex than those of comparable control families, with the differentials
statistically significant for three of the six plan/age groups. The least

"" ee Aaron C. Johnson. Jr.. "OengraPhle Mobility," In Ibid.. VOL 6, pt 1, chap. 9.
38 See Russell Middleton, "Psychological Well-Being," In Ibid., chap. 7.
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generous plans tended to have a negative differential in the well-being
index-significantly so for adults on the least generous plan-Iso that
the overall experimental/control differential was small. Similarly, the
level of the guarantee had a significant positive effect on the overall
index of well-being for both adults and teenagers.

Marital solution and family interaction "T..-Inconie maintenalice
payments have an a.lbiguous erect on marital stability: they might
strengthen the relationship by raising family income or, alternatively,
they might facilitate marital dissolution by providing an alternative
source of income to wives. Overall the treatment group appeared to
have a higher incidence of divorce, separation, and desertion than
similar control families, with families in the least generous plans
showing the highest rates of dissolution wid those in the most gen-
erous plan showing lower rates than control families. These differen-
t ials were generally not significant; however, the level of the guarantee
was found to have a significant negative effect on the rate of dissolution.

No significant treatment effects were found for a variety of measures
of family interact ion. including marital happiness, sat isfact ion in mar-
riage, marital disagreements, lparent-childc relations, and the division
of household tasks within the family.

Asjpirations. school attitudes, school behavior, and delinquency
among teenage youth 28.-Self-administered questionnaires dealing
with a variety of attitudes and behaviors were completed by 445 youths
fourteen through eighteen years of age at the end of the experiment. In
general, no systematic significant overall differences were found be-
tween youth. in treatment families and those in controls. Areas ana-
lvzed included educational and occupational aspirations and expecta-
tions, self-rating of school ability, self-reports of grades and school be-
havior, interest in grades, hours of homework, participation in ex-
tracurriciflar activities, and general attitudes toward school and
teachers. Moreover, although a relatively high incidence of delinquent
b ehavior was reported, no significant overall differences were found
between treatment and control groups under any of several measures
oif delinquency analyzed. The level of the guarantee did. however.
have a significant negative effect on delinquent behavior; this effect
was offset by an equally significant positive effect common to all plans,
so that only in the plan with the highest guarantee was the delinquency
rate lower than that of youths in control families.

School performance 2 5.- Four measures of school performance-at-
tendance. comportment, academic grades, and standardized achieve-
ment test scores--were analyzed for 847 children who were in school
at the beginning of the experiment and had completed at least one
year of school after that. The treatment effects for the four age/site
group analyzed are shown in table 5. The experiment significantly im-
proved performance by elementary students in North Carolina by all
four measures, although there were no statistically significant effects
among the other three groups.

V Sep RuwseiI Middleton and Unda Haas. "Marital Dissolution and Family Interaction,"
in ibid., ehap. I.

• Se" Russoell Middleton, Unda Haas. and Ain Haas, "Aspirations. School Attitudes
and School Behavior of Teen-age Youth." and Middleton and Ain Haas. "Delinquency of
Teen-arp Youth." both in ibid., voL 6. pt. 2, chaps. 10 and 11. respectively.

"- See Relecca Maynard and David L. Crawford, "School Performance," in Ibid., chap 12.
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TABLE 5.-EFFECT ON SCHOOL PERFORMANCE OF THE RURAL
INCOME MAINTENANCE EXPERIMENT, BY SITE

[Difference between experimental and control means as percent of control mean)

Glades 2-8 Grades 9-12

North North
Performance measure Carolina Iowa Carolina Iowa

Days absent ............... '-30 -20 3 - 17
Comportment ............. '7 0 2 2

Academic grades.......... 36 -5 4 -5
Achievement tests (devia-

tion from norm) ......... 119 -18.8 2

SSignificant at the 0.05 level.
2 N.E.-Not estimated, due to lack of data.
3 Significant at the 0.10 level.
Source: Rebecca Maynard and David L. Crawford, "School Performance," in

Rural Income Maintenance Experiment, vol. 6, pt. 2, ch. 12, p. 38.

The differential strength of the treatment effect in North Carolina
as conipared to Iowa, may reflect the lower socioeconomic status of
families and the lower educational achievement of children in North
Carolina at the beginning of the experiment. For example, about 62
percent of the North Carolina families were below the poverty line
initially, as compared with 37 percent in Iowa, and the mean rank-
ing of -North Carolina children on nationally standardized tests was
in the 2•Sth percentile, as compared with the 50th percentile for Iowa
children.

Political participation 30.- Two measures of political participation,
voting and an index of interest and involvement in political campaigns,
were analyzed for the 1970 and 1972 elections. Separate analyses were
performed for husbands and wives in two-parent families and for
female heads of families. The treatment effect was positive in aIl
twelve cases. although only significantly so for wives, whose voting
p)robabilities in the two elections were increased by 6 to 10 percentage
points.

AI)M1NISTRATIOIX OF A NIGATIVE INCOME TAX IN RUIUIL ARUAS

Self-employed fariners j're.-'lt unique difficulties in the admi istra-
tion of a negative income tax because their income flows are much
niore comlplex and irregular than those of wage earners. Although
administrative rules and procedures were not varied experimentally,
the experiment provided a good deal of practical experience in thie
design and implementation of riles governing the treatment of in-
c.,tic. expi, n.-,.. and asset-. of •elf-emiployed larniers as well as infor-
nation about participant understanding of, and compliance with,
these rules. The rural experiment represents the only systematic at-
temlpt to date to deal with these issues, even though farmers may

*' See Jobelph flefferaan, "Political Behavior," In ibid., chap. 13.

C
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comprise as much as IS percent of all mImale heads eligible for assist-
ance under a universal income maintenance program

The experiment established rules for the definition of self-employ-
ment aln developed a method of calculating in'omne for tlhe purpoIP s
of a cashlm transfer program. This accounting method differed from the
Internal Revenue Service rules in disallowing accelerated deprecia-
tion and the investment tax credit, adding the value of rent-free
houising tc incotle. and iml)Ipiting tc income a percentage of asA.t. above
a given level. A one-month accounting period with a twelve-month
carry-over provision was developed to deal with the seasonal variabil-
ity of farm income. Experience in administering the progranl led to
aillitional recommendations requiring the aerual method of account-
ing rather than the cash method, angt rating both realized and un-
realized capital gains as income.

Participants" understanding of the 'experimental rules was very
poor." 2 Only about one-half of the families understood the gu arantee.
tax rate. and breakeven level they faced. and understanding of these
program characteristics did not improve despite the careful insruc-
tion of participants. Nevertheless, as we have seen. there were definite
changes in labor supply as a result of the experiment.

Data on family size, wage income, and transfer income were re-
ported with acceptable accuracy. but assets were underreported on the
monthly report forms by 14 to 27 percent. and farm income by 3.9
percent, as compared with the edited interview data.' On the basis of
these results. underreporting by farmers could be expected to affect
program coits far more than any likely change in their labor supply.

SU3M M1AR Y

Many of lthe results of tihe rural income maintenance experiment
closely reSAltible the results of the New .Jevsev experiment. In families
of wage earners in time rural experiment there was a 'omewlat larger
decline in inco41me relative to that of control families. than there hail
1,een in 'New .Je.-s'v. but tlhe ,leline was still modest. In the rural ex-
periment husbands' hours did not show a consistent. decline, and those
declines that were found tended to be (twen ~mnallier. on tihe average,
titan in New Jersev. As in New Jersev. husbands did not. withdraw
from the labor force, but the percent ige of working wikes fell con-
siderabl v. ()lte new outcone in the rural experiment wa, thlat wage
work of dlv'phndents also fell. But since wives and dependents hald
worked ronly a small numnler of hours lKefore the start of tihe exlwri-
ntent, thte effectt on total family work for wages was small.

Antong farm families, there' was a marked reduction in iours of
work for wag,.q, with a reduction for husbands of 10 )ervt'ent in Iowa
and 31 percent in North Carolina. and wives working 50 to 0 p recent
fewer hoi•,s than those in the control group. hIours of farm work re-
ported by farmn operators rose by about 11 percent in both sites. how-
ever. so that total houms of work 1 y farm operators and their wives
actually rose in Iowa. When combined with the observed decline in

V ,'ial .4ecuitrtl Imnendoeolt of 1971. Report of the House Committee on Wayn and
4#n H.R. 1. IT. ept. 92 -231. 92 :1 (GPO. 1971). p. 230.

at Se.e Willham R. Hlarrar. "Part icipants' Undermtandinig of the Experinental I'rommram."
in Rural In, ,,-r Ilaintenance Experimcnt. rol. 2. chap. 5.

3ý aee William q. Harrar. "Quality of Wage Income and Hours Data." and Harrar.
"Accuraey of Se.lf-Admilnitered Reporting," both in ibid., chaps. 2 and 4.
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"wet farm profit: in the treatment grmip. this incrvase in fairm labor
supply implies a reduction in the efficiency of farm olxrations.

As in the New jerseyy experiment, there was a negligible overall effect
in terms of various psychological variables, but there were sonme non-
labor market co; .sequences of note. Of particular interest weir the rela-
tive improvements in nutrition and in school performnance of grade
.•'hool children among North Carolina exp-'iniiental famiilies. A posi-
tive experimental effect also occurred forseveral forms of co)H.imption,
inchluing purchase of c:rs, d(Iirable goods. and houses.

The experiment also indicates the need for special care in defining
administrative and reporting procedures for seif-emnployed farmers in
u1rder to avoid serious prolhenis of underreporting and Imisreporting of
income and at.skets. An accurate measurement of farm income and assets
may be of givater impoltan•e.among this population than any likely
labor supply response.

Summary of Conference Discussion

(By Marvin M. Smith)

The prece41ing chapters provided the background for a two-day con-
ference An t he evaluation of the rural income maintenance experiment
hield at tlie Brookings Institution on January 13 and 14, 1977. The con-
ference afforded the opportunity not only to evaluate the results of the
rural experiment, but. also to compare these results with those from the
New Jersey exiw)rhnent I and to contrast the operational dtesign of the
rural expe-riment with those of the ongoing Gary and Seattle-Denver
experiments.

The con ference was marked by a spirited debate on a wide range of
issues that encompassed the theoretical difficulties that inevitably beset
such a large-scale social expe'riment. as well as specific operational con-
cerns encountered in its implementation, and. of course, the policy im-
plications. This chapter presents the highlights of the conference
discu-ssion.2'

FXPERIMENTAL I)ESIGN: A RETROSPECTIVE VIEW

The paper by Harold W. Watts and D. Lee Bawden provide a re-
view and assessment of the consequences of the basic decision# and
omissions that shaped the design of both the nrral and New , rsev
negative inclie tax experiments. The authors distinguished between
two types of issues: those anticipated and dealt with given the best
information available and those which they referred to as "surprkses,"
and which iiight have led to different results had they been anticipated
in advance. Included in the former category were ihe variety of ex-
)erinental treatments, the sample selection strategy, and the time-
iorizon issue: while the latter issues concerned the'.carcity ofj very

poor families eligible for inclusion in the sample, and the altering
of the New .Jersvy welfare program during the urban experiment.

IS" Jfltieph A. Peehman and P. Michael Timtnaue. 4ls.. Work Iseeltites atnd Income
(uartwtees: The New Jersey Negatire Incoume Toa Ev•prment (Brookings Institution.
1975).

# Whenev•er the phraw "general (diulagreement" Is used in the summary. It should be
notod that:- i•) this does not Indicate unanimous (di•agreminent on the part of the eon-
ferees, but merely sunrests that a majority wter In 4di0e&eew; and (2) so formal couena-
sue was i'olicited, rather the Judgment Is based on the author's appraisal at the discussion.
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Thc Quw.ianft.. and Tax Rates
In their (li.wussion of the guarantee and tax rates employed in both

the urban and rural experiments, Watts and l.awden raised a number
of points con4rning the variety and range of the experimental treat-
mtients. Rather than having one guarantee-tax rate scheme (and a con-
trol group) or limiting the treatment to variatiols of only one or tile
other of thole pIrainietens. tile authors clearly endorsed the strategy of
appmlyiing a variety of plans that varied boIth (as was done in the rural
slid uribnu exl)(rijlents). There was no disagreement voiced on this

(mit by any of the conference participlnts.
('onferenee n(leis'liol of the ilpapr initially fowused on the range of

the experimental treatments. In their paper. Watth and Bawden point-
ed mit that very few famiilies were available for inalvsis in the 70 per-
ce(,nit tax rate (tihe highest) in both the urbian and runal experiments. As
a r.onsequence. the two experiments provided little evidence for assess-
ing the p1 sosibe labor sup1))'ly response of families confrxonlted with tax
rates ai),ve.o percent. They cited the confounding effects genelated by
the aid to families with dep1•)endent philren--i entipoyed parents
.FI)('-IVP) program in New .Jer.-ey 3-a welfare prograin initiated

in the statf after the uiri'an experiment was under way that covered the
saine i)opulat ion-as a fator iln the iirlilan experimeeni. and the low pol-
i'v iml)ortance attached to the 70 percent tax rate as a contributing
f:i,.tor in the rural experiment (tile latter led to low policy weights and
f,-w obsl-Avations assigned to the 71, percent tax rote cells in the sample
allocation process). They further noted that the low breakeven levels of
in,'onme-Ihe income levels at which la)avnents fall to zen-o-as.wiated
with such a lhigh tax rate rt-sulted in souie families Iing illeligil)le for
payments (luring the experiment. Although it was ge nerally agreed
that these suggested . anations had merit, several eonferee-s sought
to explore their implications and tooffer alternative c'auIes.

One of the formal disciu.i-t-ans suggtested that the design of the Con-
lisk-Watts sali)le allocation model 4 may have led to the relatively
sNtall nuinlwtr of families allocated to the 70 percent tax rate cell.lIe
felt that some consideration should be given to the appropriateness of
the model bv reasses.-ing its tuilerlyving assmnl)tionfs. While some par-
ticipants acknowledg,,e(d that the allocation model may have contrib-
11ted to the shortfall of families in the 70 percent tax rate cell, there
were considerable differences of opinion over its relative importance--
especially griven the confounding effects of the AFDC-UP program
on the urban exppe riment's results.

'The welfarp p~avements In the generous AFIDC UP plan tended to dominate the experl-
nlental pný ments in two of the least generous experimental plans--those with a 50 percent
g'uar.aimm-' and a50 perIent tax rate athe .7( .50 planI and a 7N perceiit guarantee and a 70
t'*r-eut tax rate (the 75--70 pla.,. Sinee famailies were given the opportunity to choose
I.etween payutents from the welfare program or the experiment, many opted for the welfare
l.itanent". Thdi attrition significantly reduced the overall sample size, particularly In the
7T0 percent tax rate elI.

For a detailed discussion of this point. see Pechman and Timpane, eds., Work Incentires
said Income Guarantees, e iecialh, the formal discussion by Henry J. Aaron, "Cautionary
Not. on the Exlpriment." pp. 8--110,

I For a df.i.rtjtimmn (if this nmodel. m.e John Coleiisk and Harold Wattm. "A Model for Opti-
mizing Experimental Designs for listinmating Res.ponse Surfaces," in American Statistical
.\-,twiation. Proceedings of the oeoial Statistic's Setiou 4190(l. pp. 150--5. further dis-
rw-%ion of the model (an he found in ('harlex E. Metcalf. "Sainple Ieslan and the Us.e of
Exlwrimental Data." In Harold W. Wattx and Albtrt Rees. edit.. Final Report of the New
Jersey Graduated Work nceatire Ezaperimeat (•0n•ersity of Wtscootin-lMadiaon. Institute
for R,.aearch on Poverty. and Mathematiea. 19741. vol. 2. pt. C. chap. 5. The use of the
noalel einablem the exiaeriuentero to make oorr tire-de ~tm'• r'-' of exM'rimlentm) effeetm
given the budgetary constraints and the desired stratification by age and twx of household
bead.

33-071--76----7
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In discussing the implications of the breakeven levels of income,
some participants argued that the truncation of the sample (there
was a requirement that families have incomes in the year prior to the
experim,ýnt of 150 percent or less of the official poverty lhne in order
to be eligible for inclusion in the sample) excluded most families with
multiple errners, thus precluding valuable information on their be-
havioral and attitudinal responses. One conferee added that the fact
that the marginal tax rate changes abruptly at the breakeven point,
when coupled? with the truncation problems, makes the generalization
to a national program very difficult, lie felt this to be a potentially
crucir.l problem because a national negative income tax program, if in-
stituted, would have to be merged in some continuous mannrer with the
positive income tax.

On the same subject, another formal discussant cautioned that the
sample truncation in the rural experiiv-it may not only have yielded
fewer secondary workers in the sample, but may also have caused addi-
tional estimation problems. lie pointed out that recent methodological
research by Hausmnan and Wise 5 indicates that even when considering
only single-earner families, the act of sample truncation creates niu-
merous statistical problems for nonexperimental uses of the data.
While this point was noted by the participants, it was not pursued any
further.
Sample Selection

In both the urban and rural experiments. a fewv experimental sites
were carefully elected in a nonramidomn manner. This type of strategy
involved the studying of households "in sjecitic localities that were
thought representative of major and possibly distinct types of labor
marketss" An alternative option would have been to utilize the "na-
tional sample" strategy-which entails a highly dispersed but ran-
domnly selected sample "that could be readily and routinely generalized
to all geographic areas or a wider range of household categories."
Further, the scattered .sai,•ple approach employed in the two experi-
Jn(liats might be contrasted with the "saturation" approach-in which
"all families in one or several areas are eligible for an experimental
treatment." After reviewing the objectives of the two experiments, as
well as considering the administrative feasibility and budgetary im-
plications of the aforementioned strategies, Bawden and Watts main-
tained that the scattered sample approach of predetermined sites re-
mained the most appropriate choice. While most conferees agreed with
the wisdom of this decision, a number of points were raised concern-
ing the relative merits of the various sample strategies.

One participf.nt thought a strong case could be made for pursuing
the "saturation" a preach, lie argued that when only a small per-
centage of the people in a given locality are involved in an experiment.
the results obtained might differ considerably from those resulting
from a national program which would affect aft the low-income people
in the area. These possible "community effects" on the tastes, attitudes,
and behaviors of the people as well as employers, he contended, may

SJerry A. Hausman and David A. Wise. "The Evaluation of Res'ilts From Truncated
samples: The New Jero.ey Inenme 3Iaintenance Experiment," Ameials of Economic and Slocial

et.,wwwment, vnt. 9 (F'•I 1976). pP. 4?12-4.
4 The quotations are from Harold W. Watts and D. Lee Bawden, this volume, p. 59.
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not be incon.seque',tial. While recognizing the desire to have a more
representative national •-ample, he Felt that the potential worth of sat-
uration strategies should be reconsidered.T

Another coaferee, concerned with the large outlay and effort ex-
pended on income maintenance experimentation covering four sepa-
rate experiments, suggested that, in retrospect, a national sample
could have been designed that led to well-structured site--specific ex-
periniemis. These experiments, he argued, would have yielded a more
representative distribution of the nation's population. In responding
to this point, Watts concurred that the notion of planning and ad-
minustering one large experiment in lieu of several smaller oiles seemed
qitte appealing. However, he felt that the planning for such an en-
(T!avor-had that option been chosen-would be so time-consuming
that the experiment might still be in the design stage.
Duration of the Experiment

The rural and urban (New Jersey) experiments were each con-
ducted for a three-year period. The significance of the duration of the
experiments becomes quite clear when one considers whether the be-
havior exhibited on the part of the experimental groups (for example,
the labor supply response) simulates the long-run effects that would
prevail under a permanent negative income tax or merely represents
teml)orary respon,cs to a short-term program. The conference partici-
pants exp)ressed diverfgent viewpoints on the appropriateness of a
three-year time span for the experiments. One group SUp)ported the
basic arguments presented in the conference paper, namely, that ex-
tendh* the duration of the experiments, while desirable on some
grounds, would have served to (1) postpone the availability of the
final results, and (2) increase costs, which, in turn, would have reduced
sample sizes (given a fixed budget).

Another group argued that the continued uncertainty about the va-
lidity of the results from a shoit-term experiment for a permanent
program suggests that either the time span of the experiments should
be increased or the duration made an explicit experimental variable.
In particular, one of the formal discussants found the argument of
"an increased waiting time for results" to be somewhat questionable.
lie pointed out that a multiple duration experiment generates be-
havioral results in the early stages as well so that during the first three
years of the experiment, families on five- or twenty-year plans, for
example, should be exhibiting differential behavior.

Comnmenting on the budgetary concerns of a variable duration ex-
periment, one conferee suggested that the problem may not be with
the level of the budget, but rather with its allocation among different
periods of treatment. He contended that the same budget would buy
approximately an equivalent number of family years of information
if allocated over three-, five-, or twenty-vyear payments. The most note-
worthy difference would be that the information would be coming
from different families.

After much discussion, the conference participants remained di-
vided on the time-horizon i:sue. It was pointed out, however, that the
design of the Seattle-Denver experiment does in fact introduce the

- For a diacuiwion of saturation exlxrimuntp and the post.ible problemtt tnvolv, d In carry.
ing them out. w-P Iarry I. Or". RoihluaMu 0 Hollister. ard Myron J. Lefeowit& edL. Ii.oniS
AIGat'c3#Jae: Ingerd6-ipltinary Approw:Ato to Research (MarkhaM, 1971).
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duration of experimental treatments as a variable-with most families
receiving payments for three vear. .sonie for five. and a few for twenty.
The hope was expre.,,sed that the results from this experiment would
provide more definitive information on this -core.

h/i ,e Are the Poor?
What would a study of poor people be like without. an abundance of

poor p)eop)le ? (O)ne of the uiexI-ct-tI surpri.-es in the urlnun experinient
and tie Iowa site of the rural cxiwrimnent, according to Watts and
Bawden. was the s-carcity of families ineeting the income eligibility
criteria for inclusion in the .,amples. In the urtan experiment. the all-
thors noted that '-using the invonue criterion of 150 percent of poverty.
we found a lower density of eligible families in designated poverty
areas than census data suggested: more than. two-thirds were above the
poverty threshold, and Virtualily none were below 75 percent." As far
as the rural experiment was coiceriined. they were equally surprised to
find -fanners with low incomes and low equiity in their business assets,
but with large gro:s incomes, in control of sizable lusine.,s assets, and
living in a style complarable to middle class families.'*" Given such
experiences, th'e autlhorc were prompted to ask whether the poor really
existed in the numbiers t iat the Bureau of the (Cenm.-us figures suggested.

This inpmiry drew quick ret-imses from .mane of the conference war-
ticipuants. Mo.l of the comments foc'used on the nature of ('en.-us data.
Oiti conferee, thought the ('en.us iiniome figures used in identifving. the
poor are themiselv,,s suspect. According to him. there are diffierential
I IIhlerreport ing effects, in the ('e-ii:n tabhulations by Amrce of income.
lie further noted that a clos, examination of the amount of tramisfer
payments reported in the Bureau's field surveys indicates that public
assistance. for example. is underreported by nearly one-fourth to one-
third.' As a consequence, a large amount of income in the lower 10 to 20
pere'ent of the population simply goes unreported. In addition. lie
argued that any reasonable attempt to adjust the Census ficu,'s mvay
result in merely placing individuals into higher income brackets .;.o
that "the alleged poor simply are not there."

Another participant observed that the Census projections contain
very few able-bodied. prime-age male heads of households--the prime
target ,.goup of the experiment-whov have lpverty invonmes that aie
substantially lelow the poverty level. Mo.4. of them. he noted. have
incomes close to the poverty li*e. So the fact of not finding a large
number from this group. at least. is not so surprising.

Thos-,e conferees who commented on the whereabouts of the poor
Seemed to agree that much more accurate information is needed abo!it
tlme ,o-called poor population in order to obtain better estimates of the
number of families that might be eligible for a negative income tax;
Ibut they were confident that the poor were there.

FArIEWtS LAI, R SUPPLY RESPONSE

In his paler asse.ssing the labor supply responses of farmers in the
rural experiment. Finis Welch did not present a critique of the esti-
mmiate': of farmer labor supply obtained by the rural experiment's ana-

'Tihe quotations are from Watts and Bawden. pp. 63. 64.
For a r"'dy documentlng this occurrence. se Joseph J. Minarlk. "New Evidene" on the

"Poverty Count." in American Statistical Asociaton. Proceedings el tik Social statistics
Section. (1975). pp. 554-U.
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lv.-ts. but opted instead to ".spell out why we should have little interest
inl these estunates." 10

Using data from the rural experiment, Welch performed some calcu-
lat ions of his own. In one such set of calculations, he emlployed aI
three-way split of the combined data froin Iowa and North Carolina-
miamlmely. females. males who worked off the farm in 1969, and males who
did not work off the farm in 1969-to obtain "averages" of hours
worked on and off farms for experimental and control farmers along
with net. farm income for the three years of the expleriment. After
cautioning that the --averages" obtained in his analysis should not be
e4'11.itrIIied as accurate estimates of program effects, but instead viewed
a,, indicative of general responl e pattenrs, Welch showed that total
hoto:, ,)f work by the various groups chain ged very little. The composi-
lion of hours worked, however, changed d rainatically. There. was sig-
niii'ant .-ub.stituition from off-farm work to farm work. Coincidentally
with this eompos.itional change, repiorted farm ineonie det-reased no-
t iv'eallv. The antlhor suggested as a po.sihle explanation that only
i',)Ort'Id and not actual farin income fell for the.e groups, stating

thlat "-the overwhelming evidence'of the analysis file is that farmers
underre ort income." Welch pointed out that there was a marked dif-
ferellnce 1-tween thie stated and actual tax rates faced by the treatment
"grou0pj-for example. a dollar of net farm income added 9 cents to
taxable income in the range of taxes that. included 70 per•cnt of the
lparticipants: thus-,, there existed approximately a 3 to 6 percent tax
rate on far'll inconme."1

As a result of what lie believed to be shortcomings in the expwri-
mental de.-igi (sonme of which are disciu.,ed below), Welch viewed
the quality of the data with suspicion and thus was not inclined to
plav'e munch faith in any of the results reported. During the discu&-sion,
lie reaflirnied his skeptical view by noting that even though one might
agree that complicating factors and unforesseen events would no doubt
t4)ln0aeomlmny a real world negative income tax program, it is question-

able that we can simulate an average amount of such distortions in a
three-year experimental program. Therefore, even though the experi-
mental restilts may indicate little labor supply effect, it is debatable to
conclude that there is likely to be little effect in a permanent income
maintenance program. As fa" as lie was concerned, the experimental
program imnipemented in Iowa and North Carolina was not a textbook
negat i,, e income tax but something quite different.

Wel( h's views provoked spirited and wide-ranging response from
the conference participants. These are discussed below wider four
categories: (1) estimnetion and related problemns. (2) accounting pro-
cedures. (3) underreporting of income, and (4) general problems.

A'stimatlon
It was generally agreed that the small sample size for farmers weak-

ened the power of the statistical tests of significance. However, some
confeirees questioned the wimlomf of Welch's decision to aggregate ex-
lprimintal groups across plans and states in carrying out his analysis.
Although it was done presumably to ensure the reliability of the re-

uldts. some thought that the procedure combined reactions in two

1 This volume. p. 99.
u TbP•P estmates are has-. on analysis of benefits In relation to the experimenter's best

estimate of "true" farm income.
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sites that we'e structurally different and thus precluded the analI-is of
site-specifle difference in the employment and earnings of those in
eX(•-rinent al groups.

One of the formal discussants noted that the sample size problem
might have been circumvented had the author taken into considera-
tion that a pooled analysis ,-ould have been undertaken with the ap-
propriate u.se of dummy variables to identify the two sites-which, in
Addition. would preclude the performing of separate analysis for each
st ate.

There wius also some concern expressed that experimental families
with inomes either negative or above the breakevL-i level might have
faeed different real tax rates from tho,,e confronting other experi-
mental fammiliies a.ssigied to the same plan. The apprehension was that.
.-inc'p experimental families with earnings above breakeven levels were
frontedtd with tax rates similar to those faced by control families.
their behavior might ie more like that of the controls. Although many
of the conference participants joined Welch in acknowledging the
lprobh'miatic nature. of this ,ituation, some of the participants not only
viewed the problem as a tractable one. but also felt the issue was some-
whlat exaggerated in the paper. While there was no consensus on a
sblition to this "breakeven issue." one comferee suggested that, the
prolein could be handled by simply having higher guarantees or hav-
ing only families with lower incomes, thereby ensuring that none of the
expm-rimental families was above the breakeven level.

A erounthfl Proeedures
A number of problematic accounting features were addressed in

the paper and debated at, the conference. One problem noted in the
discussion was the use of cash basis accounting in the computat ion of
income for determining benefit payments. U-nder this method, costs
incurred and revenues received are accounted for only when they are.
realized and not as they accrue. Further. the income upon which pay-
mentq were made was computed on the basis of a three-month moving
average. with a twelve-month carry-over of excess, income or expen.,ss
to be counted in the three-month average. According to Welch. this
procedure plrolably led to questionable behavior by some farmers. thus
confounding the interpretation of the results obtained, lie illustrated
his point with the following example. Consider a farmer who produces
duralde products (corn in the case of Iowa and tobacco in North
Carolina) that have rather low storage costs and who is confronted
with an experimental tax rate of 70 percent. There is a real question
ans to whether any of the products would be sold during the period of
the experimenL As long as the rural experiment was willing to suh'i-
dize 70 percent of the expenditures incurred in raising the crop, thie
product would be hehl off the market until after the exeriment ended
so that the revenues frota the ale of the crop would be taxed at the
IRS norm and not at the 70 percent rate. One conferee. however, was
very skeptical that such a distortion was of major consequence. lie
noted that on the basis of postexperimental data. there was no evi-
dence that goods were in fact witldheld from the market until after the
termination of the experiment. It was pointed out that farmers" cur-
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relntly employ cash accounting in income tax computation, and no
$doubt "'wouid press to have the privilege extended in a negative inc~le,
tax.'

Another feature of the rural experiment's accounting system in-
vol'ed the double taxation of farmi a.sts. Welch pointed out that
under the "'ruies of operation" as -set forth in the experiment, net equity
in farm-owned assets (such as farmland, buildings, machines, live.
.'tock, and grain inveatories) alioje s20,UW was taxed directly and the
revenue generated from these ahets wsas later taxed. One of the formal
(ii. ý-autz.t stated that "-ociety does not favor income transfers to
liloulold.4 with massive wealth. even if that wealth was accumulated
out of past earnings that were taxed," and therefore felt that double
taxation would probably continue. While the author was sympathetic
to the idea of not paying an individual welfare "if he is sitting on
*14-,000 worth of land," he had omie reservations as to whether double
taxation of farm income would attend a national negative income tax
pml ,gLranu.

"1 he third and, according to Welch, "the most intere.siing, nost
.-ui'tle, and most inmpoitant wrinkle of the rural experiments account-
ing-" concerned the "'carry-over" provision.1' In his paper he demon-
stated that, with the aid of the carry-over provision and the appro-
Priate sequencing of family income, it is possible for two families with
identical incomes assigned to the same experimental treatment plan
to und up three year later with different benefits received.

In response to this demonstration of the gains from sequencing
under the rules of the experiment, several participants felt that even
if sequencifig were not available, farmers were likely to seek other
legal avenues to circumvent their tax liabilities. Welch acknowledged
that if a national negative income tax program were put in operation
for numy years, most of the problems associated with the accounting
.•.vtemn would go away. Ilowvevtr. he maintained that his major concern
was that in an experiment of short duration the incentive structure is
ie t-y different; therefore, it is debatable whether the near zero labor
,Laijjply response under this structure would prevail in a national
Income Ilauktenance program. 1

Uderreporting
lPerhaps the most debated issue was the underreporting of farm

income for payment purposes. There was much discussion about its
origin and significance with most conferees agreeing that under-
reporting could have compromised the quality of respouses obtained
during the quarterly interviews.1

One participant suggested that the short-term nature of the rural
experiment may have generated behavioral responses such as the
sequencing of income, which altered the pattern of income flows and,

I-The carry-over pro%•i,,n was an experiueutal design feature to take account of the
uue1en flow, of farm Intvme thruugbout tLe )ear. Earned income In exce*s of the break-
.'.m level was tarried forward for a maximum of oue year and added to income In any
str-od In sbhlb it fell beaow the breakeven leveL Benefit payments were calculated on the
bis,, of the sum of current Income and the carry-over assigned to that period.

f-1 It was pointed out. however. that since preenrolUment Income entered the calculation
for the first two payments. Welch's example of what might happen may be somewhat exag-

rated. It was further noted that even In his extreme example, equilibrium pavmenta would
reached before the end of the experiment.
'0 In fact. the quarterly Interviews on which analyses of behavioral respones were based

were Anrt edited to remove a sulbtantial portion of the underreporting.
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in turn, resulted in the actual levels of reported income to be lower
than expected by the experimenters.

However, to tile extent that there was some underreporting. others
argued that tile misreporting of income by farmers is a problem that 6
the Internal Revenue Service has and will continue to have, and one
th.rt any national income maintenance program will have; therefore,
one should not lay the underreporting iisue at the doorstep of the
experiment. If anything, it was contended, the rural experiment simply
replicated what should be expected in an actual program.

There was considerable disagreement aniong the conference par-
ticipants on the extent of the underreporting that took place. One
conferee, citing a study he had completedon the subject, indicated that
in terms of cash income and expenses, farmers on the average reported
only 60 percent of what the experimenters thought their real yearly
income to be-excluding capital gains and depreciation. Further,
underreporting seemed to be concentrated in gross omissions of grom
income--as opposed to padding expenises. In addition, farmers under-
reported their assets-principally farm inmahinery and land-by be-
tween 15 and 25 percent (see the paper by Bawdeii and Harrar in this
volume). Some part ici pants quest ioned thfie validity of the informat ion
since it hinged u on knowing what the farmers' true incomes were.
This point, as well as the general issue of underreporting, was debated
at length but there was no resolution of the issue.
Gc,.'rml Problems

The finding of a small overall change in the labor supply respon-e of
farmers-and its use as an indicator of the relevant response in a na-
tional program-not only bothered Welch but concerned other confer-
ence participants as well. One conferee stated that since there are so
many potential biases in the data, lie was unwilling to conjecture
whether there would be a large or small labor response in a national
program, lie added that. in all probability, any experiment of short
duration would grossly underestimate the -true income effect on labor
supply and no doubt overestimate the true substitution effect.1 5

One curious finding noted in the conference paper was that farmers
tended to decrease their wage work and increase their farm work while
their farm profits decreaý,4d. Some participantts stiguested that this may
have resulted from an increase in the consumption value of farminzr
(via income in-kind). In short. the true labor supply function should
not depend upon net wages and net income only but should also take
into consideration the price of other comnmodities.

In view of the many objections conerning the origin and interpreta-
tion of the lalnr supply response; of farmers. .onie conferees suggested
that labor supply, as measured in hours. may not be the proper issue.
Instead. it was argued that the appropriate issue should be the "work
effort," as measured in output, expended by farmers. As one partici-
pant suggested, more attention should be focused on the output from
farms--which. incidentally, declined very slightly. Still others felt
that more concern should 1k given to the income of farmers rather than
their hours of work, as an indicator of the well-being of farm families.

ub"is oba.,rvntion waa in fart vcrifled In tie New J.Trrv experiment. For a dinewusl,,n.
. Khari g P Metralf. "Prtelietinr the Effeet, of Pormanent Prorraima from a In•ni.'d

Duration Fzlwrimpnt." In WattP and R•ws. edx.. Final Report of the New Jersle Oraduatoed
Work Incentire Experimtet, -ol. 2. pt. C. chap. 3.
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Perhaps one of the overriding issues in the discussion was the extent
to which the rural experiment demonstrated how a negative income tax
program would actually operate in the real world. Unlike the author,
many conferees felt that it was a real world demonstration despite the
confounding design features and the unforeseen behavioral responses
on the part of farmers. The significance of the experiment in their
viewpoint was perhaps best summed tip by Luther Tweeten who stated
in his formal comments that, "If the experiment is in fact a demon-
stration of what we Inighlt expect fromum a negative income tax schene
actluallv implemencnted. it is important to examine the resuts for what
thley can 'eli u- about the Meal world."

WAGE ]EARNEll5" l.\iAR SUI'T'IY RL.SINISE

According to Orley Ashenfelter. the author of the conference paper
oni the labor supply responses of rural nonfarm wage earners, "The
r.uuhts of the rural negative income tax experiment show an unain-
biguous average decline in the work effort of all family members in the
experii)ental group of wage earners." lie arrived at this conclusion
after viewing the results obtained by the rural experiment's analysts
as well as his own estimates derived from the experimental data.
Aslhenfelters calculations showed that the wage income of husbands
declined Iy 8 percent and that of wives by 27 percent, while family
wage incomiie (the weighted suni of the results for husbands and wives)
averaged a 12 perent decline. These estimates, as noted by the author.
are quite close to the regression estimates computed by the experhiPwit*.3
analysts. ext.ept for a discrepancy in the experimental effect on to.al
family vWage invoine--which can be attributed, at least in part. to the
pre.hnce of additional wage earners in the analysts family estimates.
In addition. these results from the rural expe-riment, though somewhat
smaller, chdAlv re•4.vsmhie the eP. imate.- 'alculated by RolWti Hall of t lhe
urban experinment's effect.' however. Ashlenfelter points out that since
tflire are di fteriilg est inmates of tiIe e-th-ct of t le tlrlman eXe.riment oil
labor supply..T thie comparability (if the results between the two expe'i-
ments depends on whose urban estimates are used.

Nommethele.ss, the results of the rural experiment drew mixed rV-
spon.c's from tile conference palr icij'ants-sommle tending to accept
them as rea.wotalle estimates, with others placing less faith in thenil.
IDuriig the course of the debate concerning these results, two topics
tended to dominate time discu.,sion: (1) the experimental treatments,
and (2) the ramnifications of program costs.
E'pcrhmnetal Treatmeutl

A number of conferees voiced concern aoiut the proposition that
the implicit tax rate in most welfare plrogralns (incititling the rural
exlper'iment) is not in fact the statutory tax rate. Ashenfelter s;lg-
gvsted tha1t this poshibilitv might e illus-trated within the context of
a pure tax avoidance modlel, lie proeeded by noting that, on a pure
tax avoidance basis, one would expect peoI'le in a negative income

SIS Rulwrt E. Hall "Effects of tO" Experimental Negative Income Tar on Labor Sip-
plv." in 1Pe-htuan and Timpane, eds.. Work incenatres and Income, Guoarantees, pp. 115-47.I- See Aaron. "Cautionary Notes on the Experiment." and Albert Rees and Harold W.
Wattts "An Overview of the Labor Supply Resiults." In Pechna and Timpaue, eds., Work
Incratives sad Income Guwantete.
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tax program to report less earned income .simlply because that. would
raise tbeir paynments-as indeed oecurired in the rural experiment. Ail
interesting que~.t ion then becomes whet her a change in reported income
reflects an actual reduction in earnings or simply less accurate report-
ing of the same level of earnings. According to Ashenfelter, one way
to approach this i&sue is to consider whether tax avoi(lance varies with
the g•uaranttT or tax rate. lie argued that tax avoidance probably does
not, vary with hangss in the guarantees Ibeause. once they ate'fixed,
tai.w-e with higher guarantees have no more incentive to avoid addi-
t ional taxes than thio.-e with lower guarantee.;. The tax rate. oit tile
otil.r hand. fo.,ters tax avoidance since the ext 'a aniotnt recei ed frotin
a chiatige in reported income varies directly with the tax cate. Since
IMi., eXp)erimental data showed no effect for tihe gnataiantee and large
tll.-ts for tlie tax rate. k:-Jljqjfelter iggested tihat a plausille inter-

plri4tation night be that there was no actual changer in labolr supply or
Va ri'll, 1igr ht simply a change in the ai;otint of earnings reported.

There was no disagreement auionr thle vort free, on the validity of
t t' autlhor's reasAting concerning tax avoidance: : however, some jIar-
ti.ipants dotiblted that this was the alppropriate interpretation of the
rNS1-th.t--and therefore did not acceept the conclusion that the labor
.'illlply repoln'S was neces.sarily small.

A c'los.lv related issue involved the appropriate statistical repre-
.-A-ntation of the experimental treatmienlts. Somiie participants argle(l
that tlie use of a duniyv variable--in ad(lition to tax and guarantee
variables-to indicate whether a family was in the experiment or not
inay have beien an unwi.se decision. They felt that much more work
was needled on the prolpr representation of treatments so that more
confidence could be placed in the behavioral effects of the tax rates as
wll as guarantees.'s

Speaking in defense of the treatment (himmy, one participant
pointed out that if being in the experiment itself had some independent
etffect on beloavior-and the subsel.uent significant coefficient on the
t reatinep•t dummny seenis to indicate as intich-a major concern should
Iw the niarainal effects that the gunarantee and the tax rate had beyond
I he effect of being in the program. Thtus. lie argued. the planners were
correct in thinking that it would be better to use a treatment (lummy
to capture this independent effect than to leave it out and force all of
t]•e resi•nse through tite tax rate and guarantee.

The author of the confe-rence paper expressed some di.sapllintment
tA*at the rural exljrimnent, like its uirlban predecessor. failed to show-
with amy iegnree of statistical .ii~rificance--iffenees in response
aneiim1;r gu'araitew, levels, lie felt that the seemingly large coeffieients
fot thle tax rate and the rather s.nall giarantee coeflicients were indi-
c.:,,tite of the failure to capture these effects alppropriately. Ile sus-
1lvoed this night hlave 'When due to the inclusion of the treatment
(ltiiniu.v, or to not hlavimgz used IIsonie other representation of the ex-
iperilniental treatments that would have captured the "right" (or at
hvasf a more reasonablele) response. As a result, Ashenfelter and
sf-veral other conference participants questioned the validity and use-
fuilness of the responses obtained in the rural experiment.

P-One ronferee did note. however, that the analysts experimeated with a number of dit-
feront sperifieations of the treatment but reported only the results yielded by the one they
beWivred best.
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A number of conferees, however, took exception to this viewpoint.
Their view was best summed up Iby one of tile participants who felt that
althmiigh being able to separate out income and substitution effects
would undoubtedly increase the usefulness of the results,19 the labor
suipply results as a whole were of •onsiderable value.

Progr/f7af Costs
Another topic that received much diz.nssiovi was the potential cost

(if a national program. Since one of tile prinlary ipurpo•,s of the rural
experiment was to gain insight into the comparative costs for various
types of negative income taxes. the conference participants attempted
to focus on this objective in light of the results obtained from the
tb'verinent.

1n ,ii .cus,,ing possible prograiu costs. .\llenfelter pointed out that
the labor supply figure in his analysis pweained to a program involv-
ing only fanlilies who were below the breakeven level. He noted that
Sl. inu.ision of families roth abmve and below breakeven would in-

vrease the total dollar cost of tile program. This point is particularly
iistriitive since it is n)ssil)le that with a national program some
families " with earnings just above the breakeven point might reduce
tl.hir labor supply and thus become eligible for the program, thereby
inervasing total program co:ts.

F,,llo•wing up this point. another lparticipalnt noted that even the
•imall labor supply responses found in the rural experiment may have
signicficit Cos.1 implitations for a national Irogrant because of the
..haIle of the U.S. income dist riiut ion. The V.S. Impoplation has a high
'oi.';iitration of families near the breakeven point : these families re-ct.ive relatively small transfer payments andi even a very modest change

in their earnings, would result in a substantial percentage increase in
thwir ienefits and total program costs. This type of seisitivity of pro-
grain costs to small changes in labor supply has belen found in national
-imulationa of tile prelimilniary iirattle-Denver results and in some
,.ros.--s.ectionial analyses.

A third participant thought the preoccupation of all the experi-
nents with variations in the tax rate and guarantee might have been
at the expense of other important variables in the design of a negative
income tax program (for example. tile definition of income, the income
accounting period, tile definition of the filing unit). Minor changes in
these variables might exert a greater impact on total program costs.
Further. he expressed concern that the narrow focus on these particu-
lar experimental treatments may have caused the ('ongre•s to be unre-
sl~msive to a thorough consideration of all of the elements involved
in designing a national program.

In contrast. another conferee argued that it was precisely because
of these experiments that so many individuals are now sensitized to
the confounding nature of such design features. It was pointed out
that the exl)eriments have been extremely helpful in reducing the un-
certaintv of the expected labor supply response. thus enabling the
policy analysts and policymakers to look to other issues. It was noted
that the experiments did in fact yield considerable information on

0 Aeeordinit to the conferee. the sejl•rating out of Income and substitution effects could
1-v important for (1) distinguishing between transfer (cots and real resource costs. 42)
,lmulating the costs of programs that were not tested, and (3) simulaUng the costs of pro-
grams for populations other than the sample populations.
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come of the other design features in question, which previously had
been neglected. Other Behavioral Responses

Although the primary focus of the rural experiment was on the labor
SUIp)ly response to the experimental treatments, it was thought that
other information on consunmption behavior (for example, purchases
of housing. clothing, and medical care) and noneconomic outcoines
(such as impacts on marital dissolution. migration. political l)articipa-
tion. and psychological well-leing) would provide added dimension
to our under.standing of the total impact of a negative income tax
program. This additional information might aid in the overall plan-
ning of a national prograin as well as illuminate other costs and bene-
tit.s of such a program.

Thf, Cowi,,tin ,(I'dit,; s
Rlober Mi:'ial. the author of the conferea.e paper evaluating theCstudies on consuilption bhavior.xsu,, Wdrizel the findings of tlt.-.

pajwm.r as follows: "The additional income and the income guarantee
provided by the experiment improved average nutritional intake in the
Norih Carolina sample (but not in Iowa where the levels were initially
10ore niearly adequate). incrvased con.iiaptlion of clothing (.somewhat
lt. for iiale than for feinale clothing). slightly incrva.,ed house-hold
inventorios of durable gtxls and cars (except for car.Ns for farmi house-
hold.,). and redueeAl s.hort-terni farm debt and increased farm liquid
assets somewhat." Although some of the preceding results closely re-
semble tlior.e obtained in the New .Jer-ev experiment 2 while ot.t-rs
vweal ninore consi.stent laItterins than in New Jer-sey. one imporlt.utt

cavemt is in order. The imj)licatiOls of these (lb-s'rved conlsulnl)tl1(11
effects for a long-term income maiintenance program of similar struc-
ture depend, to a large extent. on whether the experimental families re-
garded the payments they received as transitory income or as a per-
manent component of t neir inome stream--that 'is. if the experimental
panyments were treated as permanent additions to family ihwome. the re-
sult ing changes in consuln)tion pattenis miight. serve as an indication
of tie consumption ibhavior in a permanent national program.

Even though the studies on consumnl)tion behavior reported many in-
tere-. ing effeicls. Michael was .oit-ewhat di-l)Jpointed in the papers
plr(c-.uIpation with e(.tiiiiating tihe re..sijj.-e to the exix-rimlent,4 treat-
ments.-the guarantee and paynlint. lIe suggested that more descrip.
tive studiess were iieeded t4 to gain insight into the exliniiliture behavior
and moibility patterns of those "in poverty." One conference partiCi-
Irant cautionedl that in view of possible truneation of the ,Aunple. use of
tnlnt-adtd data iiu.r!t lead to lbiamed re.,uts--studies purporting- to
de.sArile the expenditure patterns and l)overty status of the low-inone
I)opiulation might b- grossly iiisleading. "

At vanous points during the conference, participants touched on
specific teMhnical (or (.¢tiniation) Iiproleins and experimental ,le~i gn
feat ires (such as s;nall sa•n•h. size. short duration, and availability of
quality data) that plagued a number of tile consumnp tion studies. None-
thele.;s, the possible ininlications stemniina from the results of the two
studies concerning health effects mitl indebtedne.ss received conider'-
able attention.

9 Exe.'pt those results pertaining to nutrition and clothing, which were not anslyzed ia
the New Jersey experiment.
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Michael and several other conference participants were concerned
that the lack of ipsitive effects on t lie leaIth airiables--the conference
..apter nrleotk. ito experimental effect.---il ighi he ie i.stoustrued. They

fIear't4 the inference mlighit ie drawn that gtiring money to poor people
td4o. not. improve their ifealth and tile further implication that the
i iliev Was. iii4ead, ilia p)roriat ely spenIt by tihe tivata ent group.
Io*Iittning to Aut'h cl ositlenit ions as thie relativelysniall tagirole p.izeand
t le .-elf-rcxllrt ing plul .nt tlie voncerned pail iipanuits urged that. the
Le'alth rcsitis sli()Iild iM. interlrieteti with grvat care.

Another tlhorny !s..e vtvetirnitd tlie a r ,lyriate interpretation of
tie res.ilts on inilehtelith:%s. It was oi)ite. out at the confereiice that
iLeoe ,)iil-Ces (tllhe ov(''view paper "y Larry ()rr in this volumne.. the
,rilgimial plap.er nI tlii. subject prlpared Gy tile rural experiment's
:il,:al\-ts. anld tle aninma'rv rlpolt Iby the lU.S. lh )lartnent, of Health,
Education, and Welfare) all report somewhat different results. For ex-
:,nilhle. one sit-,t. loan debt sub..tant *ally decrea.-ed while another
i;ifli.atvs a suibistant ial increase. After Amjite li-a'usion it was pointed
(,il ilit I t Ie. iet.r..t' linilings eould be reconceile, s4incle one source re-
itqoji. dil( j()lil-Illl ong- effct. aliother the •toil-rt-rin effect, anti the third
i,,: lI effect.s. This .-till left, uiauis\\eirt, d lhe quetion of which ret-,ilts
.-2,uioli l relyrtfied to the lpil1ic at large. Th'liere was no consensus
;t Iiiofa t lie .on-ferewlie part ici iants lo th i• Ixuimir.

hine conferee observed that in spite of the many qualifications as.o-
.iateld wit h thile debt diata froiin the urban, rural. ald Gary experiments,

Olne re.t'oil"4. .',t'lc tllillioluii to all thl'e. niamnely. an increase, in in-
,li'ttee li,'-s on tIie ipall of tlle eXlaiiIinIntltal fauiiihies that was found to
h.i tied quite expilihitly to tile actuilllisitioi of duraille gowls.
.U11'uCoW1oU1,r O(i tt#•"o111

31 Wliael I Lan1nan'.- i1e'. . w eit'ic •eviewed anil evaluated the findings
46f the nonecoiionomic outeoliat'. of the ruiral eXIerinient. reports tfe
following results: higher overall incidence of marital dissolution
:i i.ei/ g t I' t re:at mellt rotl 7itp as li l i.par to the colitrol group (though
li.it, 4atjiscalv siviilif'antl). withi those on the liimost generous plan
halvilg lower raItc's (han thle ccint rtol grinaiil) ailnd those on least gen-
r'l',.. hlthin% }li\vilig higher rates:• ia plositi e ijillact oi geogre aphi mo-

luilltv (nrimarly in tile North Carolina saiiil)le) : improved perforin-
11iiN- for :il tent's in North Carolina with rl'ect to ahi.-eiitevisin. coin-
hlsolileaiit. av-.iilcic graihes, anti standardized c.iievelient test scores

Iwith .tai!ist ical siguiti,-ali.e fr plriiarv grade students) : no signifi-
c.iiit overall effect oni dleliiquelivy : 1xisiti e treatmnient effect on voting
;ilt,1 pIoitit'al latlivipatlion ( -with isigniiicanclie. only for miarrie'd
Wii10) ; a .ill (aiiid in-gnillfiCant ) overall treatmient-control differ-
a-itihal iii the ii:-muu-Iit of psychological well-Iwing: and a narrowing
(of tie occiipational aspir•ations and expectations grap of teenagers.

To I laiinan s atii otTher coliferes" siulrprise. niany of the nonleconomic
(lit'Oliies in the rural experiment had positive treatment effets. How-
"' er. mii.4 I -airl iv'ipantits -evnied to regard thenai as tenuous. They cited as
tlie:r -oure• of skepticismi the various vonfounldivl" features such as
-,,:ill !ailmile :ize. too short a time span. low reliability of sociological
p1pd IoVltowial variables. saniple attrition. low understanding on
the pall of the treatiient grOilip. and the lack of well-defined theory
governing the social and psychological effects studies. In, fact, Hlannan
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suggted that the studies might be vest viewed as "exploratory." One
conferee, on the other hand. aptly submitted up the sentiments if malky
1)rticilpants by stating that the rural experiment, was poorly designed

fo.r the coniprehenive s4udy of sociological effects of a negative in-
coine tax.

One topic that received some attention and on which there were
differing lercel)tions. concerned the culture of poverty theory-and
what the experimental evidence suggested about poverty cycles. As
Hannan pointed out. "'whether or not the culture of poverty is an im-
portant causal factor in the lersi.,tence of poverty depends on whether
or not individuals can shift living styles onve the culture becomes
mahldaintive." lie further noted that "if adults are- indeed trapped by
their origins, they cannot respond to environmental changes such as
that afforded by inconie maintenance." Since the rural experiment
allowed the income enLvirolkmlnents of families to be manipulated.
Hannan felt the experiment offered a unique opportunity to separate
effects of culture and class from those of current variations in em-
ploymient or income." During the conference discussion, Ilaimmuni ill-
dicated that a strong reading of the culture of poverty argument
sugg.ests that no experimental effects would occur on any of the non-
economic outcomes either singularly or collectively. Whether or not
the results of the experiment were inconsistent with that view depends
upon how one reads the evidence. On this score, the participants were
unable to reach an accord.

Hannan's reading of the results-altbough considered overly opti-
mistic by some-led him to believe that there was evidence of 'a mildi
rebuff to the culture of poverty thesis. Aake Sorenmen-a sociologist
as is Hanuian-took an opposing viewpoint. He emphasized the need
to observe possible changes in the relevant noneconomic variables
over several generations before ass.,sing whether the culture of
ixverty thesis still holds.

OVERVIEW AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS

With the papers by LArry L. Orr, G. Edward Schuh, and D. Lee
]3awden and William S. Harrar as background, the conference par-
ticipants were charged with the task of making a critical assessment
of the overall significance of the rural experiment and to suggest
po..sible policy implicat ions.

By and large. the conferees tended to fall into one of two canlp
as far as their general ilnpies:-ioiis of the experiment were concerned.
One group viewed the. experinmwnt as providing valuable information
on the labor supply response of rural families to a negative income
tax and pinpointing, some of the difficulties involved in administering
such a program to the self-employed.

Members of the other group. while acknowledging the insight gained
in administrative is,'mes and the implications of the experiment for
future social experimentation. nomietlieless took a more cautious ap-
peroach. Their major sources of skepticism stemmed from the prob-
lernatie experimental design features and the statistical techniques
u.cpd in soime of the analv.ses.

In spite of tIle methoelological and empirical difficulties encountered
in the rural experiment, .soe participants thought a nwnber of note-
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worthy outcomes were obtained that had immediate policy relevance.
Apart from the obvious interest in the work response of welfare
recipients to governmental transfer schemes. a growing concern among
polievmakers is the denigrating effects associated with inost public as-
sistance programs. On this score. it was suggested in the paper by
Scliuh that one policy implication that might be drawn foin the rural
(.xlxriiient results was that altlou gh "'there was no evidence of an
experimental effect on lpsychological well-lbing. there was also no
evidence that the income maintenance prograimi undlermined self-
residct or brought a irduct ion in sel f-esteemu."

Another outcome that was regarded as ha% ing possible far-reaching
effe,'s from a policy stand point was the experimental impact on polit-
ic'al Ie'havior. While the findings of the rural experiments indicated
only a modest in,'rease-5 to 10 pemrent-in the voting probabilities
of thos-e in expe-rimental groups. S.duhi suggests that this effect may
considerably understate the p otential impact since "the stakes of the
program were relatively modest." He contends that "if the size of the
income transfers were larger. there might be more substantial political
P articipation to protect the income base, or to enlarge it." One con-
fee speculated that the po..,sible fear among incumbent politicians
of a large political impact might partially account for the difficulties
being experienced by the negative income tax concept in the Congre.,s.

A closely related issue involved the overall impact of a national
program on nrUal towns and eomnmnities. Several participants ex-
pre•sed concern that the macro impact of a universal program on
the s-ocial, economic, and political structure of small towns.;-especialIly
in the Southeast-is very likely to generate unpredictable behavioral
and stnrctural changes that could significantly affect, inter alia,
(local) labor markets, political awareness, and demographic shifts.

Commenting on the possible impact on labor markets, one conferee
noted that the observed reduction in labor supply in a dispersed experi-
ment may not be translated into an equal reduction in aggregate out-
pitt. This might occur-given less than full employment-when mar-
ginal workers, responding to a negative income tax, reduce their labor
supply (either partially or totally) and are. replaced by others (on
a part-time or full-time basis) who were nonrecipients. Since the total
number of work-hours might remain approximately the same, ag-
gregate output might show little change. Consequently. the impact
miglht simply result in a reshuffling of unemployment with virtually
on change in aggregate output.

Some participants thought that a universal program might improve
the functioning of labor markets by providing recipients with the
opoortunitv of increased job search and occupational mobility. They
fet that the support payments might serve as an income cushion
thlt coul(l •e used to defray the opnortlunity costs incurred when mak-
ing beneficial job changes or engaging in more productive job searches.
Wille the re.zults from the rural experiment varied from one treat-
ment plan to another. a standard experimental elan (50 percent tax
rate and guarantee of 75 percent of poverty level) did result in mem-
lbrs of experimental groups locating jobs with higher wages, presum-
ably through longer iob search. In addition to possible improvements
from job search, Schuh points out that "another possible outcome
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is that income transfers may be viewed as earning subsidies, increasing
the job stability of sonie workers or supp)lenlcnting income from jobs
with good earnings prospects but low initial wages." Thus, it was
,oncluded that although an income maintenance program, such as
a negative income tax, might generate some adverse labor market
effects, there are some positive outcomes affecting the job environ.
ment through more rewarding search methods that should not be
overlooked.

After some discussion of the uncertainties surrounding the nature
and extent of the impact of a national program on rural communities.
a number of conferees were prompted to .suggest that a sWturation ex-
p)erinient--preferably in a small southeastern town-might be one
p•,'iihle strategy for gaining insight into the potential outcomes.

At one point in the dis..ussion there was some concern over whether
a 14-12 percent reduction in family labor supply should be regarded as
large or small. Some participants ar,.ued that the labor supply re-
-lpo,,., should he co-i(idered small in light of popular concern over a
lIn rg-sc.alr, withdrawal f ron the labIor force by recipients. Other con-
feree. were much less inclined to look upon the labor supply nilmbers
as s.,mall. Their view was best .- iiumed up by one paiicipanlt who re-
marked that he did not ,egard 10-12 percent. as zero. Acconding to him,
iA, ro is a very sioiificaint- political nuiihbr. It was further noted by
this group that the lorm.-teni effects as vet are unknown. Thus. the
long-terin r•.po•.e might iM! larger than the 10-12 percent obtained
from the short-tenr experiment .

It. was noted, however, that although the farm labor supply response
was of central importance in the rural experiment, there are relatively
few low-income, nonaged farmers in the United States. ThuV, their
labr supply responses-whether very large or very small-would
TIak- little dlifference in either the national costs of a negative income
tax program or in the agricultural se.tor of the economy. The rural
non-fann work responses, on time other hand, were considered far mom
important from the standpoint of a national program and were roughly
consistent with the results of the New Jersev experiment.

T7e two dams of dijsussion indicated that there was disagreement
over the usefulness of the farm work and income responses for estimat-
ini the effects in a national program. but that the work and income re-
sponses of rural nonfarmers were, viewed as useful additions to the
New Jersey and cross-sectional findings for the estimation of the pos-
silhle effects of a universal program. In addition most conferees gener-
illy agreed that much was learned about the administration of an

income maintenance program to the rural self-employed. Some partici-
pant.s in fact. argued that the rural experiment was most inst••ctive
in pinpointing andi a.sse.ing the nature as well as the relative magni-
tude of some of the problematic areas-such as the definition of in-
come. and the administrative and reporting procedures governing the
potential unltrreporting and misreporting of income and assets by
the self-emploved-that. could be. expected to accompany a universal
program. As Welch concludes in his paper. "when dealing with social
experiments or longer-run welfare programs. it really matters how
the.-e programs are administered-more -o than many of us would have
suspected."
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Even though the conference participants differed in their percep.
tions of the validity of the findings in the rural experiment, there was
widespread agreement that any resulIts reported to the public should
be done with the appropriate qualifications and without bias.



IV. The Work Effort and Marital Dissolution Effects of the
Seattle and Denver Income Maintenance Experiments

-~'I I. t,'I~oNY IIim.: -iu1 St:x.1-: F Gx..x'- (,i.[ .1r.%r 1. 19178

(By Robert G. Spiegelman, Lyle P. Groeneveld. and Philip K. Robins)

1. I NTiODUCMI'IX

One of the primary piurp.i.es of (ondletting thei Seattle a:Il D)enver
Income Maintenaune Experiniits I .lME, U)1ME) is to proIvide ill-
fori'at ion for the desiginof a national wel fare pI-'ogramIi. Knowledge of
the work effort and imairital stands effects of the experiment"; and the
albilitv to extrallplate the site-.1lcifie re.-ults to the 11 jotllal II)'I elation

bpreM'ent critical inputs into the oerll program design. The pwr-
pose of this Il)t er is to pree.-;nt. an overview of the research findings
frill SIME 'D IME with resiýpeet to marital statu. and work effort,
a11 to des'rile how the experimental results are. being ii.•,d to draw
inferences about the likely work effort effects of a national programi.

11. A IsCRIPTION OF STIME/DIME

The 4,attle and Dentver Invouue .Maintenance Experinments are test-
ing eleven variants of a negative income tax (NIT). which is ,irnilar
in structure, to the ca.,sh a.-sistance portion of the Program for lBetter
.Jolbs and Income (PB.TI). The experimental plans combine three sup-
p0rt for guarantee) levels with two tax (benefit reduction) rate :ys-
tenis. Tihe three support levels Onionnalized for a family of four in 1971
dollars) are .R3.,400. 1.,04•). and .5.61.10.1 One of the tax rate systems
lhas constant average (and marginal) tax rates of .5 and .7. The other
tax rate system has average (and marginal) tax rates that decline with
income. Under the declining system the average tax rate decreases from
initial values of either .7 or .§ at the rate of .025 per thousand dollars
of annual income (the rate of decline of the marginal tax rate is .05
pier thou.and dollar., of income). The experimental plans have no work
requirements associated with receipt of benefits.

in order to eliminate the influence of other tax and transfer pro-
ar:unis.-SIME I)IME fully taxes public tr:lnsf('rs and reinilur.um.s posi-
tive income taxes. A national program would pIrsunuibly operate ill a
similar fashion. Because positive taxes are reimbursed, the payment a

IVtjwn•inentic are made to the support I.pel for fah nil- sizie :atad for t.1,.t ,if ivinr 'h:mzxe-
s.wer time. PI February 1979. for example, the support levels in the- Del.nw.r experiment for
a fainily of four were $5.755, $7.255., and $,465. These support lereli are substantially
aluove the support levels of the PBJJ.

(ill)
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person receives depends on gross income and both experimental and
nonexperimental tax rate.s.

It Figure 1, the interrelationship between an experimental pIan wit I1
a instantt tax rate and the ixsitive income tax rsvtkm is depicted
graphically. The horizontal axis shows gross income (income before
taxes or transfer payments) and the vertical axis shows disposable
income (income after taxes are subtracted and transfers are added).
Two breakeven levels are distinguished. Point B is the tax breakeven
l,.l, wheiv disposable income is equal before and after imposition of
the expt-rimental plan. All persons to the left of B (with gross income
ii ially i.v-.s thaw B') are be-tter off with the program. Point G is the
grant i6reakeven level, the point at whidh the ,rtat (ppauwfeal iess lp.i-
tive tax rinibursement) is zero. At point (T an individual does not
nrivi%, a grant. but also does not pay positive taxes. Table 1 ptresnts
the -,irant and tax breakeven levels for the eleven programs tested in
SI.ME 'DIME. As this table indicates, families not receiving grants
are still eligible to receive benefits (in the form of tax relief) at fairly
hiohh levels of income.

3,lout 4.800 families were originally enrolled ini the experiments
during 1971-197.. Roughly 55 percent of the families are experimental
families and 45 percent are control families. About two-thirds of the
experimental families are enrolled for three years while the remainder
are enrolled for five veata,2 SIME'DIME "also has three manpower
treatments which combine job counseling with education and training
subsidies.

An important featuiv. of SIME/DIME (and the other experiments
as well) is a stratified allocation of families to experimental treatments
on the basis of four assignment, variables: family type (one or two
faunilv heads), ethnicity (Black, White, or Mexican-American), site
(S.attle or Denver), and normal income (.even levels of "typical"
pretransfer family income adjusted for family size).' The work-effort
results presented m this paper, cover onl the Black and White family
heads. Subsequent analysis has indicated that the work effort response
of Mexican-American families is slightly larger than that of the other
gron s. The marital status results cover originally enrolled families
in all three ethnic groups.

SSIME/DIME is also testing a 20-year program, which began about two years after the
three and five year programs. About 170 familIes in Denver were assigned to treatments
unier this program. The work effort response ot 20-year families has not yet been analysed.

"T To oe eligible for 81MB/DIME. normal Income had to lie lJe than $9,000 per year in a
family of four with one working head. and lte than $11.00 per year in a family of four
with two working heads.
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TABLE 1.--PLAN BREAKEVEN LEVELS FOR THE SEATTLE AND
DENVER INCOME MAINTENANCE EXPERIMENTS

[1971 dollars)

Grant
breakeven Tax breakeven

Plan level level

F1 S = 3800, to =0.5, r =0)........... $7600 $10,250
F2 S = 3800, to = 0.7, r = 0 ........... 5429 6,350
F3 S = 3800, to = 0.7, r = 0.025) . 7,367 10,850
F4 S = 3800, to = 0.8, r = 0.025) 5,802 7,800
F5 S=4800, t-=0.5, r0 0............ 9600 13,150
F6 S = 4800, to = 0.7, r = 0 ........... 6,867 8,520
F7 S = 4800, to = 0.7, r = 0.025) 12,000 19,700
F8 S=4800, to=0.8, r=0.025) . 8,000 11,510
F9 S= 5600, to=0.5, r=0). ........... 11200 15,701J
Fi (S = 56001 to = 0.7, r=0) .......... 8000 9,7V 0
Fl (S =5600, t = 0.8, r -- 0.025)..... . 10360 16,230

Note: These figures are for a family of 4 with only 1 earner and no income outside
of earnings. Positive tax reimbursements include the Federal income tax and social
security taxes. The Federal income tax assumes the family takes the standard de-
duction. State income taxes, which are relevant only for the Denver Experiment
(there is no State income tax in Washington), are ignored in calculating the tax
breakeven levels. The tax breakevern levels are thus slightly higher for the Denver
Experiment.

Key: S = NIT annual support level; to- = initial NIT tax rate; r - rate of decline of
the average NIT tax rate per thousand dollars of income (rate of decline of the
marginal tax rate is 2r).

Table 2 presents a selected number of characteristics of the Black
and White families studied at enrollment. The typical sample member
has income and education levels that are above the levels associated
with most families in poverty. There is fairly strong attachment to
the labor force among primary earners and about two-fifths of the
secondary earners are employed. The sample consists primarily of
young families with two children and the average initial benefit re-
ceived from the experiment was about $1.300 per year which is sub-
stantially less than the average support level of $4,800 per year (the
benefit received by families with no working members). Approxi-
mately 14% of the husband-wife families and 54% of female--headed
famihles received welfare (AFDC) benefits prior to the experiment.
Generally speaking, the sample mav be characterized as representing
what is commonly referred to as the "working poor."

HL. ErkTi's OF TUE EXPERIMENT ON WORK E1FORT

In estimating the work effort response to SIME/DIME, we have
adopted an approach that enables us to distinguish the effects of chany-
ing guarantee levels and tax rates. Referring again to Figure 1, it is
seen that the experiment increases the disposable income of all fami-
lies with gross incomes below the tax breakeven leveL4 Economic

6 Families with gross income below the tax breakeven level are called program
partidcIpat.

4
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theory predicts that anl increase in income that is not work related will
induce an individual to reduce the amount of time spent working be-
cause leibure becomes more attractive. For purposes of analyzing the
effects of the income maintenance experiments, we terin tIe change in
work effort associated with an increase in income the guarantee effect.

TABLE 2.-SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS OF BLACK AND WHITE
FAMILIES AT ENROLLMENT

Female
Husbands Wives heads

Average normal income per year.... $6,660 $6,660 $3,950
Average hours worked per year..... 1,719 559 1,010
Average hourly wage rate among

workers ........................... $3.30 $2.21 $2.42
Percent employed ................... 80 41 56
Percent previously receiving wel-

fare benefits (AFDC) .............. 14 14 54
Percent in Denver ................... 49 49 49
Average age.... 34 31 34
Average years ofe'duca~tio'n......... i 1.6 11.5 11.5
Percent Dlack ....................... 40 40 56
Average number of family members. 4.3 4.3 3.5
Percent control families ............. 47 47 39
Average initial payment per year

for families below the breakeven
level I ............................. $1,330 $1,330 $1,160
1 This amount excludes AFDC benefits received prior to enrollment that are reim-

bursed by the experiment.

The experiment also increases the tax rate an individual faces.$
Again, economic theory predicts that an incre:.e in the tax rate (hold-
ing disposable income constant) induce. an individual to reduce the
aniount of time spent working be-cause a higher tax rate implies a
lower economic return to working. We term the change in work effort
associated with an increase in the tax rate, holding disposable income
comitant, the cornpeitsated tax effect.

By adopting an approach that identifies gnuarantee and tax effects,
alternative income support programs can be comparedl with respect
to the two program parameters that are set independently by public
policy. Thus, it is possible to estiniate the disincentive effects of several
competing programs; information that is useful in designing an op-
timal program.

Table 3 resents estimated compensated tax and guarantee effects
on annual hours of work for participants in the Seattle and Denver
Income Maintenance Experiments. These estimates apply to heads of
families who were employed prior to the experiments and who re-
main employed during the experilents.0

The figuru in Table 3 indicate a modest disincentive effect for hus-
bands and a substantial disincentive for wives and female heads of

*For persons who received public transfers (such as AFDI and Food Stamps) prior
to the experiment, the tax rate may actually be lower under the experiment.

*We performed tests to determine whether the estimated responses differed by race,
site, Ad experimental duration. The test results suggested that they do not.
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families. Percentagei ise, the affects are -5% for husbands, -2-2%
for wives, and - 11% for female heads. For men, the total ;Vsjon•se
is about equally divided between guarantee and tax effects; while for
women. most of the effect is due to the guarantee. It is important to
recognize, however, that these experimental effects are based on
guarantee levels and tax rates resulting from the set of programs being
tested in SIME/DIIE. and not from any single incone maintenance
program. Furthermorvn because the distribution of ineoine in the ex-
periiiental sample is considerably different from the dis-tribution of
111,jie n the U.S. population. the same set of programs tested at the
nat ional level miav have a substant iallv different effect.

In addition to causing a reduction In animal hou.s of work for per-
son. employed, the experiment also reduces the probability of em-
plloVment. the probability of employment, can be reduced either by
lengehenii)g the period of time between jobs or by shortening the period
of time s•pnt on a given jol. Table I pre.,ents estimates of the effects
of the experiment on the probability of emlploymeiit. For husbands.
there is a very small reduction in the probability of emlploymeint which
steina about. equally from shortening lpriods of time on a given job
and lt'f(lithening periods of time between jobs. Thiu, huslands in the
exljkrimental group tend to remain unemployed for slightly long-r
pcriobd.- of time and tend to hold jobs for slighltly shorter periods of
t inme than hu.-,hainds in the control groilp.

Wives and feiiale heads of families exhibit a somewhat larger re-
duction in the probability of eir.plovmnent than husibands. The re-
duct ion for women sterns alht•.(s c.-tirelv from lengthening each periold
of tine spent not employed. An implication of the.,e re.uIlts is that.
women in the experimental group who were not. employed prior to
the experiment were less, likely to -,,ek employment during the experi-
ment than women in the control group: while women in the experi-
mental group who were employed prior to the experiment were only
slightly more Vkeal to leave employment than women in the control
group. We have not yet analyzed how women spent this additional
time. Because most women in SIME/I)IME have, young children, it
is likely that a large part of the additional time was spent in produe-
tive activities in the home (such as child rearing), rather than in
active job s.earch.

TABLE 3.-TAX AND GUARANTEE EFFECTS ON ANNUAL HOURS
OF WORK FOR THE AVERAGE WORKING INDIVIDUAL BELOW
THE BREAKEVEN LEVEL

Female

Husbands Wives heads

Tax effect ........................... -56 -64 -59
Guarantee effect .................... -47 -199 -117
Total effect .......................... -103 -263 -176
Percentage effect ................... -5 -22 -11

Source: Michael C. Keeley, Philip K. Robins, Robert G. Spiegelman, Richard W.
West. "The Labor Supply Effects and Costs of Alternative Negative IProme Tax
Programs: Evidence from the Seattle and Denver Income Maintenalmce Experi-
ments: Part I, The Labor Supply Response Function," Research Memorandum 38,
Center for the Study of Welfare Policy, Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park,
Calif., May 1977.
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TABLE 4.-EFFECTS OF THE EXPERIMENT ON THE PROBA-
BILITY OF WORKING AND ON THE LENGTH OF TIME SPENT
WORKING AND NOT WORKING

Female
Husbands Wives heads

Probability of working in the ab-
sence of the experiment ........... 0.79 0.40 0.55

Experimental effect............ -0.02 -0.07 -0.07
Source of experimental effect:

Percent change in the length
of time spent working ......... -7 7 -3

Percent change in thehlength of
time spent not working ........ 7 55 48

Source: Philip K. Robins and Nancy Brandon Tuma, "Changes in Rates of Enter-
ing and Leaving Employment Under a Negative Income Tax Program: Evidence from
the Seattle and Denver Income Maintenance Experiments," Research Memo-
randum 48, Center for the Study of Welfare Policy, Stanford Research Institute,
Menlo Park, Calif., March 1977.

V. IMPLICATIONS OF T1lZ WORK EFFORT RESULTS FOR A NATIONALL Pr.IoGR.II

In order to make use of the information provided by the experi-
ments in the design of a national program, it is necessary to extrapo-
late the experimental results to the national population. We have used
the technique of microsimulation to generalize the experimental re-slts.

Microsimulation consists of applying social program regulations.
and behavioral assumptions to a Xata base containing disaggreegated.
information about individuals or groups in order to project pk5gram
costs and caseloads under varying conditions. To generalize the SIME/
DIME results, we use the Micro Analysis of Transfer to Households
(MATII) model to assess the effects of a variety of nationwide nega-
tive income tax programs. The MATH modef reproduces program
eligibility requirements and benefit determination schedules. It-also
estimates behavior of low-income families regarding welfare partici-
pation and work effort.

The tax liability, transfer payment. and amount of employment
are determined for each family both before and after the N.IT is
implemented. and the results are sununed to derive the total change
in costs, caseloads, and work effort under alternative plans. The dif-
ferent effects on various family types are also determined. Six NIT
plans with varying tax rates and levels of support are simulated using
the March 1975 Current Population Survey (CPS).

The income data from the March 1975 CPS are annual data for the
year 1974. Thus, the calculations represent what the effects of an NIT
would have been in 1974. No attempt is made to update the responses
or cost estimates to later years.

The six programs for which predictions are made have constant
tax rates of 50 percent and 70 percent on earnings, and support (guar-
antee) levels of :0 percent, 75 percent. and 100 plr'ent of the poverty
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level ($5,000 for a family of four in 1974). Because the proverty level
increases with family size, the support level also increases with family
size. The nominal support level is assumed to be constant across re-
gions. The NIT replaces the existing AFDC and Food Stamps pro-
gamns, taxes all other nonlabor income at the rate of 100 percent, and
reimbu-ses positive income taxes below the tax breakeven level. All
families that are eligible to receive benefits are assumed to participated
II'6,IA'f Efritrt xA poi,,M , a Xationiide Program

The average work effort responses to the six nationwide NIT pro-
gramns are presented in' Table 5. The results are reported in two ways:
first. the avelrage ei)OUllses for all participating families, i.e., families
receiving hbvuefits from the program; and second, the average re-
sp)onfs5s for the U.S. population. The average responses for the U.S.
pop 1ylation include non-re•sponders, as well as responses of participants
and non I )articipants. The nonparticipants who respond are families
that previously received welfare benefits and are above the breakeven
level of the NIT program. These families increase their work effort
when the walfare prograins are replaced by the NIT program.

In interpreting the results, it is important to keep in mind that the
responses vary not only because of changing guarantee levels and tax
rates, but also because of a changing poolof participants. For ex-
ample, as the tax rate increases (for a given guarantee), the pool
of participants decreases. The manner in which the pool changes de-
pends on the distribution of income within the revelant population
subgroup. For the programs simulated, the number of participating
families (e.g., those who receive benefits) ranges from 3.3 million to
19.3 million.

" The NIT program with a support level equal to 75 percent of the poverty level and a
tax rate equal to -0 percent as the program most comparable to the cash assistance
portion of the PBJJ. with vereral important exceptions. First, the itm pport level of the
PJIl. Is only •.5 percent of tile poverty level. second . under the PBI Irfamilies receive
lower beinfits if their earnings are under $3.S00 per year and the primary earner is ex-
Fe Ped to sork. (In our simulations we do not impose a work requirement.) Third. the

i. taxes most nonlalor iucome at the rate of SO percent (Federal assistance is taxed
at the rate of 100 percent). Fourth. the tax reimburse'ment provisions of the PBJI are
sumet hat less generous than the tax reimbursement procedure used in the simulations (only
Federal income taxes are reimbursed under the P1111JI). Fifth. the PBJI contains an
exteusion of the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) which tends to reduce program
tax rates. Sixth, the simulations do not assume that welfare families made worse off
by the NIT are given supplemental benefits. Because of these and other differences
between the simulated programs and the PBJI, the figures presented In this paper should
not be interpreted as representing estimates of the work effort elects and costs of the
PBJI. The figures are presented primarily to compare the work effort effects and asts
of alternative income maintenance programs.



TABEL 5.-AVERAGE LABOR-SUPPLY RESPONSES FOR ALL PARTICIPATING FAMILIES AND FOR ALL FAMILIES
IN THE UNITED STATES

NIT tax rate 50 percent NIT tax rate 70 percent

Participating families All U.S. families Participating families All U.S. families

Change Partici- Change Change Partiti- Change
In annual rating In annual In annual peting In annual

hours Percent families hours Percent hours Percent families hours Percent
NIT support level of work change (millions) of work change of work change (millions) of work change

50 percent of poverty
level: '

Husbands ...........
W ives ...............

Total (H+W) ......

104 -7.0
-92 -23.3

-196 -10.3

-4 -0.2 -136 -10.8
-2 -. 3 -111 -29.9

2.4 -6 -. 2 -247 -15.1

Female heads .......
75 percent of poverty

level: I
Husbands ...........
W ives ...............

0

-106
-110

0 2.3 +16

-5.9
-22.8

+1.6 -10 -2.7

-19 -1.0 -157 -11.2
-19 -2.4 -126 -32.5

2.0 +20 +2.0

-9
-5

-. 5
-. 6

Total (H+W) ......- 216 -9.5 7.6 -38 1.4 -283 -15.8 2.8 -14 -. 5

-2
0

-21.3

-0.1
0

-. 1



TABLE 5.-AVERAGE LABOR-SUPPLY RESPONSES FOR ALL PARTICIPATING FAMILIES AND FOR ALL FAMILIES
IN THE UNITED STATES--Continued

NIT Tax Reate 50 percent NIT tax rate 70 pefcent

Participating families

NIT support level

annualInin

hours
of work

Partici-
pating

Percent families
change (millions)

All U.S. families

Change
In annual

hours Percent
of work change

Particpating families

Change
in annual

hours
of work

Partiti-
pating

Percent families
change (millions)

All U.S. families

Change
In annual

hours Percent
of work change

Female heads ....... -47 -6.7 3.0 -23 -2.4 -47 -9.3 2.5 -12 -1.2
100 percent of poverty

level:I
Husbands ........... -119 -6.2 ......... -47 -2.4 -164 -10.1 ......... -23 -1.2
Wives ............... -130 -22.7 ......... -50 -6.3 -144 -32.0 ......... -18 -2.3

Total (H+W) ...... -249 -10.0 15.7 -97 -3.5 -308 -20.6 5.8 -41 -1.5

Female heads ....... -99 -12.0 3.6 -69 -7.1 -95 -14.9 3.0 -52 -5.3

a Poverty level is $5,000 per year for a family of four In 1974.
Note: Average hours of work per year before response, all husbands

In the United States - 1,999. Average hours of work per year before
response, all wives In the United States - 793. Total number of hus-
band-wife families In the United States - 39,800,000. Average hou, a
of work per year before response, female heads in the United Stat6s
- 974. Total number of female-headed families in the United Siates
a 4.900.000.

Source: Michael C. Keeley, Philip K. RobIns, Richard W. West,
"The Labor Supply Effects and Costs of Alternative NeatUve Inome
Tax Programs: Evidence from the Seattle and Denver Income Main-
tenance Experiments: Part II. National Predictions Using the Labor
Supply Response Function," Research Memorandum 39. Center for
the Study of Welfare Policy, Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park
Calif. May 1977.
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For participating husband-wife families? the magnitudes of the aver-
age responses are positively associated with both the guarantee and
the tax rate. For participating female-headed families, the responses
are positively associated with the guarantee, but do not vary with the
tax rate. For both groups, the results indicate fairly sizeable reduc-
tions in work effort, ranging from between 10 percent and 21 percent
for husband-wife families and between 0 percent and 15 percent for
female-headed families.

The average responses of the U.S. population are quite small rela-
tive to the average responses of participating families because most
families in the United States do not participate in the program. While
the magnitude of the average responses increases with the guarantee,
it decreases with the tax rate for both groups. This inverse relation-
ship between the average U.S. response and the tax rate is an interest-
ing and perhaps unexpected result that is a consequence of the fact
that the number of participants decreases by an amount large enough
to offset the effect o? a larger response among participants. Thus, the
total disincentive effect of a nationwide NIT program is smaller under
higher tax rate programs, despite the fact that the response of par-
ticipating families is larger.
Cost8 of a .Vationoide Program

Estimated annual program costs are presented in Table 6. Pro-
grain costs are defined to be net of the current costs of the AFDC,
AFDC-UP, and Food Stamps programs, which are replaced by the
NIT.

The costs of a nationwide NIT vary widely with the parameters of
the program. The most expensive program (support level equal to
100 percent of the poverty level and tax rate equal to 50 percent) costs
$30 billion more than the current welfare system, and has approx-
imately 39 percent of all husband-wife families and 73 percent of all
female-headed families participating in the program. The least ex-
pensive program (support level equal to 50 percent of the poverty
level and tax rate equal to 70 percent) costs $4 billion less than the
current welfare system (which represents a 41 percent savings in
welfare program costs) and has approximately 3 percent of all hus-
band-wife families and 41 percent of all female-headed families par-
ticipating in the program.



TABLE 6.-PROGRAM COSTS BEFORE AND AFTER RESPONSE,
FAMILIES

FEMALE-HEADED

NIT tax rate 50 percent NIT tax rate 70 percent

in billions In billions

Change in Change in
Program program Particl- Program program Partici-

costs costs due Program pating costs costs due Program paying
before to costs after families before to costs after families

NIT support level response response response (millions) response response response (millions)

50 percent poverty level:'
Husband-wife families ......
Female-headed families ....

Total ......................

75 percent of poverty level
Husband-wife families..:..
Female-headed families ....

Total ......................

-$0.1
-2.9

$0.3
--.1

$0.2
-3.0

2.4 $--0.8
2.3 -3.3

$0.2
0

-$0.6--3.3 1.3
2.0

. -3.0 .2 -2.8 4.7 -4.1 .2 -3.9 3.3

* 5.4 2.2 7.6 7.6 1.6 1.1 2.7 2.8
. .2 .2 .4 3.0 -. 6 .1 -. 5 2.5

. 5.6 2.4 8.0 10.6 1.0 1.2 2.2 5.3

P

HUSBAND-WIFE AND



100 percent of poverty level;'
Husband-wife families .......
Female-headed families .....

Total .......................

19.0
4.0

23.0

6.5
.5

7.0

25.5
4.5

31.0

15.7
3.6

19.3

6.5
2.6

9.1

3.1 9.6
.4 3.0

3.5 12.6

I Poverty level Is $5,000 per year for a family of 4 In 1974.
Note: Total number of husband-wife families In the United States

equals 39,800,000. Total number of female-headed families in the
United States equals 4,900,000.

Source: Michael C. Keeley. Philip K. Robins, Richard W. West
"The Labor Supply Effects and Costs of Alternative Negative Income
Tax Programs: Evidence from the Seattle and Denver Income Main-
tenance Experiments: Part II, National Predictions Using the Labor
Supply Response Function," Research Memorandum 39, Center
for the Study of Welfare Policy, Stanford Research Institute, Menlo
Park. Calif. May 1977.

3.8
3.0

8.8
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For programs with positive costs, the proportion due to the work
effort response varies between 23% and 55%. The magnitude of these
additional costs demonstrates the importance of accounting for work
effort adjustments when designing a national program. Failure to take
work effort adjustments into account can lead to a serious underesti-
mate of total program costs.
Effects on the Welfare Population

Since the simulations assume that certain welfare programs (AFDC,
AFDC-UP, Food Stamps) are replaced by the NIT, and that there is
no state supplementation of lost welfare benefits, it is likely that some
families are made worse off by the program (i.e., their disposable in-
come is reduced). Table 7 presents a tabulation of the number and
percentage of welfare families that are made worse off by the NIT,
assuming no state supplementation. As this table indicates, the per-
centages are quite large, even for the more generous NIT programs.
For example, under an NIT program with a support level equal to
the poverty level and a tax rate equal to 50%-, one quarter of the wel-
fare families are made worse off. To compensate families made worse
off by the NIT would likely result in a substantial increase in pro-
grain costs.

The reason why so many families are made worse off by the NIT
may be due to the fact that there are loopholes in the existing welfare
system that enable families to face very low benefit reduction rates.$
These low benefit reduction rates imply that welfare grants remain
high even when family members work a substantial number of hours.
Thusi. even thourih the support level of the NIT may be higher than
the support levef of welfare. the higher NIT tax rates makes many
working welfare families worse off.

I Th. main loophole arises from generous provisions regarding the deduction of work
related expenses from income.
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TABLE 7.--NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF WELFARE ' FAMILIES
MADE WORSE OFF BY THE NIT NO S1 ATE SUPPLEMENTATION

NIT tax rate 50 percent NIT tax rate 70 percent

Number Numb r
made Percent made Percent

worse off made worse off made
NIT support level (millions) worse off (millions) worse off

50 percent of poverty
level I

Husband-wife families.. 1.2 79 1.4 89
Female-headed families. 1.8 93 1.9 95

Total .................. 3.0 87 3.3 92

75 percent of poverty
level: 2

Husband-wife families.. .7 43 1.2 71
Female-headed families. 1.4 67 1.6 75

Total .................. 2.1 59 2.8 73

100 percent of poverty
level: 2

Husband-wife families.. .4 23 .7 41
Female-headed families. .5 25 .7 33

Total ................... 9 24 1.4 37

' AFOC, AFDC-UP, food stamps.
SPoverty level is $5,000 per year for a family of 4 in 1974.

Source: Simulation runs prepared for SRI International by
Research and the Hendrickson Corp.

Mathematics Policy

V. EFFECTS OF TIlE YXvI&J:IMENT OX MARITAL STATUS

SIME,'DIME has provided an opportunity to study the effects of
an NIT on marital dixs4)lution. We begin by reviewing the reasons.
for su.,lcting that an NIT will affect rates of marital disruption.
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First, an NIT would remove the incentives to marital dissolution
inherent in the current system. Under certain circumstances, the in-
come available to a family can increase if the husband is not present in
the home. There have been no empirical studies that demonstrate that
these incentives have any effect upon dissolution rates. However, such
incentives would not be present in an NIT program in which eligibility
and benefit levels are not dependent upon family composition. Thus,
in any effect these incentives would not be present in an NIT.

A sectind reason for expecting an NIT to alter dissolution rates
rests on the observed association between family income and marital
di..olution rates. Many studies have shown that the probability of mar-
ital dissolution is higfie.st for the lowest income families. If poor fam-
ilies have high rates of marital dissolution not because they lack
material re;o0urvez. but because they lack aplpropriate values and
personality traits, then altering incoine levels will not greatly affect
marital stability in this population.

On the other hand, many argue that income levels affect the ability
of the families to cope with" a variety of problems and dissatisfaction.
Further. it is argued that male heads of families who cannot provide
certain consumption standards for their families are viewed as fail-
uires by themselves and others. One response to such failure is flight
from marriage relationship. Income supplement programs that sub-
stant ially Iiprove living standards might reduce the pressure towards
diss-olution. We refer to effects of this sort as income effects. We expect
that the income effects of an NIT would lower the rate of marital
dissolution.

But there is another effect of an NIT that has been overlooked in
most policy discussion. Early in our research we suggested that an
NIT would alter the structure of dependence in marriages (Hannan,
Beaver, and Tuma. 1974). An NIT guarantees stiIpport to unmarried
as well as married. As a result, an NIT will alter the level of re-
sources available outside of marriage and thereby alter the dependence
of the members on marriage. We refer to this effect as the independence
effect. Sinfe thie \I'r increases the level of re.ources outside of mar-
riage. the independence effect will raise the probability of marital
dissol ution.

A final issue to consider is welfare discounting. If participation in
the current system is degrading, both its income and independence ef-
fects are muied. Families receiving payments would not experience the
full income effect due to the strain induced by stigma. Likewise, de-
pendent spouses would not experience the full independence effect of
the welfare system if it is viewed as degrading. This suggests that a
payment from an NIT program will have a stronger income and in-
depe•ndence effect than a payment of the same amount from welfare.
Another way of putting this is to say that welfare is "discounted" in
its effects on marriage relative to an NIT.

There are other nonpecuniary differences between welfare and NIT
programs tlhat may result in welfare being discounted. Participation
in the XIT involves less effort than going on welfare. Our experi-
mental NIT program has a simpler and presumably less alienating
bureaucracv. The rules of the NIT are carefully explained to the par-
ticipants. Information about eligibility rules and support levels of
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welfare may not be as well known. Any of these three factors (stigma,
transaction costs, or lack of information) suggest that the effect of
welfare may be discounted.

What, then can be said about the expted impact of an NIT on
marital dissolution ratesI For an NIT that is more generous than the
present welfare system, as is the case with the Seattle-Denver experi-
ment, it is not possible to predict the direction of the impact a prior.
If the income effects dominate, the NIT will lower the dissolution rate.
If the independence effects are stronger the reverse will hold. Even a
less generous program may have both income and independence effects
if the changes in the program affect the rate at which welfare is
discounted.
Basic Experbnenlal Findlngs

O)ur findings show that the NIT program destabilizes marriage. Con-
trolling for the variables used in assigning families to treatments and
several other variables that may affect, dissolution, we foi.nd that the
experiment significantly increases the dissolution rate for both Whites
and Blacks. The differences between the experimental and the control
groups are statistically significant for both races indicating that we
can with some confidence rule out the possibility that the experimental-
control difference is due merely to chance.

This finding is consistent with a model in which the independence
effects dominate the income effects for the programs tested. But does it
imply that all NIT schemes will increase dissolution rates in popula-
tions like those we studied I To answer this question we must consider
some more complex analyses. Our most provocative findings concern
the patterns of impacts by level of income support. The lowest support
level holds particular interest since it differs little in financial terms
from the existing level of support available from the AFDC and
Food S-tamps. If welfare is not discounted, this program should have
no independence effect. But the dissolution rate for families on this
treatment greatly exceeds that of the control groups--by 96 percent for
Whites. by 67 percent for Blacks, and by 60 percent for Chicanos (see
Table 8).' So we conclude that the independence effects of welfare are
indeed discounted relative to those of an NIT. A curious results shown
in Table 8 is that, for each race-ethnic group. the plan that guarantees
income at the highest level, 140 percent of the poverty line, has the
smallest impacL These findings make plain the need to understand the
stigma and information content of NIT schemes in order to compare
their effects with the existing system.

The basic results of the experimental analysis are robust. We found
no technical problem that explains away the findings. One problem
deserves mention: attrition. We lost track of some families, and others
refused to participate ater a time. We suspected that a family's deci-
sion to remain in the study was affected both by the benefits they receive
from the experiment and by marital events. If control families were
more likely to leave the experiment at the time of a marital dissolution,
our records would undercount dissolutions for this group. This bias
would inflate experimental-control differences Luckily, the attrition

*Throughout this paper, we report impacts estimated over the first 2 years of the
experimentt for 5-year experimental families. The elects for 3-year famies are appro*i-
matell 80 percent of the 5-year effects.
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rates in this experiment are low, about 10 pereent over two years. But
in studies of rare events such as marital disruptions. even small attri-
tion rates may give misleading results. So we investigated the sensi t iv-
itv of our results to attrition (Hlannan, Tunas and 4iroeneveld, 1976).
Tiey are not very sensitive. Even if all the controls who left the experi-
inent had an unrecorded marital dissolution, the experianntal-cont rol
differmeie would still be positive and significant for Whites and Blacks.
The difference between the low support treatment. group and the con- 4
tiols is the most roLust of all the babic findings.

TABLE 8.-PERCENT CHANGE IN MARITAL DISSOLUTION RATE
BY LEVEL OF INCOME GUARANTEE

Race-ethnic group

Guarantee level Black White Chicano

90 percent of poverty line ........... '67 '96 60
125 percent of poverty line .......... 293 '55 -28
140 percent of poverty line...... ... 21 12 -. 35

Average of StME/DlME program. 261 '58 -4

Number of cases .................... 939 1,297 518

a Significant at the 0.05 level.
3 Significant at the 0.01 level.

The Income and Independence Effects of an. IT
To probe the mechanism creating these experimental effects, we

attempted to parameterize the income and independence effects. Recall
that the 90 percent of poverty level support ) itsa larger impact on
dissolution than that of the 140 percent level. Moreover, the former is
statfistically significant while the latter is not. Why does a small finan-
cial change front the control environment. have a strong impact when
a bigger change does not I

We sought to explain this pattern of experimental-control difference
with a model of the income and independence effects of the NIT pro-
gram. Our model and the evidence supporting it are diA'u.•-.d at length
elsewhere (see ]Hannan. Tuma. and Groeneveli [1977a, 19771b]).
Briefly, our aaodel a.zi.mtae. that the income and iudelt*ndence effects
are nonlinear functions. of incuale.

We address the problem by using our model for the income and
independence effects of NIT payments. Our analysis reveals that the
impact of any NIT progrant differs according to the race-ethnicity of
the family. the number of children, and a variety of other deiogr-aphic
and backu-round characteristics. So we must calculate impacts sepa-
rately for each combination of characteristics. We cannot be exhaus-
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tive here but will illustrate the impacts of various NIT programs on
rates of marital dissolution for white families with two children in
which each spouse is aged 25, has 12 years of education, and the couple
has been married for 5 years. We will vary both family income prior
to the NIT and wife's pre-NIT independence. As will lecome clear,
the latter plays a crucial role in determining the NIT impact on dis-
solution rates. We cc.'isider two cases typical of titoe we studied: (1)
wives who would not be employed upon becoming single; (2) wives
who would earn $3000 per year as a single woman. In each case we
assume, in line with the discussion earlier and our empirical findings,
thlat welfare is "discounted". In particular, we as,,sume that each doll ar
of welfare guarantee has an independence effect half as large as that of
a dollar of earnings or a dollar from the NIT programn."
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Figures 1 and 2 plot the di.-solution rate under various program., by
levels of pre-NIT family dispoalhie income. Figure 1 contains tho
predicted curve for faniUes in which the wive. would have no earnings
after leaving the marriage. Consider the moAt generous NIT program
depicted in Figure 1, the 150 percent of poverty level support with
50 percent tax, denoted 150/50. It is below the control curve ahuioLt
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everywhere. For most families, the stabilizing effect of the program
outweighs the independence effect. Only for the poorest families is this
not so. For them the income effect curve is quite flat. Even large
changes in family income have relatively small stabilizing effects; con-
sequently, the independence effect dominates in the low range of family
inlcomies.

Next, examine the 100 percent of poverty level, 70 percent tax pro-
grain, denoted 100/70. Thie curve for this plan is above the control
curve at all levels of pre-NIT family income. In other words, the plan
does not raise family income sufficiently to induce income effects strong
enough to offset the independence effects of the progra in.

Finally, consider the 100 percent of poverty level, 50 percent tax
program (100/50). It has a dissolution carve that falls between those
of the other two NIT programs. It gives higher dissolution rates than
a program with the same tax rate lbut a higher suppott level. This out-
come reflects the curvature of the inconi , A independence effects.
Both effects are increased when one increases the supp) ort level froin
100 percent to 150 percent. However, the income effect of such an
ienease dominates the increase in the independence effect.

The 100 percent of poverty level. 50 percent program (100/50) gives
lower dis-olution rates than a program with the saune support level
but a high tax rate. Increasing the tax rate reduces the income effect of

Figure 2
Predicted Marital Dissolution Rate

for ýhite Fasalies with Two Children
Ufe's Predicted Earnings

When Slzagie M O3O0
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.\ I
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the program because families receive smaller payments at any level of
pre-NIT family income. It does not, however, lessen the independence
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effect for women who have no earnings. Thus, according to our model
the 100/70 program has the same independence effect as the 100/50
program, but it has a smaller income effect.

Above we mentioned that wife's independence before the NIT is im-
portant in determining the NIT impact. We Qse this in Figure 2, which
plots curves for the same programs as in Figure 1, but for families in
which the wife would earn $3000 per year after leaving the marriage.
Now the various NIT programs mainly decrease the dissolution rate;
that is, the increase in independence that they induce is small relative
to their effects on improved family well-being. Curves for both the
150/50 and 100/50 plans are below'the control curve for the range of
pre-NIT family incomes plotted. The NIT increases the rate of dissolu-
tion only for the 100/70 plan, and then only for families with pre-NIT
income above $6,500. Furthermore, the increase due to the NIT is
rather modest.

Several general tendencies emerge from these and other figure,, not
reported hLre. First, the NIT impact is mainly concentrated in those
families with the most dependent wives. For working women, int roduc-
t ion of an NIT changes only slightly the quality of financial alterna-
tives to an existing marriage, and thereby has less impact on decisions
to end a marriage. Second d, the high support and low tax programs
yield the lowest dissolution rates, and, at least for Whites, these are
normally Lblow the pre-NIT rates. Plans with lower su )port levels
and higher tax rates tend either to be closer to the control curve or to
increa-e the dissolution rate.

VL CONCLUSIONS

The following summarizes the major conclusions of this paper.
A. Within the SIME/DIME sample, there is a modest decline in

work effort anong male heads of families (5 percent) and a substan-
tial decline among spouses (22 percent) and single female heads (11
percent).

B. A large proportion of the reduction in work effort among wom-
en represents time out of the labor force.

C. The work effort response to a nationwide NIT program is very
Sensitive to the program support level and tax rate.

1). Failure to take work effort response into account when design-
ing a national program can lead to a serious umderestimate of total
program costs.

E. The total work effort response to a nationwide NIT program is
smaller under higher tax rate programs, despite the fact that the
work effort response among participating families is larger.

F. The total costs of a nationwide NIT program are very sensitive
to t lie support level and the tax rate.

G. Compensation of welfare families made worse off by a nation-
wide NIT program is likely to result in a substantial increase in pro-
grain eosts.

11. The NIT plans tested in SIME/DIME tend to substantially in-
crease the ratz of marital dissolution among Black and W1hite fam-
ilies.

I. The greatest increase in marital dissolution occurred at the low-
est support levels and the smallest increase occurred at the highest sup-
l:ort level
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J. The experimental impact on marital dissolution appears to be
operating through offsetthig income and independence effects. The
dominance of the independence effect at low support levels, plus the
tWudency for married women to partially discount the potential bene-
fits from the existing welfare system, could explain the high impact ,
of the low NIT support levels.
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V. Statement of Dr. Robert G. Williams, Vice President,
Mathematica Policy Research, Inc.*

I INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman and .Members of the Committee, I appreciate this
oplorttinity to appear before you today to discuss the work my firm
has been doing to assist the State of Colorado and the Department of
]14110th, Education and Welfare in improving the administration of
public welfare programs. We believe that this work has important
implications. not only for the operation of current income transfer
prg.raims such as AFIC and Food (Stanips. but also for the design and
implementation of future proguari1s that night be developed as a result
of current welfare reform efforts.

For the past two yea•,s we lhive ixhct involved in the development
111ld operattion of the Colorado Monthly Reporting Experiment. This
project is a major tevt of an alternative administrative system intended
to improi) e lie accuracy and rvslpmoiveine.-,s of payments to recipients
in the AFDC program.

Preliminary research results from the project indicate that it has
betrn remarkably effective in attaining these goals. There is strong
evidence that this alternative administrative system, based on a month-
ly retrospective reporting principle. has increased the responsiveness
of the program to recipients by identifying and reacting to many
changes in recil)ient circumstances that are missed under the tradition-
al administrative system. One finding indicates that in a give month
the mtionthly reporting system processes grant changes for two and one-
half times as many cawse as does the traditional AFDC system. This
implies strongly that the traditional AFDC system misses many
change in recipient circumustances and is unresponsive to their chang-
ing need. There is substantial evidence that the monthly reporting
:)':ein is m11Or'e atcc'urate as well. A direct co•nparison of payments to
,.te. in this new system and payments to a comparable control group
in the tivditional systemm slhovs that monthly reporting reduces pay-
mewnrz .Y about 8 percent. This reýtflt is attained without any tighten-
ing of eligibility standardsL or reduction of benefits to eligible fain-
ilihz. The monthly reporting system apparently identifies ineligible
recipients as soon as their status has changed. and curtails payments
immediately rather than after the lags of as much as several months
which often occur under the traditional system. These goals have been
attained with only a negligible increase in administrative costs, which
are trlatly overshadowed by savings in benefits.

These preliminary results offer considerable encouragement that sub-
stantial improvements can be made in the administration of our in-

' Opinions expressed are those of the author and do not secemarny represent the tiew
of bsbolsortug agencies.

eStatement at hearings before Subcommittee on Government Operations., House of
Representatives. 197T.
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come transfer programs serving needy families. In the remainder of
my statement. I will be describing the nature of the Colorado project
in more detail, reviewing the specific impact of the monthly reporting
system on the responsiveness and accuracy of benefit payments, de-
scribing the impact of the system on recipients, and swunan rizing the
effects of the system on adnmiinistrative patterns and costs.

DIESCR1PTION Or COLCRADO MOXTULY REPORTING SYSTEM q
To present an understandable description of the monthly reporting

system being tested in Colorado, I would like to contrast its features
with those of the administrative system traditionally used in most areas
of the country in determining eligjibilitv and computing benefits for the
AFDC program. Although there are differences in detail in the man-
ner that States and counties administer AFDC, there is enough similar-
ity in broad principles that it is accurate enough to refer to a
"traditional AFDC system." Comparison of the monthly reporting
system in two Colorado counties with the traditional AIPDC system
used in the rest of Colorado is the source of information on monthly
reporting's impact on benefits, recipients, and administrative patterns
and c(sts.

The monthly reporting administrative system developed in Colorado
consists of three basic elements: 1) a monthly reporting requirement'
2) a monthly retrospective accounting period; and 3) an automated
support system. Under this experiment, recipients must mail in a simple
but comprehensive form each month as a requirement for continued
eligibility. On this form, called a Monthly Status Report (MSR), re-
cipients are required to report their income, household composition,
and other relevant eligibility factors such as school attendance status
of children over the age of 16. This monthly reporting requirement
contrasIs with the much less frequent formal reporting schedule used
in the traditional AFDC system. The traditional system requires the
completion of forms only every six months for recipients in the regular
segment of the AFDC program and only every three months for the
smaller number of recipients in the unemnployed parent, segment of
AFDC. Under the traditional administrative system. recipients are,
of course, instructed to report changes in circumstances that take place
within the intervals between formal reports. However, for a variety of
reasons, this informal reporting requirement is often difficult' for
recipients to interpret and the agencies to enforce. Morever, it is often
difficult for recipients to penetrate institutional barriers to report a
change and to be sure that agency staff will take the proper action upon
any such report.

The monthly retrospective accounting principle can be simply des-
cribed as computation of each month's grant based on actual circum-
stances of the recipient in the month prior to payment. In the case of
the Colorado Monthly Reporting Experiment, recipients in the calen-
dar month reporting cycle file a Monthly Status Report detailing their
actual circumstances for a given month by the 5th of the following
month. The data on the Report, as verified and confirmed by the
agency, serve as the basis for their next grant paymen,'. In the tradi-
tional AFDC administrative system, however, grants are based on the
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agency's estimate of a recipient's current need, which is referred to as
a prospective accounting principle. Thus, recipients' payments are
based on their needs for the month in which the payment is made.
Administrative processing lags require that this payment actually be
estimated well in advance. Moreover, the length of time between formal
reports means that thle agency must estimate individual recipient needs
for more than six months in advance for most AFDC cases. These
estimates, which serve as the basis for payment during that period
unless subse uently altered by a recipient-initiated report of change,
are computed according to an elaborate set of rules for projecting,
averaging, and predictig.

In the Colorado Mon Reporting Experiment, the Monthly Status
Reports filed by recipients provide the input for an automated support
system for the project. This support system performs many clerical and
bookkeeping functions which traditionally consumed the time of eligi-
bility workers. Upon receipt by the agency, data from the MonthlyStatus Reports kre entered directly into a computer processing system.
The system begins by editing the Monthly Status Reports for complete-
ness and consistency and issuing reports of edit problems to eligibility
workers. The system also redetermines eligibility; computes grants;
produces reduction and discontinuance notices to recipients; generates
checks, check registers, and Grant Explanations to recipients; pro-
duces case status reports for Technicians and their supervisors; and
provides a management summary report of caseload status at the end
of the processing cycle. This level of automation contrasts sharply with
the level attained in the traditional AFDC system. Although the
States and counties vary in the level of automation of administrative
functions, the traditional system is characterized by a heavy reliance
on manual processing for such functions as eligibility redetermination.
grant computation, and transfers of information from form to form.

Perhaps the most important point to be made in describing this dif-
ference is that the traditional AFDC systems cannot reach the levels
of automation possible under the monthly reporting system because of
inherenL limitations caused by traditional use of a prospective account-
ing period and less frequent reporting periods. Since under the tradi-
tional system eligibility determination and grant computation require
projecting future needs based on a combination of actual past data and
recipients' estimates of future needs, human discretion is required to
carry out these functions. The data are too imprecise and the rules too
ambiguous to permit eligibility determination and grant computation
from raw data supplied by the recipient. In the monthly reporting
system, however, actual data provided on the Monthly Status Reports
is used directly by the computer to make these determinations.

EFFECTS OF TnE COLORADO MONT.HT REPOR.UNG SYSTEM ONr BENEFITs

The Colorado Monthly Reporting Project is unique among tests of
new administrative features in public welfare programs in that it is a
true experiment: it provides for a systematic, statistically valid deter-
minat ion of the results of implementingr the monthly reporting system.
In Denver County, which is typical in most respects of many other
urban areas in such terms as .ocioeconomic composition of the caseload
and administrative conditions, ten percent of the caseload (about 1200



cases) has been randomly assigned to the monthly reporting system.
Reporting patterns of the monthly reporting group and payments to its
members are being compared in a rigorous way to the reporting pat-
tenis and payments of a control group in the traditional AFDC ad-
ministrative system. This control group, like the monthly reporting
group, consists of an additional ten percent of the Denver County
caseload which is also selected randomly.

Preliminary results fromn the first eight months of operation in Den-
ver County indicate that the higher frequency of reporting under the
monthly reporting system, along with the principle of basing, grants
on actual circumstances, has resulted in substantial reduction in bene-
tits. Cases in the monthly reporting system received about eight per-
ceit leNs in -Hvlnentus than did cases in the traditional system at the end
of this period This reduction came about without any tightening of
eligibility standards and apparently without denying payment to any
eligible household. Rather, the reduction in payments seems to haie
c01iae about primarily because of a reduction in the caseload of a cor-
re-,ponding eight pecenuL Data from the project suggest that this re-
duction results from the ability of the monthly reporting system to
identify families as soon as changes in their circumstances make
tliem ineligible. Payments to ineligible households are therefore cur-
tailed immediately under the montady reporting system, whereas fre-
quently a lag in stopping payments occurs in the traditional system.

(One of the more surprising and significant findings from this project
is that the monthly reporting system has processed several times mome
grant changes for its caseload than the traditional system for control
C114:. Even though the two groups of recipients are statistically identi-
v4*l. operation of the monthly reporting system has resulted in com-
putation of grant changes for approximately twenty percent of on-
going cases each month, whereas operation of the traditional system
has re.-ulted in computation of grant changes for only about eight per-
cent of the :aseload per month. The difference in frequency of grant
clunges applies equally to both increases and decreases in grants. This
finding suggests that under the traditional AFDC system many
changes in recipient circumstances are simply Yissed. Apparently at
any given time under the traditional system, an uncomfortably large
proportion of AFDC recipients are receiving insufficient assistance to
meet their needs and are therefore underpaid, while another large pro-
portion are receiviag too much assistance for their needs and are there-
fore overpaid. The magnitude of these differences is larger than we
would have expected, and may help to explain why the AFDC Quality
Control process consistently finds unacceptable levels of error in the
program. Moreover, even Q uality Controt findings do not fully docu-
ment the level of inaccuracy in the traditional system. Quality Control
rules tend to exclude from error statistics many mispayments if pre-
scribed recipient reporting periods and administrative action periods
have been complied with. Increased frequency of grant chan under
the Monthly Reporting Experiment imply strong v that wider imple-
nientation of the system being tested in Colorado might substantially
improve the level of accuracy and responsiveness of payments in the
AFI)C program.
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IMPACT OF T=U VOOAD ONTHLY mOWTIN SSTMx ON ECMPENTS

There has been widespread concern over the pottial impac of this
project on recipients. The first concern is that recipients might be un-
able to meet the filing requirements imposed upon them and that many
legitimately in need of i ce would thereby be forced off the
program. A second concern is that the retrospective nature of the svs-
tem, in which grants are based on actual past circumstances, might
prove to be unresponsive to recipients suffering sudden setbacks, es-
pecially applicants for assstance who frequently have emergency
needs. In the Colorado Monthly Reporting Project, careful attention
has been given to these concerns from the beginng. Results from op-
erations thus far support the conclusion that a properly designed
monthly reporting system does not adversely affect eligible recipients
of a ce and that, on balance, the system seems to be more respon-
sive to recipient needs than does the traditional system with which it is
being compared.

In the monthly reporting system, recipients must file a mail-in, post-
age-paid Monthly Status Report each month in order to retain eligi-
bility and provide data for computation of the next pay.ment. Ile
Monthly Status Reports are mailed to recipients three working days be-
fore the end of the monthly reporting piod. If MSR's are reýcived
by the 5th of the following month, the recipient receives payment on
the first possible payment date, which is the 1luth. Subsequent filing
deadlines of the 12th and 20th correspond to second and third payment
dates of the 23rd and 30th, respectively. The forms have been designed
for Lonuprehensiveness and ease of completion. Recipients must only
circle -yes" or "no" responses to individually specific questions, and
1ill in amounts of income received. No arithmetical computation is
required of recipients; they submit only the raw data required for
uutomated calculation. However, recipients must send in pay-tubs as
verification of earning and provide suitable doewnentation for other
income and changes in household compotition.

Experience with the Colorado Monthly Reporting System clearly
demonArates the ability of AFDC families to complete the required
monthly reporting forms at an acceptable level of proficiency and to
submit them promptly. Generally, more than ninety percent of families
who file do so by the first filing deadline, which alils on the Uth of
the iuonth-about eight or nine days after the forms are mailed to the
recipients by the agency. Most of the remaining families who file do so
by the second deadline of the 12th, with only one or two percent sub-
mitting forms only in time for the third deadline of the 20th. The level
of accuracy on the completed forms is high, with the majority of them
suitable to serve as the basis for eligibility redetermination and grant
computation directly with no intervention by agency staff.

Recipients demonstrate a definite learning curve in form proficiency.
Agency staff noted a certain rate of error in completion of the forms
during the first two months of the project. By the third month, how-
ever, the level of proficiency improved substantially. The ability of
recipients to cope with the forms is undoubtedly aided by their
monthly experience in completing them. Because recipients must fill
Out relort forms more frequently than in the traditional system, they
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become more familiar with them and find it easier to comply with the
filing requirements.

Fewer than five percent of families normally fail to return a
Monthly Status Report by the final _ling deAdiiie and are therefore
discontinued. These families appear to place themselves in this cate-
gory deliberately since they ignore three separate warnings of the eon-
sequences for non-filing. The first warning is prominent ly displayed
on the Moiothly Status Report. Second and third warnings, which are
formal notices of discontinuance, are sent after non-receipt of the
Monthly Status Report on the 5th and the 12th, the first two filing
deadlines. Although the agencies involved in this project have been
very sensitive to the po&sibility of adverse effects on recipients, no evi-
dence has been found that any otherwise eligible recipient has been
forced off AFDC by the filing requirements of the monthly reporting
sm stem. The rate of re-application for assistance has been low and the
number of hearings requested has been about normal for the propor-
tion of the caseload involved.

The retrospective payments feature of this monthly reporting sys-
tem has attracted much scrutiny because of the fear that it could leave
recipients short of critical resources when, they were faced with an
abnrpt decline in income. Failure of the montly reporting system to
meet "current need" can be legitimately considered as a potential dis-
advantage. To minimize this problem, considerable effort was devoted
(luring the design phase to maximizing the processing speed of the
system. thereby minimizing the lag between the occurTence of changes
in cirnmsntances and receipt of a payment reflecting those changes. The
rapid processing schedule has been successful: more than eighty per-
cent of reciipients consistently receive payment on the early pa nient
date. the lt6th of each month, which is only a half month after t2e end
of the reporting period. There appear to'be very few recipients who
are adversely affected by the retrospective aspect of the system. On
those limited occasions when recipients are caught short by the system,
Food stamps are made available with no purchase requirement to sup-
plement other sources of income. Ne w cases receive special treatment be-
cause of the frequency of emergency needs. Initial grants are calculated
on a current need basis if the retrospective grant determination falls
short.

Many persons exaggerate the problems created for recipients by a
retrospecUve system since they compare the actual workings of the
monthly reporting system to an ideal rarely approached by the tra-
ditional system. Although the traditional system is theoretically in-
tended to meet current need at all times, in practice this ideal is se-
verely compromised by long delays in processing grants. It is com-
promised further by vagaries of the system that result from the lack
of clear procedures, reporting requirements that leave too much
agency diGcretion, and the absence of safeguards to insure that infor-
mat ion informally supplied by the recipient will be properly rocessed.
It is our judgment, based on our experience with the monthly report-
ing system in Colorado. that any disadvantages for the recipient caused
l)y the retrospective principle for computation of grants are more than
compensated by the superior responsiveness of the system to changing
circumstances and the certainty that recipient reports of such changes
will be reflected in adjustments to grants.
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MP.•AG ON ADMXNISTRATM73 rFXCrONLNG AND COSTS

Many welfare administrators have been attracted to the concept of
monthly retrospective reporting because of its obvious potential for
increased accuracy of .ayments. but have been deterred by the fear
that virtually a six-fol increase in written reports by recipients would
result in nearly proportionate increases in admini•strative costs. To test
this prospect, and to assess other effects of the monthly reporting sys-
tema on administrative functioning, a second phase of the Colorado
Monthly Reporting Experiment is a county-wide implementation of
the systein in Bou 1ler County. Prelininary data from this phase in-
dicate that any increases in administrative costs caused by operating
the iionthiy re-porting systeii are likely to be ne eligible andl that there
are many desirable administrative eltects of tle monthly reporting
SVwteiU.As I have noted earlier, a characteristic of the traditional AFDC
systein is a heavj, reliance on manual processing. In the usual mode of
program administration, a large amount of eligibility staff time is
spent performing clerical duties such as computation of grants and fill-
ing out forms, often copying substantial amounts of information from
one form to another. In contrast, the monthly reporting system devel.
opted for Colorado takes full advantage of ihe potential for automa-
tion that is inherent in a monthly retrospective system. Recipient data
are entered directly into the com puter for machine editing. Once the
MSR information is complete and consistent, the computer performs
the grant calculation and produces the necessary forms, notices, grant
explanations. and eI:ecks (among other functions). Because so much of
t lie clerical workload is automated under this system, the increased in-
formation flow f rom recipients can be handled by, at most, the same
level of eligibility staff as in the traditional system. It appears that
there is ome increase required in data entry staff, computer time, post-
age, and printing costs, although this increase is partly offset by a de-
crease in the amount of clerical support time required. Our best esti-
mate of the ultimate impact of the system on administrative costs, then,
based on several months of operation in Boulder County, is a net in-
cre•iae in the range of zero to ten percent. We believe that these figures
may even be upper range estimates of the impact on administrative
costs elsewhere since Colorado's level of admiinistrative costs per
AFDC case are well below the national average. Thus there might be
more available resources to support the system in other jurisdictions
and the net impact on administrative costs might be even less. More-
over, there exists a clear potential to expand the monthly reporting sys-
tem to accommodate a joint administration of AFDC anid Food Stamps
through the use of a single reporting form and processing system. Ex-
ploitation of this poten~'al would most likely bring about a reduction in
overall administrative costs through the reduction of duplicate trans-
actions and automation of Food Stamp administrative functions.

Eligribility workers participating in the experiment have noted a
number of administrative advantages gained f rom, the mionthily report-
ing system. One of the most significant advantages is increas'-d con-
structive contact between workers and recipients. The high level of au-
tomiation in the system has freed workers from maniy routine clerical
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tasks and focused their efforts on obtaining information from recipi-
ents and processing the monthly report forms. Workers administer-
ing the monthly reporting system in Denver County estimate that their
contact with recipients has increased by as much as afty percent rela-
tive to the traditional system. This has permitted the workers to be-
come more aware of recipient circunmstances, further improving the
accuracy of payments as well as increasing the likelihood that recip-
ients will be referred to need social services.

The monthly reporting system has also had the beneficial effect of
clarifying the respective roles of eligibility workers and recipients. For
the first time, recipients have clear-cut, unarabiguous requirements
with which they must comply, as well as a reliable channel for report-
ing changes in circinnstances. (In the montldy reporting system, re-
cipients can even verify that information has been processed- correctly
They receive computer-printed grant explanations with each check, a
source of information that is almost non-existent in the traditional
systena.) Similarlv, workers have the clear obligation to process the
reported information, obtain supplemental data from the recipient if
necesary. and ensure timely iiance of the grant.

Eligibility workers express a higher degree of job satisfaction under
the monthly reporting system. Thiey find their iobs more demanding
because of the absolute nature of deadlines and the need to learn cer-
tain new skills. However, this very challenge contributes to their feel-
ing of greater satisfaction, as does the better organization of their
daily responsibilities, and, most of all, the greater sense of control over
their caseloads.

MONCLU8IO0

The resulLs of the Colorado Monthly Reporting Experiment, while
not yet complete, offer considerable encouragement that implemnenta-
tion of a monthly retrospective reporting sysein similar to that tested
in Colorado would represent a major improvement in the administra-
tion of the AFDC program. Preliminary estimates from the project
indicate that grants to families would decrease about eight percent
due to the greater accuracy of the system, and that any increase in ad-
nuinstrative costs would be no greater than ten percent. It is impor-
tant to realize in considering these results that it takes a twelve percent
increase in administrative costs in Colorado to offset a one percent de-
crease in benefits, so that any additional costs of operating a monthly
retrospective reporting system would hxe offset by only a fraction of tlhe
reduction in grants. Tle remaining reduction" in grants would thus
represent a net savings in total program operating costs. Figures of
this magnituide lead us to expect a very high benefit-cost ratio in im-
plementing this type of system elsewhere.

The systemn tested in Colorado has had a major impact on program
administration because it gives adequate recognition to the hi gh rate
of change in circumstances within the recipient caseload. Implicit in
the opposition to frequent. reporting requirements for welfare pro-
vraluis is the ij*Nisteut myth that A.FDC caseloads are relatively
static, and that re.ipt of AFIXV is a lomg-term, if not a life-term.
propoition for minos. recipients. Although serious research on welfare
programs has consistently contradicted this perception, it remains the
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lhais for many iolicv decisions. lit the Colorado Monthly Reporting
Experiment. lhoweveri, fully thirty percent of the AFDC'caseload cx-
lperience a .lhange in circminstant.es -significant enough to affect their
eligibility for welfare or the aimont of payment during each month.
More sle'ii,.ally, t wenty pervant of the ongoing cases require a clauge
in grant, while five percent of the cass are dis'ontinued and another
five percent are added to the ca.,eload. This finding provides graphic
.vidence of the extreme fluidity in the financial needs of AFDC case-

loads, and suggests that frequent neporting and rapid proce.ing of
payments are ic.,ary if administration of the program is to be accu-
rate and rep.•ponsive.

These findings, then. are not relevant only to AFDC, but extend by
implication to the administration of other programs serving low-in-
come households such as Food Stamps and any national income main-
tenance program contemplated under welfare reform. The potential
for impriovi-g the administration of the Food Stamp program, utiliz-
ing this type of system is particularly int riguing since there is substan-
tial similarity be-tween the recipient populations of the AFC I) and
Foodl Staimlp programs . recentt effort.. to ,simplify the Provisions of the
Food Stamp program through implement at ion of a standard deduct ion
would make a monthly retrospective reporting sy.Atem even easier to
design and imphlment for that Drograin. Wilih this type of system,
m'ireover. tile adia1inli. ration of t he two prog•rauls coulcl he integrated
animd markedly ..-implified through tile u•se of a conmmon form, compar-
able proteduts, and ,'onilIatille filigs -chedules. I'his would be a boon
to thote recmipients who obtain enwilits under both AFI)C and Food
Sta•ilS .inu.e they would he faced with a single formn and a single proc-
t.-s for obtuiiting With tylpes of linelits. It would also sub, tantially
reduce administrative costs for disbursing benefits to joint recipient:
of the two programs.

In our view. findings fromn the Denver Monthly Reporting Experi
maent are crucial to welfare reform considerations as well. Congress
may soon lxe considering propoals for some type of national income
numaltenaince pogrami. It should be clear by now that a program with
the nohie-t obi jectiv.s can still fail if its administrative structure is in-
adequate. It is therefore very important that any administrative de-
sign take full account of the fluidity of recipient circumstances docu-
miented in the ('olorado Monthly Reporting Experimtent. Failure to do
:-0 would mo.t likely le(ad to the same types of problems that plague the
administration of AFDC, such as lack of respomsiveness to recipient
ne)1d.4, and i•.r.-istent underpayments and overpayments. Implementa-
tion of an tillresponsive lprogram would be extremely detrimnetal to
thle States and localities, aws well as to re'ijpients, for the.e jurisdictions
would be rev-iomsible for remnedving any lack of respomsiveness in a na-
tional program through local programs of emergency assistance. Thus,
we iX'lieve that the (oiletcp)tS of molnthlv reporting and ret rospective ac-
',,|rnting hoUi(l be considered carefully in the e mr-e of drafting hegis-
1at ion amid foirnulating tile atlnii•st-,rative design for a national ilicoeile

amiitemiai.e p~roposTal. Tle.e concepts cain help such a program to at-
tain more do,.ely the goals of fairness and effectiveness in which this
comitanittee irs .o properly expre&.ed itb concern.
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